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CITY OF SANTA CLARITA
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
NOTICE OF PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING

PROJECT:

Sand Canyon Resort Project

PROJECT LOCATION:

27734 Sand Canyon Road at the northeast corner of Sand
Canyon Road and Robinson Ranch Road

PROJECT APPLICANT:

Sand Canyon Country Club

MEETING DATE & TIME:

Tuesday, October 30, 2018, at 6:00 p.m.

MEETING LOCATION:

Santa Clarita City Hall, Century Conference Room
23920 Valencia Blvd., Santa Clarita, CA 91355

MEETING FORMAT:
City staff and project consultants will be available at the scoping
meeting to provide information on the project and the environmental review process. Comment
cards will be provided for you to provide your written comments regarding the scope of the
environmental areas to be analyzed. You may submit your written comments at the meeting or any
time prior to the end of the comment period.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The proposed project would result in the replacement of existing
open space that was formerly the Mountain Course of the Robinson Ranch Golf Course with a new
resort and spa consisting of the following:
• Main Hotel (three-story building with 250 rooms/keys totaling approximately 155,800
square feet)
• Wedding Hotel (two three-story buildings with 72 rooms/keys totaling approximately
50,620 square feet) with an outdoor wedding venue
• View Villas (15 two-story villas with 60 rooms/keys totaling approximately 91,100 square
feet)
• Oak Villas (10 one-story villas with 10 rooms/keys totaling approximately 32,900 square
feet)
• Function Wing of the hotel including a grand ballroom (8,600 square feet), junior ballroom
(2,600 square feet), meeting rooms (2,400 square feet), three restaurants (total of 8,400
square feet), and wedding garden
• Spa/gym/salon (approximately 31,380 square feet)
• Outdoor recreation including two pools, one tennis court, six pickle ball courts, a nine-hole
miniature golf course, and three miles of trails
• Parking (375 parking stalls)
The following development components and entitlements would be required for the proposed
project:
• Zone Change to change the zone from Open Space (OS) to Community Commercial (CC)
for two of the proposed four lots

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

General Plan Amendment to change the land use from Open Space (OS) to Community
Commercial (CC) for two of the proposed four lots
Tentative Tract Map to subdivide the project site into four lots
Grading includes 228,000 cubic yards of cut and 215,000 cubic yards of fill with a net cut
of 13,000 cubic yards. The net cut would result in zero cubic yards due to subsidence,
shrinkage and remedial grading
Conditional Use Permit for new development in a Planned Development overlay
Development and Landscape Plan Review for the development of the proposed project
Oak Tree Permit for the removal of 21 oak trees
Removal or modification of the open space requirement from the previous golf course
entitlement, Master Case 95-049 for Robinson Ranch
Environmental Impact Report Certification as required by the California Environmental
Quality Act

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW: An Environmental Impact Report (EIR) will be prepared as part
of the review of this project. A Notice of Preparation (NOP) of the EIR for the project has been
distributed to responsible agencies and the review period for the NOP is from October 17, 2018
and ends on November 16, 2018. On Tuesday, October 30, 2018, the City of Santa Clarita will be
conducting a scoping meeting for public input on areas of interest to be analyzed within the EIR.
For further information regarding this project, you may contact the project planner at the City of
Santa Clarita, Permit Center, 23920 Valencia Blvd., Suite 140, Santa Clarita, CA 91355.
Telephone: (661) 255-4330. Website: www.santa-clarita.com/planning. Send written
correspondence to: 23920 Valencia Blvd., Suite 302, Santa Clarita, CA 91355. Project Planner:
Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner, hnguyen@santa-clarita.com.

Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Barrita, Michael <BarritaM@metro.net>
Wednesday, November 07, 2018 10:52 AM
Hai Nguyen
Sheridan, Georgia
Metro Development Review - Sand Canyon Resort Project
2018-05-31 Metro CMP Notice.pdf

Good afternoon Mr. Meade,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Notice of Availability of a draft EIR for the proposed “Sand Canyon
Resort Project” (Project) located at 27734 located in the City of Santa Clarita. Per Metro’s regulatory responsibility, we
have attached a notice of state requirements regarding the Congestion Management Program (CMP). Please contact
David Lor (LorD@metro.net) with any questions.
Best,

Michael A. Barrita
LA Metro
Transportation Associate II, Countywide Planning & Development
Joint Development/Strategic Initiatives
213.418.3482
metro.net | facebook.com/losangelesmetro | @metrolosangeles
Metro provides excellence in service and support.
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Congestion Management Program
Metro must notify the Project Sponsor of state requirements. A Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA),
with roadway and transit components, is required under the State of California Congestion
Management Program (CMP) statute. The CMP TIA Guidelines are published in the “2010 Congestion
Management Program for Los Angeles County,” Appendix D (attached). The geographic area
examined in the TIA must include the following, at a minimum:
1. All CMP arterial monitoring intersections, including monitored freeway on/off-ramp
intersections, where the proposed Project will add 50 or more trips during either the a.m. or
p.m. weekday peak hour (of adjacent street traffic).
2. If CMP arterial segments are being analyzed rather than intersections, the study area must
include all segments where the proposed Project will add 50 or more peak hour trips (total of
both directions). Within the study area, the TIA must analyze at least one segment between
monitored CMP intersections.
3. Mainline freeway-monitoring locations where the Project will add 150 or more trips, in either
direction, during either the a.m. or p.m. weekday peak hour.
4. Caltrans must also be consulted through the NOP process to identify other specific locations
to be analyzed on the state highway system.
The CMP TIA requirement also contains two separate impact studies covering roadways and transit,
as outlined in Sections D.8.1 – D.9.4. If the TIA identifies no facilities for study based on the criteria
above, no further traffic analysis is required. However, projects must still consider transit impacts. For
all CMP TIA requirements please see the attached guidelines.
If you have any questions, please contact David Lor by phone at 213-922-2883, by email at
lord@metro.net, or by mail at the following address:
Metro Development Review
One Gateway Plaza MS 99-23-2
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2952

APPENDIX

GUIDELINES FOR CMP TRANSPORTATION
IMPACT ANALYSIS

D
Important Notice to User: This section provides detailed travel statistics for the Los
Angeles area which will be updated on an ongoing basis. Updates will be distributed to all
local jurisdictions when available. In order to ensure that impact analyses reflect the best
available information, lead agencies may also contact MTA at the time of study initiation.
Please contact MTA staff to request the most recent release of “Baseline Travel Data for
CMP TIAs.”
D.1

OBJECTIVE OF GUIDELINES

The following guidelines are intended to assist local agencies in evaluating impacts of land
use decisions on the Congestion Management Program (CMP) system, through
preparation of a regional transportation impact analysis (TIA). The following are the basic
objectives of these guidelines:
Promote consistency in the studies conducted by different jurisdictions, while
maintaining flexibility for the variety of project types which could be affected by these
guidelines.
Establish procedures which can be implemented within existing project review
processes and without ongoing review by MTA.
Provide guidelines which can be implemented immediately, with the full intention of
subsequent review and possible revision.
These guidelines are based on specific requirements of the Congestion Management
Program, and travel data sources available specifically for Los Angeles County. References
are listed in Section D.10 which provide additional information on possible methodologies
and available resources for conducting TIAs.
D.2

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Exhibit D-7 provides the model resolution that local jurisdictions adopted containing CMP
TIA procedures in 1993. TIA requirements should be fulfilled within the existing
environmental review process, extending local traffic impact studies to include impacts to
the regional system. In order to monitor activities affected by these requirements, Notices
of Preparation (NOPs) must be submitted to MTA as a responsible agency. Formal MTA
approval of individual TIAs is not required.
The following sections describe CMP TIA requirements in detail. In general, the
competing objectives of consistency & flexibility have been addressed by specifying
standard, or minimum, requirements and requiring documentation when a TIA varies
from these standards.
2010 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County
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PROJECTS SUBJECT TO ANALYSIS

In general a CMP TIA is required for all projects required to prepare an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) based on local determination. A TIA is not required if the lead agency
for the EIR finds that traffic is not a significant issue, and does not require local or regional
traffic impact analysis in the EIR. Please refer to Chapter 5 for more detailed information.
CMP TIA guidelines, particularly intersection analyses, are largely geared toward analysis
of projects where land use types and design details are known. Where likely land uses are
not defined (such as where project descriptions are limited to zoning designation and
parcel size with no information on access location), the level of detail in the TIA may be
adjusted accordingly. This may apply, for example, to some redevelopment areas and
citywide general plans, or community level specific plans. In such cases, where project
definition is insufficient for meaningful intersection level of service analysis, CMP arterial
segment analysis may substitute for intersection analysis.
D.4

STUDY AREA

The geographic area examined in the TIA must include the following, at a minimum:
All CMP arterial monitoring intersections, including monitored freeway on- or off-ramp
intersections, where the proposed project will add 50 or more trips during either the
AM or PM weekday peak hours (of adjacent street traffic).
If CMP arterial segments are being analyzed rather than intersections (see Section D.3),
the study area must include all segments where the proposed project will add 50 or
more peak hour trips (total of both directions). Within the study area, the TIA must
analyze at least one segment between monitored CMP intersections.
Mainline freeway monitoring locations where the project will add 150 or more trips, in
either direction, during either the AM or PM weekday peak hours.
Caltrans must also be consulted through the Notice of Preparation (NOP) process to
identify other specific locations to be analyzed on the state highway system.
If the TIA identifies no facilities for study based on these criteria, no further traffic analysis
is required. However, projects must still consider transit impacts (Section D.8.4).
D.5

BACKGROUND TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

The following sections describe the procedures for documenting and estimating
background, or non-project related traffic conditions. Note that for the purpose of a TIA,
these background estimates must include traffic from all sources without regard to the
exemptions specified in CMP statute (e.g., traffic generated by the provision of low and very
low income housing, or trips originating outside Los Angeles County. Refer to Chapter 5,
Section 5.2.3 for a complete list of exempted projects).
D.5.1 Existing Traffic Conditions. Existing traffic volumes and levels of service (LOS) on
the CMP highway system within the study area must be documented. Traffic counts must
2010 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County
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be less than one year old at the time the study is initiated, and collected in accordance with
CMP highway monitoring requirements (see Appendix A). Section D.8.1 describes TIA
LOS calculation requirements in greater detail. Freeway traffic volume and LOS data
provided by Caltrans is also provided in Appendix A.
D.5.2 Selection of Horizon Year and Background Traffic Growth. Horizon year(s)
selection is left to the lead agency, based on individual characteristics of the project being
analyzed. In general, the horizon year should reflect a realistic estimate of the project
completion date. For large developments phased over several years, review of intermediate
milestones prior to buildout should also be considered.
At a minimum, horizon year background traffic growth estimates must use the generalized
growth factors shown in Exhibit D-1. These growth factors are based on regional modeling
efforts, and estimate the general effect of cumulative development and other socioeconomic
changes on traffic throughout the region. Beyond this minimum, selection among the
various methodologies available to estimate horizon year background traffic in greater
detail is left to the lead agency. Suggested approaches include consultation with the
jurisdiction in which the intersection under study is located, in order to obtain more
detailed traffic estimates based on ongoing development in the vicinity.
D.6

PROPOSED PROJECT TRAFFIC GENERATION

Traffic generation estimates must conform to the procedures of the current edition of Trip
Generation, by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). If an alternative
methodology is used, the basis for this methodology must be fully documented.
Increases in site traffic generation may be reduced for existing land uses to be removed, if
the existing use was operating during the year the traffic counts were collected. Current
traffic generation should be substantiated by actual driveway counts; however, if infeasible,
traffic may be estimated based on a methodology consistent with that used for the proposed
use.
Regional transportation impact analysis also requires consideration of trip lengths. Total
site traffic generation must therefore be divided into work and non-work-related trip
purposes in order to reflect observed trip length differences. Exhibit D-2 provides factors
which indicate trip purpose breakdowns for various land use types.
For lead agencies who also participate in CMP highway monitoring, it is recommended that
any traffic counts on CMP facilities needed to prepare the TIA should be done in the
manner outlined in Chapter 2 and Appendix A. If the TIA traffic counts are taken within
one year of the deadline for submittal of CMP highway monitoring data, the local
jurisdiction would save the cost of having to conduct the traffic counts twice.
D.7

TRIP DISTRIBUTION

For trip distribution by direct/manual assignment, generalized trip distribution factors are
provided in Exhibit D-3, based on regional modeling efforts. These factors indicate
Regional Statistical Area (RSA)-level tripmaking for work and non-work trip purposes.
2010 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County
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(These RSAs are illustrated in Exhibit D-4.) For locations where it is difficult to determine
the project site RSA, census tract/RSA correspondence tables are available from MTA.
Exhibit D-5 describes a general approach to applying the preceding factors. Project trip
distribution must be consistent with these trip distribution and purpose factors; the basis
for variation must be documented.
Local agency travel demand models disaggregated from the SCAG regional model are
presumed to conform to this requirement, as long as the trip distribution functions are
consistent with the regional distribution patterns. For retail commercial developments,
alternative trip distribution factors may be appropriate based on the market area for the
specific planned use. Such market area analysis must clearly identify the basis for the trip
distribution pattern expected.
D.8

IMPACT ANALYSIS

CMP Transportation Impact Analyses contain two separate impact studies covering
roadways and transit. Section Nos. D.8.1-D.8.3 cover required roadway analysis while
Section No. D.8.4 covers the required transit impact analysis. Section Nos. D.9.1-D.9.4
define the requirement for discussion and evaluation of alternative mitigation measures.
D.8.1 Intersection Level of Service Analysis. The LA County CMP recognizes that
individual jurisdictions have wide ranging experience with LOS analysis, reflecting the
variety of community characteristics, traffic controls and street standards throughout the
county. As a result, the CMP acknowledges the possibility that no single set of
assumptions should be mandated for all TIAs within the county.
However, in order to promote consistency in the TIAs prepared by different jurisdictions,
CMP TIAs must conduct intersection LOS calculations using either of the following
methods:
The Intersection Capacity Utilization (ICU) method as specified for CMP highway
monitoring (see Appendix A); or
The Critical Movement Analysis (CMA) / Circular 212 method.
Variation from the standard assumptions under either of these methods for circumstances
at particular intersections must be fully documented.
TIAs using the 1985 or 1994 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) operational analysis must
provide converted volume-to-capacity based LOS values, as specified for CMP highway
monitoring in Appendix A.
D.8.2 Arterial Segment Analysis. For TIAs involving arterial segment analysis, volume-tocapacity ratios must be calculated for each segment and LOS values assigned using the V/
C-LOS equivalency specified for arterial intersections. A capacity of 800 vehicles per hour
per through traffic lane must be used, unless localized conditions necessitate alternative
values to approximate current intersection congestion levels.
2010 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County
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D.8.3 Freeway Segment (Mainline) Analysis. For the purpose of CMP TIAs, a simplified
analysis of freeway impacts is required. This analysis consists of a demand-to-capacity
calculation for the affected segments, and is indicated in Exhibit D-6.
D.8.4 Transit Impact Review. CMP transit analysis requirements are met by completing
and incorporating into an EIR the following transit impact analysis:
Evidence that affected transit operators received the Notice of Preparation.
A summary of existing transit services in the project area. Include local fixed-route
services within a ¼ mile radius of the project; express bus routes within a 2 mile radius
of the project, and; rail service within a 2 mile radius of the project.
Information on trip generation and mode assignment for both AM and PM peak hour
periods as well as for daily periods. Trips assigned to transit will also need to be
calculated for the same peak hour and daily periods. Peak hours are defined as 7:308:30 AM and 4:30-5:30 PM. Both “peak hour” and “daily” refer to average weekdays,
unless special seasonal variations are expected. If expected, seasonal variations should
be described.
Documentation of the assumption and analyses that were used to determine the
number and percent of trips assigned to transit. Trips assigned to transit may be
calculated along the following guidelines:
Multiply the total trips generated by 1.4 to convert vehicle trips to person trips;
For each time period, multiply the result by one of the following factors:
3.5% of Total Person Trips Generated for most cases, except:
10% primarily Residential within 1/4 mile of a CMP transit center
15% primarily Commercial within 1/4 mile of a CMP transit center
7% primarily Residential within 1/4 mile of a CMP multi-modal transportation
center
9% primarily Commercial within 1/4 mile of a CMP multi-modal transportation
center
5% primarily Residential within 1/4 mile of a CMP transit corridor
7% primarily Commercial within 1/4 mile of a CMP transit corridor
0% if no fixed route transit services operate within one mile of the project
To determine whether a project is primarily residential or commercial in nature, please
refer to the CMP land use categories listed and defined in Appendix E, Guidelines for
New Development Activity Tracking and Self Certification. For projects that are only
partially within the above one-quarter mile radius, the base rate (3.5% of total trips
generated) should be applied to all of the project buildings that touch the radius
perimeter.
Information on facilities and/or programs that will be incorporated in the development
plan that will encourage public transit use. Include not only the jurisdiction’s TDM
Ordinance measures, but other project specific measures.
2010 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County
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Analysis of expected project impacts on current and future transit services and proposed
project mitigation measures, and;
Selection of final mitigation measures remains at the discretion of the local
jurisdiction/lead agency. Once a mitigation program is selected, the jurisdiction selfmonitors implementation through the existing mitigation monitoring requirements of
CEQA.
D.9

IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF MITIGATION

D.9.1 Criteria for Determining a Significant Impact. For purposes of the CMP, a
significant impact occurs when the proposed project increases traffic demand on a CMP
facility by 2% of capacity (V/C ≥ 0.02), causing LOS F (V/C > 1.00); if the facility is already
at LOS F, a significant impact occurs when the proposed project increases traffic demand
on a CMP facility by 2% of capacity (V/C ≥ 0.02). The lead agency may apply a more
stringent criteria if desired.
D.9.2 Identification of Mitigation. Once the project has been determined to cause a
significant impact, the lead agency must investigate measures which will mitigate the
impact of the project. Mitigation measures proposed must clearly indicate the following:
Cost estimates, indicating the fair share costs to mitigate the impact of the proposed
project. If the improvement from a proposed mitigation measure will exceed the impact
of the project, the TIA must indicate the proportion of total mitigation costs which is
attributable to the project. This fulfills the statutory requirement to exclude the costs of
mitigating inter-regional trips.
Implementation responsibilities. Where the agency responsible for implementing
mitigation is not the lead agency, the TIA must document consultation with the
implementing agency regarding project impacts, mitigation feasibility and
responsibility.
Final selection of mitigation measures remains at the discretion of the lead agency. The
TIA must, however, provide a summary of impacts and mitigation measures. Once a
mitigation program is selected, the jurisdiction self-monitors implementation through the
mitigation monitoring requirements contained in CEQA.
D.9.3 Project Contribution to Planned Regional Improvements. If the TIA concludes that
project impacts will be mitigated by anticipated regional transportation improvements,
such as rail transit or high occupancy vehicle facilities, the TIA must document:
Any project contribution to the improvement, and
The means by which trips generated at the site will access the regional facility.
D.9.4 Transportation Demand Management (TDM). If the TIA concludes or assumes that
project impacts will be reduced through the implementation of TDM measures, the TIA
must document specific actions to be implemented by the project which substantiate these
conclusions.
2010 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lourdesowen@ca.rr.com
Monday, November 12, 2018 9:37 PM
Hai Nguyen
SAND CANYON GOLF RESORT SCOPING MEETING COMMENTS

Hello Hai,
Here are our comments to the proposed golf resort:
1)

Limit the hours of delivery to the resort to M-F only during working hours from 8-4 or
9-5pm.
2) Prohibit vehicular access of semis at three intersection locations: I-14 North and
Placerita Cyn, Placerita Cyn and Sand Cyn, and Sand Canyon and Lost Canyon.
Semis have been using Sand Canyon as a short cut during gridlocks on I-14 or as a
normal shorter route.
3) Put a signal light at Sand Canyon and entry to the golf resort for any left or right turns.
4) Limit the resort party hours to midnight.
Thank you. Have a great week.
Lourdes & Jeff Owen
15930 Mandalay Canyon Road
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margie Rovarino <margiejorovarino@icloud.com>
Friday, October 26, 2018 3:24 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Project

Hi there,
I am writing to express my extreme dismay over the proposed hotel project in Sand Canyon. I will be out of town for the
meeting.
I actually thought this was a joke when someone told me about it. What on earth is going to happen to the traffic in our
canyon?? And the noise?? This is a completely inappropriate type of business to stick in a quiet canyon where people
have sought this kind of environment for their homes. I am outraged that the City is even considering such a blatant
misuse of the area.
I do like the golf course and wish they would upgrade the current restaurant and structure….but a huge hotel??? This is
just not going to work. What happens to our canyon residents when 400 people are trying to get to a wedding??? On
Sand Canyon?? This Canyon has only to ways in or out. I was literally STUCK when trying to evacuate for the Sand fire a
couple of years ago and had to TURN AROUND and go home to sit out the fire.
Please do not consider this terrible idea for our lovely equestrian oriented canyon. It’s just a terribly idea.
Kind regards,
Margie and Gary Rovarino
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maureen Lewis <storymaven522@yahoo.com>
Monday, October 29, 2018 2:53 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Resort Project

Dear Sir:
My husband and I are writing to implore you NOT to go ahead with the Sand Canyon Resort Project.
We moved from Sherman Oaks to Sand Canyon to retire in 2013. We chose this location because of
its lovely, quiet, rustic ambiance.
Already the traffic from the Disney Studios has negatively impacted our once-secluded Sand Canyon
Road. That's enough!
And now this Project will bring traffic and congestion beyond anyone's expectations: Not just resort
guests, but wedding parties, conventioneers, service and maintenance trucks, suppliers, employees.
And before it's even finished a steady stream of construction vehicles. Congestion, noise, pollution,
aggravation, removal of our oaks, and ruination of our community.
We were evacuated for the Sand Fire. It took quite a while to exit the canyon. It would be near
impossible with the suggested impact of this Project to safely exit if there were another crisis.
Please, do not ruin one of the last countrified communities near Los Angeles. Please put a stop to this
Project.
Sincerely,
John S. and Linda Maureen Lewis
15731 Condor Ridge Rd, Canyon Country
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sand Canyon HOA <schoa@socal.rr.com>
Wednesday, October 31, 2018 10:04 AM
Hai Nguyen
FW: ANNOUNCEMENT: City Scoping Meeting (10/30) To Begin EIR Process for Sand
Canyon Country Club Project

Dear Hai,
This came in too late to include in my packet to you last night.
Sincerely,
Ruthann
------ Forwarded Message
From: "GROSH Joanne (& Jessica)" <not4naught41@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 30 Oct 2018 16:09:03 -0700
To: SCHOA eAlerts <schoa@schoa.ealert.com>
Subject: Re: ANNOUNCEMENT: City Scoping Meeting (10/30) To Begin EIR Process for Sand Canyon
Country Club Project
Resent-From: <schoa@schoa.ealert.com>
Resent-To: "*SCHOA (Info)" <schoa@socal.rr.com>
Resent-Date: Tue, 30 Oct 2018 18:09:10 -0500
Hi there,
I hope it isn’t too late to add my thoughts about the Resort Development and the meeting tonight. I wish I was able to attend the
meeting, but since I’m not able, I have some thoughts to share.
- I too am concerned with the issues mentioned, especially water usage, traffic, and secondary access roads. (If we are someday
to have a roundabout at Lost Cyn/Sand Cyn I foresee traffic issues when there are large events like weddings at a resort).
- In my opinion, removal and destruction of open spaces should not be allowed except for absolutely essential building (for
public services like hospitals, schools, police or fire stations, etc). Aside from the small animals and creatures that are killed
during the grading process, numerous animals (deer, coyotes, rodents, birds, etc.) will be displaced and end up in our own yards.
Even though this may be temporary, it still disrupts the natural environment that has been undisturbed for decades. Open spaces
and preservation of oak trees is an issue that many locals feel strongly about.
- There has not been evidence that the property owner is respectful or mindful of our residents and community. For months the
residents have complained of the debris and mud that has been dumped by the fence on Live Oak Springs (near Trail Ridge)
while the gold course made renovations. This debris could have been dealt with in better ways that doesn’t make one of our
main streets look trashy/unplanned/unorganized. Is this “out of sight, out of mind policy” par for the course for how the
property owner will deal with future concerns? Or will they listen to residents and be respectful of them?
- Will a resort of this magnitude be successful and profitable? What financial projections and research has been done to measure
this? Has the property owner created a resort of this magnitude before in a rural area that became profitable?
- Will the property owner make jobs available for local residents who may pursue employment at the resort? We live in an area
where commuters are common. If the resort hires hundreds of people from outside of SCV, this WILL impact local roads and
freeway traffic. How many people will need to be employed at a resort of this magnitude?

Thank you very much for informing us about this meeting, and for looking over my concerns. Again, I don’t know if this email
1

will make it to you in time, but I had to try!
Sincerely,
Jessica Grosh
(619)300-5049

On Oct 19, 2018, at 8:35 PM, SCHOA eAlerts <schoa@schoa.ealert.com> wrote:
Dear Neighbors,

The first meeting (Scoping Meeting) by the City to allow public comments
regarding the Sand Canyon Country Club proposed development will be on
Tuesday, October 30, 2018 at 6:00PM at City Hall in the Century Room.

City Planning will give a short narrative of the Project. SCHOA is preparing an
outline to memorialize our community’s issues and concerns (see the point list
below).

This is an opportunity to express your ideas to the City, and we encourage your
attendance at this meeting. If you are unable to attend, please respond to this
email letting us know any additional thoughts or concerns that should be included
in our written submittal. There will be additional city meetings in the coming year
for your continued input.

Also, please let us know if you plan to attend since the Century Room has limited
space, and if there will be a large turnout, the City can consider moving the
meeting to a larger room.

SAND CANYON COMMUNITY CONCERNS TO BE CONSIDERED:

1) WATER: Is there adequate public water for a project this significant?
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2) SEWAGE/WASTE: Is there adequate public sewage infrastructure for a resort
of this type and size?

3) TRAFFIC: Will the required traffic analysis include current studies and future
developments (Vista Canyon, Sand Canyon Plaza, Mancara, etc.) and provisions
for the continuing increase of traffic on Sand Canyon already impacted by
navigation applications? Will such items as proper signalization at 14 Freeway offramps, stop signs on Placerita, round-a-bouts, speed humps, etc. be incorporated
and addressed in the traffic study?

4) ACCESS: Will there be secondary access in and out of our community to
accommodate the additional traffic, especially during emergency situations? With
additional resort personnel & guests, an additional evacuation route is greatly
needed.

5) SPECIAL STANDARDS DISTRICT: As a Special Standards District and a
rural, equestrian-oriented community, we need Trails through and around this
development so our Sand Canyon Trails System can connect to the US Forest
Service (Wilderness), City Open Space, and to the Golden Valley City Open
Space. These trails are the Sand Canyon community’s “paseos.”

6) ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Will there be an Economic Analysis that shows
sustainability, especially if ownership changes in the future?

7) ZONING: Will there be studies and recommendations regarding the significant
impact of a zoning Change of Use? The original approval of the Robinson Ranch
Golf Course as Open Space eliminated further residential development for this site,
and recognized and established density limits. Will this be re-addressed?

8) STAFFING: What type of Executive Management Staff will be established to
run a resort of this magnitude? Will studies and analysis of the Project’s significant
scale, scope, and activities impacting our community be conducted?
3

9) SC IDENTITY: Will this proposed resort maintain the rural and equestrian
flavor of our community—the “who we are”?

10) LIGHTS/NOISE: What is planned for lights and noise mitigation for the
surrounding homes who are used to a quiet, country neighborhood?

Please respond directly to this email with your comments. Thank you for your
participation.

SCHOA
Board of Directors

------ End of Forwarded Message
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Paladin <paladinesq@aol.com>
Tuesday, October 30, 2018 4:42 PM
Hai Nguyen
Build a Hotel in Sand Canyon Open Space?

I am opposed to allowing a development in open space and I request notice of hearings about this development. John Paladin, Box 801777, Valencia, CA 91380.

Original Message----- From: SCOPE <SCOPE@mail.vresp.com>
Sent: Mon, Oct 29, 2018 3:37 pm
Subject: Build a Hotel in Sand Canyon Open Space?

Santa Clarita Organization for Planning and the Environment

SCOPE

Forward this message to a friend

Public Meeting This Tuesday
evening!
A Sand Canyon Developer
wants to build a hotel in
an area designated
for open space,
and remove 21 oaks.
If you don't think this is a
good idea, this is
Your Chance to Say So!
MEETING DATE & TIME: Tuesday,
October 30, at 6:00 p.m.
MEETING LOCATION: Santa Clarita
City Hall,
Century Conference Room
23920 Valencia Blvd., Santa Clarita, 91355

Should the City allow developers to turn open space zoning into a Hotel?
1

Where will such approvals stop?
Unfortunately the City of Santa Clarita has not posted this important notice on their
website, but you can request a copy of the meeting notice and Notice of Preparation for the
Environmental Impact Report by contacting
the Project Planner: Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner,
hnguyen@santa-clarita.com.

Demand Climate Action Now
(and how to do it)
Last week, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change released a report
warning of the catastrophic consequences of climate change if global political
leaders don’t take action right now. The path forward is clear: We need to
pressure our elected leaders, corporations, and even our friends and neighbors
to change our ways or we will be witnessing rising sea levels, natural disasters,
war, famine and a refugee crisis the likes of which the world has never seen. A
recent New York Times article, states “the world must utterly transform its energy
systems in the next decade or risk ecological and social disaster.”
Since just 100 companies are responsible for 71 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions, individual action can seem useless. But
collectively we actually can slow climate change: “The first thing that someone can do,” says Michael Brune, the executive director of the
Sierra Club “is to remember that you have power. As a citizen, a consumer, an investor, as a human being, you have the power to effect
really great change.” Here’s how to get started.
All the stuff about recycling, conserving power and reducing meat intake really DOES make a difference. If everyone did those things, it
would make an enormous difference, so take the lead! Find out where your local politicians stand on climate change and vote, vote, vote!
accordingly. City Councils and school districts make a difference too. They can do a lot to help - or not, it's up to your vote. And of course,
if your representative is voting the wrong way - give him or her a phone call and tell them what you think.

Don't forget to help stop farm animal cruelty
wth your YES vote on Prop 12
"Proposition 12, on the ballot this November, requires that eggs being sold in California come from
cage-free hens by the beginning of 2022, and it details what that means. It also requires that all veal
and pork products sold here come from calves or breeding pigs (or their offspring) that were not
confined. This is a humane measure that will move farmers toward better treatment of their animals,
and voters should support it."
from "Yes on Proposition 12. Let's get rid of cages for hens for real"
- Los Angeles TimesSept 28th, 2018

more links:
Prevent Cruelty.com
Ballotpediea
Prop. 12: For Animals and Humanity SCV Signal

SCOPE in the News Lynne Plambeck:River Rally Suggestion Box
Judge Hears Arguments from Both Sides in Newhall Ranch Water Suit
Plan to build 21,000 homes challenged – Santa Clarita Valley Signal, Sept.26th

Stacy Fortner | Water Quality Report: Another SCV Water Transparency Issue?
Lynne Plambeck: Would a Water Agency Ever Say There Isn’t Enough Water?
Local residents, Landfill in mire of Lawsuits
Lynne Plambeck: County, hold strong on Chiquita requirements
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After July Newhall Ranch Approval Friends of the SC River and
SCOPE file suit over water supply
Opponents make 11th-hour bid to stop Newhall Ranch
development (LA Times)
L.A. County hit with lawsuit claiming Newhall Ranch project
would be ‘menace’ to public (LA Daily News)
County Supervisors green light Newhall Ranch projects SCV
Signal
Newhall Ranch project raises concerns among Santa Clarita
residents Kabc News
Long-debated Newhall Ranch project gets key approvals from countyLATmes
FivePoint gets green light to build 5,500 homes as part of Newhall Ranch project OC Register
Just over the county line, Newhall Ranch clears hurdle USA Today

Be a Community Hero!
and help protect our environment
and our neighborhoods
No time to volunteer? Then you can ease your
conscience by making a donation. Even small gifts are a big
help and greatly appreciated.
You can donate through Paypal on our website or
download a donation form.
Help us to help you save the Santa Clara River
with your donation to SCOPE.
Don't forget! - You can get in depth information on our
current activities and additional articles by visiting our new
blog site.

Contributions are tax deductible and may be sent to:
xx xxForward this message
to a friendxxxxx

SCOPE
(click for donation form)
P.O. Box 1182
Canyon Country,
91386

PayPal Donations

or

Visit our blog
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Santa Clarita Org for Planning the Environment
PO Box 1182
Canyon Country, California 91386
US
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cathy Wild <catleo66@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, October 30, 2018 11:43 AM
Hai Nguyen
Re: Sand Canyon Resort Project

Hello Hai,
I have written the following regarding the Sand Canyon Resort. Please include them along with the
other comments you receive.
I appreciate your assistance and hope the meeting goes well.
I am a resident of Crystal Springs Ranch. My family chose to move here to escape the city just a mile away,
across the bridge I call the Bridge of Tranquility. The Sand Canyon Country Club will eliminate the qualities
of this area that drew us here.
The community as a whole will be forever changed. Sand Canyon was designed to be a rural area with no
street lights, sidewalks or other city amenities. Horses, wildlife, birds and darkness at night are things we
cherish. The residents choose to live here for these reasons. To change the zoning of the area for one
Project is disheartening.
Some of my concerns:
Construction traffic – we have one street to get in and out of our canyon. The traffic and safety impact of
large commercial vehicles must be considered. There are schools and churches here. There will be
evacuations - how will we evacuate safely and quickly?
Oaks: 21 more of our protected trees are going to be eliminated for commercial reasons.
Hotel: multiple-story buildings will block views, eliminate privacy of surrounding homes and be
aesthetically out of place.
Hotel Lighting: the entire area will be encompassed by ambient light. Wildlife that depend on darkness will
be negatively impacted. Most of the residents here try to minimize night lighting to keep the rural feel.
Hotel employment: where will employees for the staffing of the hotel, restaurants, spa etc. be
obtained? These are unskilled labor positions and there are few people willing to work such jobs due to the
robust economy.
Please consider the thousands of residents here before approving this Project: the whim of one person.

Cathy Wild
15604 Saddleback Road
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From: Hai Nguyen <HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com>
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2018 11:15 AM
To: 'Cathy Wild'
Subject: RE: Sand Canyon Resort Project
Good morning Cathy,
Sorry you can’t make it on Tuesday night. If you have comments on the project, please send them to me. Thanks!
Hai
__________________________
Hai Nguyen
Associate Planner
Planning Division
City of Santa Clarita
Phone: (661) 255-4365
Email: hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
Web: http://www.santa-clarita.com

From: Cathy Wild [mailto:catleo66@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2018 11:03 AM
To: Hai Nguyen <HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com>
Subject: Sand Canyon Resort Project

Dear Hai Nguyen,
I would like to submit comments on the Sand Canyon Resort Project, but I am unable to attend the
October 30 meeting.
Where should I send my comments?
Thank you,
Cathy Wild
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dan Wild <zwildman1@gmail.com>
Monday, November 12, 2018 6:16 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Resort - Opposed to this Project

Good day,
I wanted to let you know that I am extremely opposed to any expansion in the Sand Canyon area to include the
proposed expansion of the Sand Canyon Golf Course to include the building of a three story hotel and
additional "resort" facilities. The reasons for my opposition of this expansion are as follows.
1) Public Safety - The Sand Canyon area is already a public safety concern as many non-residents are using the
single lane roadway in an out of the canyon in an attempt to shorten their drive on the 14 Freeway. These nonresidents are speeding and in many instances crossing over the double yellow line to pass other motorists that
are trying to navigate safely among the many small streets and areas where horses and bicycles are ridden
daily. Adding more reasons for others to enter the canyon will only make this safety problem that much
worse. In July 2016 the Sand Canyon area was evacuated for four days due to a 44 thousand acre brush fire that
wiped out much of the Angeles National Forest. It took many residents several hours to evacuate as ordered by
the LA county fire department since there is only one way in and out of the Canyon. Placerita Canyon road was
closed due to the fire.. There were two deaths attributed to this fire due to the inability to get out fast
enough. Adding a large hotel and convention center will surely make the risk of life and death that much
greater. Look at the news today in Malibu and Thousand Oaks. Several dead. 29 people dead in Northern
California as they died in their cars trying to evacuate. That would be the news in Sand Canyon if this
expansion is authorized. There is no room to build any additional roads as the two lane road currently winds its
way through and around several state protected Oak Trees. There are a few thousand horses and other livestock
deep in Sand Canyon that had to be walked out during the evacuation. There has been a few recent fatalities of
bike riders that frequent the canyon as part of their enjoyment of this rural area. The state law requires that
automobiles provide a three foot clearance area when passing. The more cars in the canyon will clearly
preclude the ability for bicyclists and horse back riders to safely enjoy the canyon.
2) Quality of Life - The residents of Sand Canyon have specifically chosen to live in a remote Canyon that
backs up to the foothills of the Los Angeles National Forest for a variety of reasons. This is a quality of life
decision to live quietly in this rural area. By design there are no street lights in Sand Canyon. All of the
residents have chosen to live among the existing wildlife of Coyotes, Rabbits, Raccoons, Squirrels and a variety
of owls and unique birds. Adding a large resort with the lights, traffic and noise of parties and events will
disturb the natural setting of this rural area. The animals were here first and there has already been enough
building and development in the area. My wife calls the bridge over the Santa Clara river the "bridge of
tranquility" as the hustle and bustle of life immediately dissipates as we cross the bridge and enter the
canyon. Today it is a tranquil environment in most instances. Adding a "resort" with signage, lights, traffic,
noise and commotion will completely disrupt the quality of life and actually lower the property values. It will
also drive out all of the wildlife into other areas as they become frightened by the encroachment.
3) Removal of Oak Trees and other Natural Habitats - Santa Clarita likes to pride itself on the miles and miles
of trails and open space. Allowing the resort to be built will ruin Sand Canyon by allowing the developer to
eliminate many Oak trees that are over 100 years old. They are protected by the state and we have to have a
permit from the city to trim ours which is fine. I have seven oaks in my yard and believe it is a crime to remove
any oak trees or any other trees in pursuit of this resort expansion.
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In closing I would like to thank you for the opportunity for me to share my many concerns and my opposition to
any form of expansion in the Sand Canyon area. The upcoming Vista Canyon development will clearly place
additional stress on the Sand Canyon environment. I would like my property values to remain where they are or
increase however the values will decrease with additional traffic, congestion and development. Please help us
save Sand Canyon.
Thank you.
Dan Wild
15604 Saddleback Rd
Santa Clarita, CA 91387
661-816-0737
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carey, Susan (NBCUniversal) <susan.carey@nbcuni.com>
Friday, November 16, 2018 1:20 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Resort Project - EIR Scoping Comments

To:
Mr. Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita Planning Dept.
23920 Valencia Blvd., Suite 302
Santa Clarita, CA 91355
Re: Sand Canyon Resort Project - EIR Scoping Comments
Dear Mr. Nguyen:
I am submitting the comments below regarding the scope of the EIR that will be prepared for the
Sand Canyon Resort project. Please distribute to the consulting firm preparing the EIR, and as
otherwise required. Thank you.
1. Water: What is the expected water usage for the project, and will the water be
supplied by the local water agency, or from the well on the SCCC property? If
the latter, how will usage be monitored, and will use be subject to restrictions in
the event of another drought period when residential water customers are subject
to water use restrictions, as was the case in Sand Canyon for several years
during the recent drought? If SCCC would be subject to the same restrictions as
nearby residents, how would that impact the resort functions, and economic
viability of the resort?
2. Traffic and Parking: The traffic analysis needs to take into account the expected
traffic increases in and around the Sand Canyon area (surface streets and
freeways) generated by this project, added to: traffic generated by the Vista
Canyon project (to full build out), the Sand Canyon Plaza project, and increased
commute traffic through Sand Canyon due to daily traffic congestion on the 14
freeway. The analysis has to include the impact of all traffic generated by this
project, and the air pollution resulting from adding that traffic to the current load
on freeways and local streets, including:
(i)

overnight guests driving to and from the resort, and making trips in and out
during each stay;

(ii)

guests driving to and from weddings and events in the wedding, meeting
room and ball room facilities;

(iii)

day users of spa, golf and other sports/entertainment facilities at SCCC;

(iv)

employees of SCCC; and

(v)

suppliers, service providers, and contractors
delivering goods and services at the resort.
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What is the real number of parking spaces, and land
area, needed to park vehicles for all of the above,
assuming many days when the hotel/villas, meeting
rooms, wedding facilities, ballroom, and
spa/sports/entertainment facilities are full to capacity
with overnight guests and day users?
What will be the impact on nearby residents and wildlife on or near the SCCC site, if large
trucks and tour busses are driving into and out of the resort at all hours?
3. Evacuation for Emergency: Could the resort be evacuated quickly and safely in case of

emergency, such as brush fire, earthquake, storm, power outage, etc., taking into account the
600-1000+ people who would be there with 400-600 vehicles on a busy day? The developer is
confident the resort will be full most of the time, plus he has added multiple day-use facilities to
attract hundreds more day-users. What will be the impact on Sand Canyon Road traffic of all
those cars, buses and trucks evacuating the resort in an emergency, when Sand Canyon
residents will also be trying to evacuate and emergency services will need to use Sand
Canyon Road and the SCCC exit routes to provide services? Does SCCC have generators
and stored fuel sufficient to operate the resort if Southern California Edison preemptively shuts
off electricity to the area in high fire risk weather, which SCE is now entitled to do at their
discretion? What is the risk to persons at the resort of the resort storing enough fuel at all
times to operate generators to keep the resort open in the event of a power shutdown or other
power outage?
4. Noise and Lights: What will be the impact (day and night) on surrounding residential

neighborhoods, and wildlife, of noise and lights from the resort’s outdoor facilities (wedding
venue, sports facilities, public address system), and traffic (including large trucks and tour
busses, and resort service vehicles)?
5. Aesthetics: Analysis of the aesthetics of the architectural design of the hotel and villas has to

include comparison with the designs used by other large successful resorts in Southern
California, and with the architectural styles of houses in Sand Canyon. Also, this section of the
EIR should analyze the visual appeal of the site being devoid of any trees and a flat, barren
plateau due to the grading and removal of all native oak trees in the vicinity.
6. Oak Tree Removal: The EIR should address the impact of removing 21 oaks to accommodate

this construction, and whether alternative designs could reduce the number of oak trees
destroyed by the project.
7. Zoning and Special Standards District: The EIR needs to address the impact on residential

property values and probability of other commercial development in Sand Canyon, of allowing
the requested zoning change to allow this huge commercial development in the semi-rural
Sand Canyon area which is supposed to be protected by its Special Standards District as a
rural, equestrian, residential area. Sand Canyon is a unique area within the communities
surrounding the Los Angeles basin, due in large part to the protection of its rural character by
the Special Standards District, and by being within the ‘green belt’ surrounding Santa Clarita,
which was deliberately planned by the City. The EIR should address the impact of the City
allowing the proposed zoning change from Open Space to Community Commercial for this
resort, on the future of the other Open Space areas within City limits, and on residents’
expectations with respect to other Open Spaces established in the City. And specifically with
respect to the original approval of the building of Robinson Ranch Golf Course and residential
area: the approval of that development included the requirement that the golf courses would
2

be zoned as Open Space, in part to offset the lot sizes of the residential area which were much
smaller than the 2-acre minimum lot size required by zoning in surrounding residential
areas. Is approving use of the golf course Open Space area for this high density commercial
development consistent with the City’s General Plan that Sand Canyon, and the RR golf
courses be part of the City’s ‘green belt’? If the resort is not successful, or the current
developer sells the property with the entitlements (assuming the City grants the entitlements
he is requesting), will the City allow the developer or subsequent owner to convert the hotel
and villas (or entitlements therefor) to apartments/condos and houses to sell as residences, in
order to prevent waste of the buildings/entitlements? If so, what would be the impact on the
City’s original plan for Sand Canyon development which was to maintain the current 2-acre per
house zoning and Special Standards district to maintain the unique character and quality of life
in Sand Canyon?
8. Air Quality: What will be the increase in vehicle emissions and smog in our area due to the

amount of traffic generated by this project, considering, according to the developer, people will
be driving for many miles from the Los Angeles basin and other areas to stay and use the
resort every day and all year long. How will this in added traffic impact and add to smog
creation due to traffic congestion on the 14 freeway, which is already stop and go every day at
evening rush hour for miles approaching the Sand Canyon Road exit from the south, which is
the direction most resort users would use to get to the resort? The resort traffic impact should
include the impact of Vista Canyon traffic and Sand Canyon Plaza traffic in the presumptions
of the existing traffic volumes to which the SCCC traffic will be added.

Sincerely,
Susan M. Carey
27143 Crystal Springs Road
Canyon Country, CA 91387
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S COP E
Santa Clarita Organization for Planning and the Environment
TO PROMOTE, PROTECT AND PRESERVE THE ENVIRONMENT, ECOLOGY
AND QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE SANTA CLARITA VALLEY

POST OFFICE BOX 1182, SANTA CLARITA, CA 91386
www.scope.org
11-15-18
Hai Nguyen, Project Planner
Community Development
City of Santa Clarita
23920 Valencia Blvd., Suite 302
Santa Clarita, CA 91355
Via email: hnguyen@santa-clarita.com.

Re: NOP Comment Letter on Sand Canyon Resort Project MC 18-021
Dear Mr. Nguyen:
In order to ensure that the decision makers are fully informed on potential problems with this
development proposal, we believe that the following areas and questions must be addressed.
Should the draft Environmental Impact Report fail to address these important issues, we
would consider it inadequate.

Fire
This project is proposed for an extreme high fire hazard area. Severe Santa Ana winds often
blow from the open space area to the proposed project site in fire season at velocities of 40
and up to 70 miles an hour. As we have seen in the recent fast moving and devastating Camp
and Woolsey fires where over 66 people were burned to death because of their inability to
escape on small two-lane roads, this project could become a death trap for hotel guests.
Please describe in the EIR
1. What fire measures will be used to avert such a disaster on the building and grounds of
this project?
2. How would evacuations be conducted on the two lane Sand Canyon Rd. and your
entrance road while not impeding the evacuation of current residents?
3. How much destruction of local flora (including number of oaks and any rare plant
species) will occur for fire clearance?
4. What water supply will be used for fire suppression? Is water production from this
source assured in all circumstances?

Water
1. What is the proposed source of water supply for this project?
2. Please indicate the location and production of all wells on this property.
3. Please indicate the source and production of the wells used to water the current golf
course.
4. Please provide well water level graphs for all wells to be utilized on the project site or
in current use to water the golf course.
5. If well water is the proposed supply for this project, please provide information as to
how water will be supplied if the wells go dry or the water production is curtailed by
the Sustainable Ground Water Management Plan (SGMA)

Page 2
Biology
The EIR should indicate all flora and fauna that will be affected by this project and any required
fire clearance for the project with special emphasis on native oaks and rare species. It should also
indicate any wild life corridors that would be interrupted or otherwise affected by the project.
1. Will the project affect migratory birds?
2. If the project is permitted, how will the developer ensure that grading and building do not
occur during nesting season for rare birds?

Noise
This is a quiet, rural neighborhood. Please address how the community and the natural areas will
be protected from excessive noise levels from any source during construction and occupancy,
including noise from newly generated traffic, venue events, loud music, etc.

Lighting
Sand Canyon is a rural area with minimal lighting.
1. How will dark skies be protected from lights during construction and project operation.
2. How will light be reduced to ensure that nocturnal wildlife will not be adversely affected.

Traffic
1. How much additional traffic will be generated from this project on Sand Canyon Road
and neighboring roads?
2. Will the hotel be required to pay into a B and T district to cover the additional wear and
tear on these roads?
3. Will additional stoplights or stop signs be required that impede the current flow of
traffic?

Parking
Adequate parking must be ensured so that parking does not overflow into other areas or on Sand
Canyon Rd. How will this be guaranteed?

High Speed rail
Will the high speed rail route affect this project in any way? If the route will tunnel under this
area, will this affect the capability for underground parking?

Zoning
The EIR should include a history this the previous project approvals (Robinson Ranch) for this
project area as well as zoning and landuse maps for the previous project approval. The EIR
appendices should include the findings from the previous project and all Council Resolutions
pertaining to it.
Thank you for your time and attention to our concerns.
Sincerely,

Lynne Plambeck, President
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April 15, 2019

City of Santa Clarita
Planning Department
Attn: Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
23920 Valencia Boulevard, Suite 302
Santa Clarita, CA 91355
Re: Revised Notice of Preparation for the Draft Environmental Impact Report for
Sand Canyon Resort dated 3/28/19 (Master Case No. 18-021)
Dear Mr. Nguyen:
The project applicant is proposing to develop a 77-acre resort project into the Santa
Clarita Valley Water Agency (SCVWA) service area. SCVWA would be the water
wholesaler and retailer for the project. SCVWA has reviewed the Revised Notice of
Preparation (NOP) for the Sand Canyon Resort, Draft Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR) and notice no significant changes that effect our original NOP response. The
following are the original comments regarding the NOP:
On June 8, 2016, the former CLWA Board of Directors and the former Board of
Directors of Newhall County Water District (the forerunners of the SCVWA) adopted the
2015 Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP). This document serves as the basis for
the evaluation of water supply impacts in the DEIR and in any Water Supply
Assessment (WSA) for the project (if required).
The NOP notes that the project may potentially have a significant environmental impact
to Public Services. The DEIR should evaluate the following potential impacts to water
utilities:
1. Prior to evaluating whether the new water supply required for the project is
potentially significant, an estimation of the anticipated demand from the project
should be determined with assistance from the SCVWA. Per California Water
Code Section 10912, if the project has a demand equal to, or greater than, a
500-unit residential project, the preparation of Water Supply Assessment (WSA)
must be requested by the City of Santa Clarita. SCVWA will prepare a WSA
within 90 days of receipt of request, though it may extend the time if needed. If
the demand is less than that of a 500-unit residential project, no WSA is
required, though an evaluation of the project’s water demand is still required to
determine the proposed project’s impact to water supply.
2. The projected increase in water demand should be compared to the water
demand for the existing use on site, in addition to the expected demand from the
build out of the undeveloped portion of the site that would have been permitted
by the land use designation in General Plan and current zoning. The projected

water demand in the UWMP was based on this methodology and any proposed
project that would significantly exceed the demand forecast in the UWMP for the
project site at buildout may result in a potentially significant environmental
impact.
3. The proposed project site is within the SCVWA’s Santa Clarita Water Division
(SCWD) service area and the evaluation of impacts should address any needed
new facilities either onsite or offsite to serve the proposed project. The needed
facilities should be included in the DEIR project description and included in the
evaluation of the proposed project’s impacts in the DEIR.
4. To avoid any potentially significant environmental impacts, mitigation measures
should be required in the DEIR and Mitigation and Monitoring Program (MMRP)
for the payment of all water supply related fees prior to the issuance of building
permits. The project’s conditions of approval should also reflect these
requirements.
The UWMP states that potable water demand be reduced from both existing and future
users by no less than 20 percent in response to the State of California Urban Water
Use Targets for SBX7-7. Therefore, it is critical, if the project is to avoid significant
cumulative impacts to water supply, that it incorporates water conservation measures
into the project design. To ensure this occurs, the entitlements should include water
conservation measures in the MMRP and as conditions of project approval.
In particular, all manufactured slopes and newly landscaped areas should incorporate
appropriate Irrigation Best Management Practices as recommended by the Irrigation
Association Water Management Committee in the revised 2014 Landscape Irrigation
Best Management Practices document. These measures can include, but are not
limited to:
•
•
•

Design the irrigation system to efficiently use water resources.
Install the irrigation system to meet the design criteria.
Manage landscape water resources to maintain a healthy and functional
landscape.

SCVWA appreciates your consideration of these comments and requests that we be
provided a copy of all notices related to the project and the DEIR.
If you have any questions or comments, please contact Rick Vasilopulos, Associate
Water Resources Planner, or myself at (661) 297-1600.
Sincerely,

Dirk Marks
Director of Water Resources

May 2, 2019
VIA EMAIL
Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita
23920 Valencia Boulevard, Ste. 302
Santa Clarita, CA 91355
hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
Re:

Revised Notice of Preparation of Draft Environmental Impact Report and Public
Scoping Meeting for the Sand Canyon Resort Project (Master Case No. 18-021)

Dear Mr. Nguyen:
This law firm represents the Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters (Southwest
Carpenters) and submits this letter on the above-referenced project on its behalf. Southwest
Carpenters represents 50,000 union carpenters in six states, including in Southern California, and
has a strong interest in reducing the environmental impacts of development projects, such as the
Sand Canyon Resort Project (Project).
The City of Santa Clarita (City) has issued a Revised Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the
Project after making certain changes to the scope of the Project and the Project description. In
the revised Project description, the City notes changes to the size and massing of various Project
structures, in addition to a proposed expansion of a pre-existing detention basin that was not
mentioned in the initial NOP. All Project approvals appear to remain the same.
As mentioned in our prior comments, Southwest Carpenters agrees the Project will
significantly affect every environmental factor the City is required to evaluate pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Our prior comments remain valid and are
incorporated herein by reference. As details regarding the Project and the City’s evaluation of its
impacts remain scarce, these comments are not intended to be exhaustive, and Southwest
Carpenters looks forward to commenting on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)
when this document is released to the public.
Upon initial review of the Revised NOP, of chief concern among the proposed revisions
to the Project is the new amount of grading. As top-down images of the Project site appear to
have changed very little between the first NOP issued in 2018 and the Revised NOP, it is unclear
why, where, or how this additional grading is supposed to take place. In the 2018 NOP, Project
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grading was disclosed to be a massive 228,000 cubic yards of cut and 215,000 cubic yards of fill.
The amount of cut and fill in the Revised NOP more than doubles when compared to the
proposed amounts in the 2018 NOP, as the Project now envisions 511,000 cubic yards of cut and
510,000 cubic yards of fill.
Additional grading will take longer to complete and cause the suspension of many more
tons of particulate matter, including PM10 and PM2.5. As this grading will take longer to
complete than the originally proposed amount of grading, this will likely also increase the
duration of construction, and the number of hours diesel-powered construction vehicles will
operate on-site. Please discuss these impacts in the DEIR.
Also, please explain why there has been such a large increase in the proposed amount of
grading. Importantly, if essentially the exact same Project could be built with less than half the
proposed cut and fill, as apparently is the case, the City should consider and adopt an alternative
that would reduce the amount of cut and fill. Please explain what changes to the Project outlined
in the Revised NOP are primarily responsible for this increased cut and fill, and please consider
removing or altering these revisions in a manner that will reduce this cut and fill.
In addition, please discuss potential impacts to biological resources arising from the
expansion of the detention basin. As the detention basin is likely either a permanent or
ephemeral water source, construction around this basin could exclude wildlife that rely on this
water source for survival, and, depending on its design, the Project could potentially result in the
loss of this water source.
Southwest Carpenters thanks the City for providing an opportunity to comment on the
Revised NOP. Pursuant to Section 21092.2 of the Public Resources Code and Section 65092 of
the Government Code, Southwest Carpenters requests notification of all CEQA actions and
notices of any public hearings concerning this Project, including any action taken pursuant to
California Planning and Zoning Law. In addition, pursuant to Public Resources Code section
21167(f), please provide a copy of each Notice of Determination issued by the City in connection
with this Project and please add Southwest Carpenters to the list of interested parties in
connection with this Project and direct all notices to my attention. Please send all notices by
email or, if email is unavailable, by U.S. Mail to the following two addressees:

(Continued on next page)
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Nicholas Whipps
Ashley McCarroll
Wittwer Parkin LLP
335 Spreckels Dr., Ste. H
Aptos, CA 95003
nwhipps@wittwerparkin.com
amccarroll@wittwerparkin.com
Very truly yours,
WITTWER PARKIN LLP

Nicholas Whipps

SENT VIA USPS AND E-MAIL:
HNguyen@santa-clarita.com
Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita, Planning Division
23920 Valencia Boulevard, Suite 302
Santa Clarita, CA 91355

May 8, 2019

Revised Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report for the
Proposed Sand Canyon Resort Project
South Coast Air Quality Management District (South Coast AQMD) staff appreciates the opportunity to
comment on the above-mentioned document. South Coast AQMD staff’s comments are recommendations
regarding the analysis of potential air quality impacts from the Proposed Project that should be included
in the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Please send South Coast AQMD a copy of the Draft EIR
upon its completion. Note that copies of the Draft EIR that are submitted to the State Clearinghouse are
not forwarded to South Coast AQMD. Please forward a copy of the Draft EIR directly to South Coast
AQMD at the address shown in the letterhead. In addition, please send with the Draft EIR all
appendices or technical documents related to the air quality, health risk, and greenhouse gas
analyses and electronic versions of all air quality modeling and health risk assessment files 1. These
include emission calculation spreadsheets and modeling input and output files (not PDF files).
Without all files and supporting documentation, South Coast AQMD staff will be unable to
complete our review of the air quality analyses in a timely manner. Any delays in providing all
supporting documentation will require additional time for review beyond the end of the comment
period.
Air Quality Analysis
South Coast AQMD adopted its California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Air Quality Handbook in
1993 to assist other public agencies with the preparation of air quality analyses. South Coast AQMD
recommends that the Lead Agency use this Handbook as guidance when preparing its air quality analysis.
Copies of the Handbook are available from South Coast AQMD’s Subscription Services Department by
calling (909) 396-3720. More guidance developed since this Handbook is also available on South Coast
AQMD’s website at: http://www.aqmd.gov/home/regulations/ceqa/air-quality-analysis-handbook/ceqaair-quality-handbook-(1993). South Coast AQMD staff also recommends that the Lead Agency use the
CalEEMod land use emissions software. This software has recently been updated to incorporate up-todate state and locally approved emission factors and methodologies for estimating pollutant emissions
from typical land use development. CalEEMod is the only software model maintained by the California
Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) and replaces the now outdated URBEMIS. This
model is available free of charge at: www.caleemod.com.
South Coast AQMD has also developed both regional and localized significance thresholds. South Coast
AQMD staff requests that the Lead Agency quantify criteria pollutant emissions and compare the results
1

Pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines Section 15174, the information contained in an EIR shall include summarized technical data,
maps, plot plans, diagrams, and similar relevant information sufficient to permit full assessment of significant environmental
impacts by reviewing agencies and members of the public. Placement of highly technical and specialized analysis and data in the
body of an EIR should be avoided through inclusion of supporting information and analyses as appendices to the main body of
the EIR. Appendices to the EIR may be prepared in volumes separate from the basic EIR document, but shall be readily available
for public examination and shall be submitted to all clearinghouses which assist in public review.
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to South Coast AQMD’s CEQA regional pollutant emissions significance thresholds to determine air
quality impacts. South Coast AQMD’s CEQA regional pollutant emissions significance thresholds can be
found here: http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/ceqa/handbook/South Coast AQMD-air-qualitysignificance-thresholds.pdf. In addition to analyzing regional air quality impacts, South Coast AQMD
staff recommends calculating localized air quality impacts and comparing the results to localized
significance thresholds (LSTs). LSTs can be used in addition to the recommended regional significance
thresholds as a second indication of air quality impacts when preparing a CEQA document. Therefore,
when preparing the air quality analysis for the Proposed Project, it is recommended that the Lead Agency
perform a localized analysis by either using the LSTs developed by South Coast AQMD staff or
performing dispersion modeling as necessary. Guidance for performing a localized air quality analysis
can be found at: http://www.aqmd.gov/home/regulations/ceqa/air-quality-analysis-handbook/localizedsignificance-thresholds.
The Lead Agency should identify any potential adverse air quality impacts that could occur from all
phases of the Proposed Project and all air pollutant sources related to the Proposed Project. Air quality
impacts from both construction (including demolition, if any) and operations should be calculated.
Construction-related air quality impacts typically include, but are not limited to, emissions from the use of
heavy-duty equipment from grading, earth-loading/unloading, paving, architectural coatings, off-road
mobile sources (e.g., heavy-duty construction equipment) and on-road mobile sources (e.g., construction
worker vehicle trips, material transport trips). Operation-related air quality impacts may include, but are
not limited to, emissions from stationary sources (e.g., boilers), area sources (e.g., solvents and coatings),
and vehicular trips (e.g., on- and off-road tailpipe emissions and entrained dust). Air quality impacts from
indirect sources, such as sources that generate or attract vehicular trips, should be included in the analysis.
In the event that the Proposed Project generates or attracts vehicular trips, especially heavy-duty dieselfueled vehicles, it is recommended that the Lead Agency perform a mobile source health risk assessment.
Guidance for performing a mobile source health risk assessment (“Health Risk Assessment Guidance for
Analyzing Cancer Risk from Mobile Source Diesel Idling Emissions for CEQA Air Quality Analysis”) can
be found at: http://www.aqmd.gov/home/regulations/ceqa/air-quality-analysis-handbook/mobile-sourcetoxics-analysis. An analysis of all toxic air contaminant impacts due to the use of equipment potentially
generating such air pollutants should also be included.
In addition, guidance on siting incompatible land uses (such as placing homes near freeways) can be
found in the California Air Resources Board’s Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community
Health Perspective, which can be found at: http://www.arb.ca.gov/ch/handbook.pdf. CARB’s Land Use
Handbook is a general reference guide for evaluating and reducing air pollution impacts associated with
new projects that go through the land use decision-making process. Guidance2 on strategies to reduce air
pollution
exposure
near
high-volume
roadways
can
be
found
at:
https://www.arb.ca.gov/ch/rd_technical_advisory_final.PDF.
Mitigation Measures
If the Proposed Project generates significant adverse air quality impacts, CEQA requires that all feasible
mitigation measures that go beyond what is required by law be utilized during project construction and
operation to minimize these impacts. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4 (a)(1)(D), any

2

In April 2017, CARB published a technical advisory, Strategies to Reduce Air Pollution Exposure Near High-Volume
Roadways: Technical Advisory, to supplement CARB’s Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective.
This technical advisory is intended to provide information on strategies to reduce exposures to traffic emissions near high-volume
roadways to assist land use planning and decision-making in order to protect public health and promote equity and environmental
justice. The technical advisory is available at: https://www.arb.ca.gov/ch/landuse.htm.
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impacts resulting from mitigation measures must also be discussed. Several resources are available to
assist the Lead Agency with identifying potential mitigation measures for the Proposed Project, including:
 Chapter 11 “Mitigating the Impact of a Project” of South Coast AQMD’S CEQA Air Quality
Handbook.
South
Coast
AQMD’s
CEQA
web
pages
available
here:
http://www.aqmd.gov/home/regulations/ceqa/air-quality-analysis-handbook/mitigation-measuresand-control-efficiencies
 South Coast AQMD’s Rule 403 – Fugitive Dust, and the Implementation Handbook for
controlling construction-related emissions and Rule 1403 – Asbestos Emissions from
Demolition/Renovation Activities
 South Coast AQMD’s Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan (MMRP) for the 2016 Air
Quality Management Plan (2016 AQMP) available here (starting on page 86):
http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/Agendas/Governing-Board/2017/2017-mar3-035.pdf
 California Association of Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA)’s Quantifying
Greenhouse
Gas
Mitigation
Measures
available
here:
http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14Final.pdf
Alternatives
If the Proposed Project generates significant adverse air quality impacts, CEQA requires the consideration
and discussion of alternatives to the project or its location which are capable of avoiding or substantially
lessening any of the significant effects of the project. The discussion of a reasonable range of potentially
feasible alternatives, including a “no project” alternative, is intended to foster informed decision-making
and public participation. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(d), the Draft EIR shall include
sufficient information about each alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison
with the Proposed Project.
Permits and South Coast AQMD Rules
If the Proposed Project requires a permit from South Coast AQMD, South Coast AQMD should be
identified as a Responsible Agency for the Proposed Project in the Draft EIR. The assumptions in the air
quality analysis in the EIR will be the basis for permit conditions and limits. For more information on
permits, please visit South Coast AQMD’s webpage at: http://www.aqmd.gov/home/permits. Questions
on permits can be directed to South Coast AQMD’s Engineering and Permitting staff at (909) 396-3385.
Data Sources
South Coast AQMD rules and relevant air quality reports and data are available by calling South Coast
AQMD’s Public Information Center at (909) 396-2039. Much of the information available through the
Public Information Center is also available at South Coast AQMD’s webpage at: http://www.aqmd.gov.
South Coast AQMD staff is available to work with the Lead Agency to ensure that project air quality
impacts are accurately evaluated and mitigated where feasible. If you have any questions regarding this
letter, please contact me at lsun@aqmd.gov.
Sincerely,

Lijin Sun
Lijin Sun, J.D.
Program Supervisor, CEQA IGR
Planning, Rule Development & Area Sources
LS
LAC190507-04
Control Number
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bill Schwartz <kathieschwartz7@gmail.com>
Wednesday, May 01, 2019 2:05 PM
Hai Nguyen
Ruthann Levison; alex Guerrero
Sand Canyon Country Club Master Case No. 18-021

May 1, 2019
Dear Mr. Nguyen,
We know from talking to others in our community that you have or will receive several letters
outlining the writer’s specific concerns regarding the EIR for and the possible ultimate construction
of the Sand Canyon Country Club (SCCC) project. Many of the letters are quite detailed, which is
very important. This one is more topic oriented and global in outlook.
First and foremost are the safety considerations for the Sand Canyon area. In the recent Sand Fire,
we were all very fortunate to avoid an absolute catastrophe because of the terrific collaborative
work of many fire departments and the community together. No matter what we could do however,
we couldn’t control the horrible congestion during the evacuation, even though many residents had
evacuated early. Since Placerita Canyon Road and Sand Canyon going south at that intersection
were closed, Sand Canyon Road going north to the 14 became the only route in and out. It took
over 1 1/2 hours for cars to travel no more than 2 miles, and this was just the residents. Amplify
that condition by hundreds more people staying and/or working at SCCC, with no additional escape
routes, and who knows what the outcome could be in future emergencies!! Therefore, there MUST
be additional roads in and out whether SCCC becomes a reality or not.
Second, is the rural and equestrian nature of our community. Our Special Standards District
designation allows for a unique, low-keyed environment and lifestyle, and it is no place for any
commercial endeavor—certainly not one of this magnitude. Allowing SCCC to be completed
would be in violation of the Special Standards District, which the City granted us in
1992. Virtually everything about the SCCC Project goes against the idea and the safeguards
embodied in that designation.
Third, should the SCCC project go forward, the quality of life in Sand Canyon will be forever
changed—and not in a good way. The level of density will rise. The level of traffic and congestion
will rise. The level of air pollution will rise. The level of noise and light pollution will rise. The
level of danger on narrow, windy Sand Canyon Road will rise for cars, equestrians, bikers, and
pedestrians, including the children who use this street during school hours. The level of crime will
probably rise. The levels of peacefulness and serenity will fall. The level of wildlife will fall. The
level of homeowner enjoyment will fall. And property values will probably fall too.
So far, Mr. Kim has failed to demonstrate that he either considers or cares about the impact of his
facility on our community. He has not maintained his property even at the entrance, as weeds are
1

everywhere. He has altered the internal appearance of the Clubhouse from a western, rural feel to a
hodge-podge of decor styles that is neither flattering or compatible with the outside appearance of
the Clubhouse and neighborhood. He has removed huge oak trees without permits and has graded
illegally. He has lowered the level and/or drained ponds thereby killing fish and driving away
birds, turtles, and other wildlife that depended on that water source. He himself has stated that his
resort and trails for horses and hikers are not compatible. This resort is NOT a good fit for our
Special District community.
If this project is approved, there is no reason to believe Mr. Kim will act any differently. In fact, he
will probably be emboldened to act even less neighborly, with further detriment to our
community. If his project is approved and has a successful enough venture to remain in business,
then our community will suffer great permanent environmental consequences that could have been
avoided. If he is approved and his project fails, then he and we will have an albatross in Sand
Canyon. Either way we lose. Therefore, it is imperative that the SCCC zoning change be denied,
and the SCCC project not be approved.
Thank you for the opportunity to share our thoughts.
Respectfully,
Bill and Kathie Schwartz
15929 Mandalay Rd.
Santa Clarita, CA 91387

2

Sand Canyon was intended to be a rural, residential community. The thousands of
residents here did not purchase their homes to live near a hotel.
The fact that our City would allow ONE person's project to alter the chosen lifestyle of
THOUSANDS of people is surprising to me.
The business owner erected a sign over a year ago advertising a hotel, already
assuming he will get what he wants. I was told that he began grading without City
approval.
The portion of the golf course visible from Live Oak Springs Canyon Road is a mess
with dead and fallen oak branches and a poorly repaired split rail fence.
The existing golf course is not maintained well. How will multiple hotel buildings and
additional grounds be maintained?
How will he staff his hotel when the unemployment rate is so low? Who will want to work
there? How much traffic will that generate?
Sand Canyon is a two lane road that is already under heavier use than it can safely
accommodate. People currently use the shoulder to get around anyone waiting to make
a left turn. Speed has always been a problem. More vehicles will compound already
existing issues.
We have yet to realize the impact of both Sand Canyon Plaza and Vista Canyon
Ranch.
For these and many other reasons that I'm hoping other residents bring forth:
Please do the right thing for the citizens of Sand Canyon and do not allow hotels,
or any other commercial projects here.

Cathy Wild
15604 Saddleback Road

From the Nextdoor App:
What can we do as a community to stop or minimize the traffic congestion in the morning
and afternoons created by the Waze app diverting traffic from the 14 fwy to Placerita
Canyon?? The traffic is not the only issue, overall driving safety has become a major issue
in our neighborhoods. Does anyone have any information or suggestions?
Two reviews from Yelp:
*** I know the course suffered from lack of water and the fires. However, I do question
what is going on with the new ownership. Other than maybe the solar panels in the
parking lot every other change I can see from the old Robinson Ranch has been done
super cheap.
How long has this course been reopened for? The new tee is signs are all ready half
destroyed by the sun. The tee boxes are shaggy. There is grass growing out of the
bunkers. The new landscaping on the course is haphazard.
For some reason all the paths to the tee boxes and from the cart path to the fairways
have been replaced with artificial grass.
The only thing this course has going for it is the fact that is was a well designed course
to begin with. The current custodians have turned it into a mid-level municipal course.
But for 70 bucks why not play something like Angeles National?

*** Don't be fooled by all the 5 star ratings... they offer free food and beer for a 5 Star.
As someone who can pay for they're own food, i could care less about the free
offerings, so I'm going to be very honest here.
This course is a shadow of what it used to be.
Although we are are all very happy it survived the fires and floods of the last couple
years, this course has no business charging $70+ for a round.
The driving range is a nothing but chunks and pieces of AstroTurf from an old football field. It
looks ridiculous and CHEAP.
The tee boxes had just been mowed that morning and yet the grass was still so long your ball
looked like it wasn't even on a tee?! Some of the tee boxes weren't even mowed or had no tee
markers?!
The rest of the course was in average condition at best. Fairways were shaggy, tee boxes with
no tee markers, the bunkers had what appeared to be dirt not sand, and several fairways with
no definite fairway / rough.
The greens still were in good shape and remained the best part of the course.
I've played here probably 40+ times since its opening as Robinson Ranch and this round was a
true disappointment.
They are "supposedly" opening a resort?! How about you make the course AT LEAST CLOSE
to what it was before you embark on some resort nonsense.
I'll be back one day... hopefully it's a day when the course looks and plays like it's supposed to,
the carts don't have rips in the seats, and the driving range isn't pieces from a local high school
football field.
Pretty dissatisfied and disappointed overall....

Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cathy Wild <catleo66@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, April 23, 2019 10:16 AM
Hai Nguyen
Comments for the Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project
Sand Canyon Resort Project.docx

Dear Mr. Nguyen.
I have attached my comments.
How are the comments presented?
Thank you.
Cathy Wild
15604 Saddleback Rd

From: Hai Nguyen <HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 7:51 AM
Subject: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project
Good morning:
You are receiving this email because you have indicated your preference in receiving notifications regarding the Sand
Canyon Resort Project.
The original Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Sand Canyon Resort EIR was circulated between October 17, 2018 and
November 16, 2018. The revised NOP is being circulated to provide an opportunity for public comment and input
regarding the EIR’s expanded scope which now includes updates to the project description and new project area;
approximately two-acre area south of Robinson Ranch Road would be utilized as a water quality detention basin
associated with the project. A copy of the NOP is attached to this email. The comment period for the revised Notice of
Preparation begins on April 2, 2019 and ends on May 2, 2019.
Please contact me if you have any questions. Have a wonderful day!
Hai Nguyen
__________________________
Hai Nguyen
Associate Planner
Planning Division
City of Santa Clarita
Phone: (661) 255-4365
1

Email: hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
Web: http://www.santa-clarita.com
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Clarissa Michael <clarissa.michael97@gmail.com>
Thursday, May 02, 2019 2:57 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Country Club Rejection

Dear Mr. Nguyen,
I believe the EIR for Mr. Kim at Sand Canyon Country Club is far too different from what he proposed.
Over and over he has claimed he would do something and doesn't follow through. This is another
example of him changing the game.
It's too large and will cause way too many problems for our little canyon.
Thank you for your time.
Clarissa Michael

1

Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Craig Risebury <craigrisebury@gmail.com>
Thursday, April 25, 2019 8:57 AM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Project

Dear Sir
I’m a resident of Sand Canyon. I fully support the development of the Sand Canyon Country Club plus the continuing
“planned” development along with the Vista Canyon, Sand Canyon Plaza these are needed in Canyon Country. I also
don’t believe Sand Canyon is any longer an equestrian community as it once was. But I do have concerns about traffic
on Sand Canyon and continuing development of the trails along Sand Canyon Road.
Traffic
Traffic is terrible in the mornings and evenings due to congestion on the 14 Freeway and school traffic at the junction of
Sand Canyon and Lost Canyon. Traffic is the biggest issue to be addressed especially in emergency situations.
Trails
The development of the trails needs to continue and they should incorporate the golf course itself. We often go walking
through the golf course but walking on the road has its challenges due to traffic. If there was a way to incorporate trails
into the plan that would be fantastic. Plus it would bring more people from the community in to the golf resort areas.
Golf Course Maintenance
Currently the maintenance of the golf course is lacking especially along Live Oak Springs area leading up to Sand Canyon
Road. Maintenance needs to be improved and enforced to ensure the edges of the golf course along our community do
not fall into disrepair.
Oak Trees
I’m sure part of the requirement for oak tree removal is to plant many more oak trees and not other non-native
trees. The new owners have been planting non-native trees probably because they grown faster.
Community Integration with SCCC
As I mentioned if the new owners can find ways of integrating the development with the community I would be all for
it. I’m one of the younger owners here in Sand Canyon, having more local close by venues is something I’m looking
for. Maybe they can have a community membership offering discounts at the resort etc. Plus trails integration as I
mentioned above.
Thank you.
Craig Risebury
27337 Eaglehelm Drive
661.645.0471
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Hong <david_hong@sbcglobal.net>
Thursday, April 25, 2019 11:20 PM
Hai Nguyen
Re: Sand Canyon Resort Project - EIR

To: Mr. Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita – Planning Dept
23920 Valencia Blvd. Suite 302
Santa Clarita CA 91355
Telephone: 661) 255-4365
Email:hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
From: David Hong, 16818 Royal Pines Lane, Santa Clarita, CA 91387
(805) 807-0515; david_hong@sbcglobal.net
Re: Sand Canyon Resort Project - EIR

Dear Mr. Nguyen:
This regards the EIR that will be prepared for the Sand Canyon Resort project.
Water: What is the expected water usage for the project, and will the water be supplied by the local water
agency, or from the well on the SCCC property?
Traffic and Parking: The traffic analysis needs to take into account the expected traffic increases in and around
the Sand Canyon area (surface streets and freeways) generated by this project, added to: traffic generated by the
Vista Canyon project (to full build out), the Sand Canyon Plaza project, and increased commute traffic through
Sand Canyon due to daily traffic congestion on the 14 freeway. What about guests and overnight parking and
employees?
What is the real number of parking spaces, and land area, needed to park vehicles for all of the above, assuming
many days when the hotel/villas, meeting rooms, wedding facilities, ballroom, and spa/sports/entertainment
facilities are full to capacity with overnight guests and day users?
What will be the impact on nearby residents, if many tour buses are driving into and out of the resort?
Evacuation for Emergency: Could the resort be evacuated quickly and safely in case of emergency, such as
brush fire, earthquake, storm, power outage, etc., taking into account the 600-1000+ people who would be there
with 400-600 vehicles on a busy day? The last Sand Fire showed the bottleneck formed from residents trying to
leave and emergency vehicles trying to enter.
Noise and Lights: What will be the impact (day and night) on surrounding residential neighborhoods, and
wildlife, of noise and lights from the resort’s outdoor facilities?
1

Aesthetics: Analysis of the aesthetics of the architectural design of the hotel and villas has to include
comparison with the designs used by other large successful resorts in Southern California, and with the
architectural styles of houses in Sand Canyon. Also, this section of the EIR should analyze the visual appeal of
the site being devoid of any trees and a flat, barren plateau due to the grading and removal of all native oak trees
in the vicinity.
Oak Tree Removal: The EIR should address the impact of removing 21 oaks to accommodate this construction,
and whether alternative designs could reduce the number of oak trees destroyed by the project.
Zoning and Special Standards District: The EIR needs to address the impact on residential property values and
probability of other commercial development in Sand Canyon, of allowing the requested zoning change to allow
this huge commercial development in the semi-rural Sand Canyon area which is supposed to be protected by its
Special Standards District as a rural, equestrian, residential area. Sand Canyon is a unique area within the
communities surrounding the Los Angeles basin, due in large part to the protection of its rural character by the
Special Standards District, and by being within the ‘green belt’ surrounding Santa Clarita, which was
deliberately planned by the City.
Air Quality: What will be the increase in vehicle emissions and smog in our area due to the amount of traffic
generated by this project?
Very truly yours,
David Hong

David Hong, Esq.,
LAW OFFICE OF DAVID HONG
Patent, Trademark, and Intellectual Property
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 2111, Santa Clarita, CA 91386-2111
U.S. and Canada Tel & Fax: 866.824.8680 (toll-free)
Mobile & International Tel: 805.807.0515
E-Mail: david.hong@dhpatentlaw.com or david_hong@sbcglobal.net.
SKYPE: david.hong.esq
The information contained in this e-mail is intended only for the individual or entity to whom it is addressed.
The contents are confidential and may contain privileged information. If you are not an intended recipient, you
must not use, disclose, disseminate, copy or print the contents. If you receive this e-mail in error, please notify
the sender by reply e-mail and delete and destroy the message.
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Deana <rioguy5@yahoo.com>
Thursday, April 25, 2019 1:11 PM
Hai Nguyen
Fwd: Deadline 5/2/19 is looming to send updated comments on increased SCCC Resort
Project

Mr Nguyen
Below are my concerns against this project. I live across from the golf course. This
Would be a negative affect to my property. It would no longer be out in the country
With open space but a busy resort which this area was not suppose to be.
Deana and Ed Shaver
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: "SCHOA eAlerts" <schoa@schoa.ealert.com>
Date: April 24, 2019 at 7:52:16 PM PDT
To: "SCHOA eAlerts" <schoa@schoa.ealert.com>
Subject: Deadline 5/2/19 is looming to send updated comments on increased SCCC Resort
Project
Dear Neighbors,
,
The Sand Canyon Country Club Resort project has increased dramatically from it’s initial
design.
Attached again, please find the “Revised Notice of Preparation” sent to Schoa from the City,
which notes these changes.
At the City’s Scoping meeting (10/30/2018) the SCHOA Board presented a list of concerns on
the project.
These concerns are now magnified tenfold with the increased size and scope of the current
“resort” plan.
The deadline May 2, 2019 for updating your concerns is fast approaching.
To refresh your memory below is an updated list to be considered for your updated comments to
the City.
Please email or snail mail comments to:
Mr. Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita – Planning Dept
23920 Valencia Blvd. Suite 302
Santa Clarita CA 91355
Telephone: 661) 255-4365
Email:hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
Subject:Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Project
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SAND CANYON COMMUNITY MAJOR CONCERNS TO BE CONSIDERED:
PUBLIC SAFETY: Sand Canyon is a “wild fire” zone area. With 2000 residents trying
to evacuate with the addition of another 400-600 hotel residents & staff (wedding parties
etc) will emergency vehicles be able to get into the area to do their firefighting? What
about ambulance ingress and egress. This is a most serious issue to consider.
We are ripe to be the next “Paradise, California”.
ACCESS: Isn’t it a necessity for a “secondary access” (a bridge across the Santa Clara
River) to be required for this “high density” project to accommodate the additional
traffic, especially during emergency situations? With additional resort personnel &
guests, an additional evacuation route is without question a necessity.
TRAFFIC: Besides taking “emergency-events traffic” into account, will the required
traffic analysis ,also include current studies on other nearby developments already in
progress (Vista Canyon, Sand Canyon Plaza, Mancara, etc.) and will there be provisions
for the continuing increase of traffic on Sand Canyon Rd. already impacted by navigation
applications? Will such items as proper signalization at 14 Freeway off-ramps, stop signs
on Placerita, round-a-bouts, speed humps, etc. be incorporated and addressed in the
traffic study? What if an emergency event occurs when the 14 & 5 Freeways are
impacted with commuter traffic.
SPECIAL STANDARDS DISTRICT: As a Special Standards District and a rural,
equestrian-oriented community, we have definite “density” restrictions among others.
This “commercial” project is extremely high density.
TRAILS:Our Special Standards District requires developers to provide mutipurpose/horse trails through and around their development so our Sand Canyon Trails
System can connect to the US Forest Service (Wilderness), City Open Space, and to the
Golden Valley City Open Space. These trails are the Sand Canyon community’s
“paseos.”
OPEN SPACE: Our community worked diligently to ensure that “open space” within
our canyon would be protected. To disregard that by changing zoning is a “travesty”. So
much for open space surrounding the city! Taking our internal “open space” away would
be heart breaking after forty years of protecting it.
WILDLIFE INTERFACE AREA: this project shares the boundary of the US Angeles
National Forest. All our wild life critters will be negatively impacted by this “commercial
enterprise" in their midst.
WATER: Is there adequate public water for a project this significant?
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Will there be an Economic Analysis showing sustainability
for this owner and potential ownership changes in the future?
ZONING: Will there be studies and recommendations regarding the significant impact
of a zoning Change of Use? The original approval of the Robinson Ranch Golf Course as
Open Space eliminated further residential development for this site, and recognized and
established density limits. Will this be re-addressed?
STAFFING: What type of Executive Management Staff will be established to run a
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resort of this magnitude? Will studies and analysis of the Project’s significant scale,
scope, and activities impacting' our community be conducted?
AESTHETICS-SC IDENTITY: Will this proposed resort maintain the rural and
equestrian flavor of our community—the “who we are”? Thus far, our community has
been ignored. In fact, we have been told that “golf” & horses” don’t mix.
SEWAGE/WASTE: Is there adequate public sewage infrastructure for a resort of this
size
LIGHTS/NOISE: What is planned for lights and noise mitigation for nearby homes who
are used to a quiet, country neighborhood. In our canyons...noise and lighting issues are
far reaching.
OAK TREES: Our residents can’t trim oak trees without a permit, let alone remove any.
It is my understanding that many oak trees are to be removed.
PROPERTY MAINTENANCEof the current facility has been sadly lacking.
ILLEGAL GRADING has been done, fines paid....and then “more illegal grading has
been done. The city is well aware of this situation. Code Enforcement has been dealing
with it.

Sincerely,
Ruthann (Levison) Communications Director
Sand Canyon Community Association
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Diane Wilson <windsunsky@socal.rr.com>
Friday, April 26, 2019 1:53 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Hotel

To: Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita
From: Diane Wilson
26826 Sand Canyon Road
Santa Clarita, CA 91387
Re: Sand Canyon Hotel
I have lived in Sand Canyon for over 32 years. I was part of the “One Valley, One Vision” project that was
developed to make sure that the General Plan works for people and businesses and is designed to make this City a
thriving, safe and happy place to live and work. I have strong objections to the Hotel Project.
I am vehemently opposed to the proposed Zoning Change that would change the land use from Open Space (OS)
to Community Commercial (CC) on two of the proposed four lots.
Under the City’s Unified Development Code,
Zoning Designation Purpose (Chapter 17.31) is:
A. “To reserve appropriate areas for the continuation of existing farms and ranches,…and the
protection of these areas from intrusion by dwellings and other inharmonious uses consistent with the Santa
Clarita General Plan, and with sound standards to preserve public health, safety and welfare.”
B.
D.

“To minimize traffic congestion …
“To Promote high standards for site planning, architecture and landscape design
…while preserving the City’s historical and natural resources such as oak trees,…

F. “to minimize the impact of commercial ….operations on nearby residential zones
Zone Changes (Chapter 17.28.120)
A.
Purpose. This section provides procedures and criteria for zone changes and amendments of
zoning maps, and this code, whenever the Council determines that public convenience, general welfare,
and/or zoning practice justify a zone change or an amendment.
H.

…”The City Council shall approve a zone change only after the applicant substantiates all of the
following required findings:
b. “That a need for the proposed zone classification exists within such area;
c. That the particular property … is a proper location for said zone …
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i. that placement of the proposed zone at such location will
be in the interest of public health, safety and general welfare, and in conformity with
good zoning practice …

The EIR must clearly address these zoning considerations and demonstrate that the Project meets the Unified
Development Code requirements.
1.

Is there a demonstrated need for this Resort Hotel?

2.

Identify the justification for an extreme zone change from Open Space to Community Commercial.

3.

Is this the proper location for this large commercial project?

4.

5.

Explain how this Project in this location promotes public health and safety and conforms to good zoning
practices.
Hotels should be on arterial streets with easy access. How does the Hotel plan to overcome this challenge?

Under the City’s Unified Development Code
The Purpose of the Special Standards of Sand Canyon (Chapter 17.39.030) is
A. “to maintain and enhance the rural and equestrian character of Sand Canyon.”
Has the EIR identified how the Project will follow the requirements for property development cited in the
Special Standards, most specifically with regard to equestrian trails, lighting, roads and bridges, lot size
and animal-keeping?
Property values in Sand Canyon have benefited from this special rural and equestrian character. We expect that
homeowners will have a “Decline in Value” due to this Hotel. Is the City prepared for lower residential property tax
revenues?
The detrimental effect of this Hotel on the Sand Canyon community is unfair to those homeowners who have
invested in their farms and ranches over decades. The proposed Zone Change must be denied.
------------I am concerned about the financial viability of a Resort Hotel at this site. We need to see evidence that there is a
market demand. Nothing would be worse than to build a large project that fails and becomes a blight on our
beautiful community. My reasons are:
1.

Real estate success is based on “location, location, location”. Who is the target market? What is going
to attract visitors to the Hotel? Resorts generally have beautiful views of lakes or oceans, they have a
special ambience, they have desirable weather and they have area attractions that hotel guests want to
visit. The market study must have demonstrable facts that indicate why people would come here.
2. Business oriented guests would prefer a hotel on the 5 Freeway, near the Industrial Center and
business along the State artery.
3. Visitors wanting a high-end destination resort have plenty of choices. Why will they select Sand
Canyon instead of the Miramar in Santa Barbara, Terranea in Palos Verdes, Pebble Beach, Lake Tahoe,
and Ojai. The “snowbirds” will go to La Quinta in the winter. They fly in to the Palm Springs
Airport. What is the marketing strategy to create a successful project here in Sand Canyon?
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4.

Are hotel guests expected to be mostly those coming for the Weddings? Given that summertime heat
would be unappealing for anything outdoors, what sort of vacancy rate is anticipated? Or will that be
managed by pricing?
5. Has a leading Hotelier committed to this Project? Professional marketing and management is
necessary for a viable Resort.
6. What are the rental rates used in the market analysis? What methodology was used to find real
competitors for visitor dollars.
7. What vacancy rates are projected in each season? What about during Fire Season when winds and
area fires affect air quality and ambience?
My market analysis fails to show a successful resort Hotel here. The City needs to be aware of the risks in this
highly competitive business and deny the Project.
---------------------------------------Additional Concerns:
1.

Parking on the Project appears to be severely inadequate. I count 392 rooms in the hotels and villas and
only 393 parking spaces. Basically one space per room. Where is the parking for the Hotel’s Function Wing
and Restaurants? If there are going to be events in the ballrooms and meeting rooms, there is parking
needed. What about staff parking? Is parking going to be allowed on Robinson Ranch Road? On adjacent
Sand Canyon Road?

2.

The site seems to be lacking in trees and landscaping as compared to the surrounding community and
popular resorts. Removing 21 oak trees will negatively impact the aesthetics and impact the biological
resources currently on site. Originally the Golf Courses were touted as Audubon Certified. Is this designation
still valid?

3.

Traffic and Public Safety – The Project area has already felt the negative impact of the Fire conditions in our
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone. Evacuation during the Sand Fire was slow and challenging. How will
the people at the Hotel be evacuated during fire emergencies? Horse trailers need to come into the
community to evacuate large animals. How will they be accommodated? Sand Canyon Road cannot handle
additional vehicles in the long line to get out. This could be life or death.

4.

Are the wells onsite enough to supply this project with adequate water? Are the ponds receiving adequate
water to allow their use by water-dropping helicopters during fires. The water on this site has been used for
fire-fighting throughout the area. Will it still be available?

5.

The number of hotel rooms has increased from the original 227 rooms to 392 rooms. What is the justification
for this change? The increased size decreases the appeal to visitors wanting a luxury experience. Has the
visitor profile changed?
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Eric Parde <eparde@summersystems.net>
Friday, April 05, 2019 9:59 AM
Hai Nguyen
schoa@la.twcbc.com; pardeof3@gmail.com
Sand Canyon Hotel

Hello Hai,
The information you have provided indicates that the proposed “Spa” has now become 383 rental rooms, a meeting
center, two ballrooms, a wedding center and related retail……..With only 393 parking spaces? Has County Fire seen
this? There needs to be 1000 parking spaces to accommodate all the cars which will certainly plug the entry road and
bleed onto Sand Canyon.
Remember that a good portion of that site burned in the fire two short years ago, and now they desire to make this site
an event destination.
This project has become a bad idea. The net result is that it will bring in 2000 people every weekend with a percentage
of them being drunken idiots!
No thanks and best regards,

Eric Parde
Project Manager

Summer Systems, Inc.
28942 Hancock Parkway
Valencia, CA 91355
Cell (661) 510-8401
Office (661) 257-4419 x 120
Fax (661) 257-2640
eparde@summersystems.net
www.summersystems.net
Please consider the impact on the environment before printing this email.
The information contained in this message is privileged, confidential, and protected from all disclosure. This
message is intended for the individual or entity addressed herein. If you are not the intended recipient, please
do not read, copy, use or disclose this communication to others; please notify the sender by replying to this
message, and then delete it from your system.
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fisher Family <alohafisher4@gmail.com>
Sunday, April 28, 2019 10:12 AM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Project

Hello Mr. Nguyen,
I am writing this email in hopes my voice will be heard and help make a difference.
With the many changes in size and scope of this proposed project many concerns have become very apparent.
I am and have been a Sand Canyon resident for twenty four years. I happen to live on Sand Canyon under one mile from
SCCCRP.
After reading the email blast sent by our town hall to the residents of Sand Canyon I couldn't agree more with the many
concerns over this proposed project. Our area has been overrun and heavily impacted by an over abundance of transit
commuters. And it’s only getting worse. We have had many-many road rage incidents as well as several auto related
deaths directly in front of our home. Not to mention the many same related incidents all along Sand Canyon.
As you very well know we are only a two lane rural road that’s treated by commuters as if this road is a highway. Speed,
high speed is an every day occurrence on this road. I would appreciate your understanding that every day we are leaving
our home in our cars we are burdened with and dangerously challenged with trying to leave our driveway and merge
into to high speed traffic coming from both directions. Speed in this Canyon is an on going issue and consequently very
little has been done to remedy this. Support is what we need in this Canyon, not more growth that will surely make this
Canyon a freeway. It is not a safe place to drive let alone walk with our children, grandchildren.
The noise level from semi-trucks jake braking, sand and gravel trucks, motorcycles and cars everyday seven days a week
are adding to the chaos. With such a heavily used road as humans would have it, LITTER is a constant battle. There are
people that are very inconsiderate and ignorant.
With the proposed increase in size of this project with out a doubt will bring even more traffic and only more of an
impact to our already very impacted Canyon.
There are many reasons this project must not succeed.
I will include below the many other concerns.
I am vehemently opposed to this project.
Thank you,
Ken Fisher
PUBLIC SAFETY: Sand Canyon is a “wild fire” zone area. With 2000 residents trying to evacuate with the addition of
another 400-600 hotel residents & staff (wedding parties etc) will emergency vehicles be able to get into the area to do
their firefighting? What about ambulance ingress and egress. This is a most serious issue to consider.
We are ripe to be the next “Paradise, California”.
ACCESS: Isn’t it a necessity for a “secondary access” (a bridge across the Santa Clara River) to be required for this “high
density” project to accommodate the additional traffic, especially during emergency situations? With additional resort
personnel & guests, an additional evacuation route is without question a necessity.
TRAFFIC: Besides taking “emergency-events traffic” into account, will the required traffic analysis also include current
studies on other nearby developments already in progress (Vista Canyon, Sand Canyon Plaza, Mancara, etc.) and will
there be provisions for the continuing increase of traffic on Sand Canyon Rd. already impacted by navigation
applications? Will such items as proper signalization at 14 Freeway off-ramps, stop signs on Placerita, round-a-bouts,
speed humps, etc. be incorporated and addressed in the traffic study? What if an emergency event occurs when the 14
& 5 Freeways are impacted with commuter traffic.
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SPECIAL STANDARDS DISTRICT: As a Special Standards District and a rural, equestrian-oriented community, we have
definite “density” restrictions among others. This “commercial” project is extremely high density.
TRAILS:Our Special Standards District requires developers to provide muti-purpose/horse trails through and around
their development so our Sand Canyon Trails System can connect to the US Forest Service (Wilderness), City Open
Space, and to the Golden Valley City Open Space. These trails are the Sand Canyon community’s “paseos.”
OPEN SPACE: Our community worked diligently to ensure that “open space” within our canyon would be protected. To
disregard that by changing zoning is a “travesty”. So much for open space surrounding the city! Taking our internal
“open space” away would be heart breaking after forty years of protecting it.
WILDLIFE INTERFACE AREA: this project shares the boundary of the US Angeles National Forest. All our wild life critters
will be negatively impacted by this “commercial enterprise" in their midst.
WATER: Is there adequate public water for a project this significant?
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Will there be an Economic Analysis showing sustainability for this owner and potential ownership
changes in the future?
ZONING: Will there be studies and recommendations regarding the significant impact of a zoning Change of Use? The
original approval of the Robinson Ranch Golf Course as Open Space eliminated further residential development for this
site, and recognized and established density limits. Will this be re-addressed?
STAFFING: What type of Executive Management Staff will be established to run a resort of this magnitude? Will studies
and analysis of the Project’s significant scale, scope, and activities impacting our community be conducted?
AESTHETICS-SC IDENTITY: Will this proposed resort maintain the rural and equestrian flavor of our community—the
“who we are”? Thus far, our community has been ignored. In fact, we have been told that “golf” & horses” don’t mix.
SEWAGE/WASTE: Is there adequate public sewage infrastructure for a resort of this size
LIGHTS/NOISE: What is planned for lights and noise mitigation for nearby homes who are used to a quiet, country
neighborhood. In our canyons...noise and lighting issues are far reaching.
OAK TREES: Our residents can’t trim oak trees without a permit, let alone remove any. It is my understanding that many
oak trees are to be removed.
PROPERTY MAINTENANCEof the current facility has been sadly lacking.
ILLEGAL GRADING has been done, fines paid....and then “more illegal grading has been done. The city is well aware of
this situation. Code Enforcement has been dealing with it.
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Hai Nguyen
Freda Falk-Santoro <fredfalksantoro@gmail.com>
Thursday, April 25, 2019 6:41 AM
Hai Nguyen
SCHOA
Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Project

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dear Mr. Nguyen,
As a resident of this community for 28 years, I am truly concerned about the impact this project will have on
our Safety, Security, etc.,
1) Specifically with regard to Evacuation in the event of a Wild Fire. Right now, without the 'addition' of the
SCCC Resort, when an evacuation occurs, it takes hours to get to safety with only one way out, Sand Canyon, a
1 lane highway. The residents here, myself included, have Horses to evacuate also and the additional amount
of traffic which would be generate by the SCCC Resort would greatly impact the safety of the residents and
Animals of our community in the event of an emergency and/or evacuation.
2) Oak Trees are supposed to be protected. We, the residents of this community pride ourselves on the
protection of the numerous oak trees that make our community so special. We must pull a permit to just 'trim'
our protected and precious oak trees. REMOVING Oak Trees to accomodate the SCCC Project is
unacceptable.

Thank you.
Freda M Falk
Notary Public / Specialized Loan Signing-Agent
NNA Certified & Background-Screened
notaryrotary.com/pro/Notary-Expert

Cell: 818.388.8461
fredfalksantoro@gmail.com

Virus-free. www.avg.com
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

George Thomas <georgethomas66@yahoo.com>
Thursday, April 25, 2019 4:51 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Resort Issues...

Mr. Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita – Planning Dept
Mr Nguyen:
After attending the Cities Scoping Meeting in October 2018, I sent you a letter with my list of issues that I felt
should be considered regarding this proposed resort. None of my concerns have been mitigated and I would like to
follow up with the below issues that the Sand Canyon Homeowners Association has brought to the Cities attention.
I agree with the below concerns 100% and would like to go on the record supporting these issues, that I do not
believe can, or will be mitigated by the applicant. This project will, if approved have a tremendous negative impact
on our Sand Canyon community.
PUBLIC SAFETY: Sand Canyon is a “wild fire” zone area. With 2000 residents trying to evacuate with the addition of
another 400-600 hotel residents & staff (wedding parties etc) will emergency vehicles be able to get into the area to do
their firefighting? What about ambulance ingress and egress. This is a most serious issue to consider.
We are ripe to be the next “Paradise, California”.
ACCESS: Isn’t it a necessity for a “secondary access” (a bridge across the Santa Clara River) to be required for this
“high density” project to accommodate the additional traffic, especially during emergency situations? With additional
resort personnel & guests, an additional evacuation route is without question a necessity.
TRAFFIC: Besides taking “emergency-events traffic” into account, will the required traffic analysis also include current
studies on other nearby developments already in progress (Vista Canyon, Sand Canyon Plaza, Mancara, etc.) and will
there be provisions for the continuing increase of traffic on Sand Canyon Rd. already impacted by navigation
applications? Will such items as proper signalization at 14 Freeway off-ramps, stop signs on Placerita, round-a-bouts,
speed humps, etc. be incorporated and addressed in the traffic study? What if an emergency event occurs when the 14 & 5
Freeways are impacted with commuter traffic.
SPECIAL STANDARDS DISTRICT: As a Special Standards District and a rural, equestrian-oriented community, we
have definite “density” restrictions among others. This “commercial” project is extremely high density.
TRAILS:Our Special Standards District requires developers to provide muti-purpose/horse trails through and around
their development so our Sand Canyon Trails System can connect to the US Forest Service (Wilderness), City Open
Space, and to the Golden Valley City Open Space. These trails are the Sand Canyon community’s “paseos.”
OPEN SPACE: Our community worked diligently to ensure that “open space” within our canyon would be protected. To
disregard that by changing zoning is a “travesty”. So much for open space surrounding the city! Taking our internal “open
space” away would be heart breaking after forty years of protecting it.
WILDLIFE INTERFACE AREA: this project shares the boundary of the US Angeles National Forest. All our wild life
critters will be negatively impacted by this “commercial enterprise" in their midst.
WATER: Is there adequate public water for a project this significant?
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Will there be an Economic Analysis showing sustainability for this owner and potential
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ownership changes in the future?
ZONING: Will there be studies and recommendations regarding the significant impact of a zoning Change of Use? The
original approval of the Robinson Ranch Golf Course as Open Space eliminated further residential development for this
site, and recognized and established density limits. Will this be re-addressed?
STAFFING: What type of Executive Management Staff will be established to run a resort of this magnitude? Will
studies and analysis of the Project’s significant scale, scope, and activities impacting our community be conducted?
AESTHETICS-SC IDENTITY: Will this proposed resort maintain the rural and equestrian flavor of our community—
the “who we are”? Thus far, our community has been ignored. In fact, we have been told that “golf” & horses” don’t mix.
SEWAGE/WASTE: Is there adequate public sewage infrastructure for a resort of this size
LIGHTS/NOISE: What is planned for lights and noise mitigation for nearby homes who are used to a quiet, country
neighborhood. In our canyons...noise and lighting issues are far reaching.
OAK TREES: Our residents can’t trim oak trees without a permit, let alone remove any. It is my understanding that
many oak trees are to be removed.
PROPERTY MAINTENANCEof the current facility has been sadly lacking.
ILLEGAL GRADING has been done, fines paid....and then “more illegal grading has been done. The city is well aware
of this situation. Code Enforcement has been dealing with it.
Sincerely,
George Thomas
27101 Circle G Drive
Santa Clarita, CA 91387
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George Welch
818-590-9432
My Current EIR concerns and comments are as follows;
1. Will this project conform to all established criteria included in the Sand Canyon Special
District Standards? If not, it is a negative impact upon our environment.
2. Can this project be modified and built within the current zoning in order to maintain the
exclusive canyon atmosphere that exists. If not, it is a negative impact upon our
environment.
3. The current zoning helps protect our property values by keeping incompatible or
unsuitable uses away from our properties. Therefore this proposed change, flat out
diminishes property value from the current residents of Sand Canyon. That is a negative
impact upon our community.
4. When measuring and analyzing noise and light impacts, will the baseline be established
from the existing impact. Please note, at present and for the past 20 years that I’ve lived
here, noise and light is next to zero. I would welcome analytics on site at my home.
Noise and light intrusion would change and destroy the environment from its current
peace and serenity.
5. Another environmental impact issue is air quality. With its traffic, (guests, servicing
vendors, employees), mechanical equipment? With restaurants smell, vehicle emissions,
trash!?
6. How does the EIR address the energy and water consumption, waste issues, food scraps,
oil and chemical disposal requirements?
7. Traffic study should note there is only one way in and out. One lane in each direction.
During the Sand Fire, people trying to evacuate sat in gridlock in their cars. That
impeded fire fighters access. As is, Sand Canyon cannot handle this type of proposed
density!
8. Will there be an addition of access both for construction and commercial/business
access? Perhaps through Mancara and with a new bridge over the wash to protect Sand
Canyon traffic. Not only time, Safety Will Be Jeopardized!! Sand Canyon road requires
traffic to stop for passage to our many bicyclists, pedestrians, critters and such! Years of
Construction Traffic alone would devastate canyon traffic and should be considered as a
negative impact upon our community.
9. What will be allowed in the way of hours of operation, this is a rural, equestrian
residential, dark sky, extremely quiet neighborhood? The norm should not change to
appease one individual!

10. The existing “Robinson Ranch” building fits nicely and discreetly into the landscape. The
proposed is a number of Giant buildings three stories high and sitting on ridgeline at the
highest point! This will visually affect most canyon residents. This is a horrible impact on
environment.
11. What can the city promise regarding the future of this mass of condensed high density
construction, given the probable failure of its current proposed use?
12. If the zoning change and the project are approved, precedent will have been set for
future endeavors for business’s and multifamily high density zoning in Sand Canyon. This
results in an irresponsible and irreversible negative impact upon Sand Canyon and
surrounding areas.
13. Will there be required full time police on site? Will there be armed security on site full
time? Is the impact of Crime increase for this commercial venue considered and
weighed in the EIR?
14. How many Bars will be open within the overall scope of SCCC Resort? Is there licensing
available in such close proximity?
15. Will there be an analysis done to justify a market for such a venue and will it be
managed and operated by a professional hotelier company approved by the city?
16. Will there be a city approved construction manager that answers to the city’s
requirements in a timely manner and with a project scope and schedule to be approved
prior to any project start?
17. Will there be required fencing built to encompass/delineate the enterprise and to
protect neighboring properties?
18. Will the existing natural vegetation surrounding the site remain unmolested and clean?
19. What steps will be taken to protect and support our wildlife? Birds, coyotes, bobcats,
mountain lions, snakes, even squirrels, gophers, rabbits and rats? The presence of
buildings and tourists may destroy the local environment and habitat of native animals.
20. Please note, since the past grading operations have been done by Mr. Kim, drainage
onto my property is causing damage. Not to be overlooked this is another example of
negative environmental impact.
Thanks again for reviewing some of my concerns regarding this obtrusive change to our canyon
and my home. It’s a very unrealistic reality that I’ve been living with for a couple years. Just in
putting this together it seems and I hope that the city, acting as fiduciary, and in good faith, can
no way authorize and force upon us this nonconforming project.

Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

jzink@jzink.com
Wednesday, April 24, 2019 11:03 AM
Hai Nguyen
SCHOA@socal.rr.com
Proposed Sand Canyon Country Club Resort

Dear Mr. Nguyen:
You may recall I have written to you before regarding Steven Kim’s proposals to have the City of Santa Clarita change the
zoning restrictions and build things not in keeping with the Special Standards in our community.
I have read, as no doubt you have, Attorney Susan Clary’s excellent and comprehensive letter outlining the obvious and
not so obvious relevant issues facing the City as you consider his applications. These certainly make the City Planners’
task here daunting.
To these I would like to add that last year Mr. Kim graded his property (something I understand now was deemed by the
City to be illegal and for which he was fined) and sent hundreds of very large trucks filled with rock and dirt down Oak
Spring Canyon Road to dump this debris on the other side of our road onto what is called the Mancara Project.
When I complained to Mr. Kim, he said, “it’s only thirty or so” loads. On one long day only, out of two weeks of dirt
hauling, I took the time to count 308 massive dirt hauler trucks driving up and down our dirt road, filling the air with dirt
and great volumes of dust, blocking the residents from getting to and from their homes. Ultimately, Mr. Kim sent several
truck loads of water to dampen the dust. His trucks broke our drainage ditch piping in front of the house further slowing
the traffic on our road.
As you know, we residents on this dirt road pay for and maintain our own road because it is private. In years past I have
written letters soliciting funds from our homeowners to pay for the grading of our road which we do with our own
tractors at our own expense.
Mr. Kim has yet to send us a dime. But he certainly felt our road was his to use and abuse. In psychotherapeutic
medicine, we say that past behavior is an accurate way to predict future behavioral choices. Unless dire consequences
or requested professional intervention occurs. Sadly, sometimes not even then. Please keep this maxim in mind as we go
forward. For Mr. Kim has no experience running a large resort. He seems not to be able to run effectively the one he has
now.
You see, no one told us his trucks were coming. No one explained the scope of the project. These stopped after two
weeks just as mysteriously as they began. We were left to clean our homes and yards and driveways. And fix our road.
Only after we continued to complain did the golf course send a grader to scrape the road. While doing so, they broke
horse trail fencing and some of their own boundary fencing which to this day has not been repaired. Drive the road if
you wish and see for yourself.
Mr. Kim has not been a good neighbor. He has shown us repeatedly that he lacks the empathy necessary to understand
our own needs and dreams. When I told him this in person, he said: “It is progress. You can not stop progress.”
I fear that these episodes are all precursors. Lighting pollution, noise from weddings, increased traffic, construction
noise and waste, dreadful impact on wildlife, especially migratory birds, and the unseen environmental impacts that
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large projects often have, discovered only later when the lawsuits start, are all very serious things the City Planners must
consider before they come to the same conclusions humans often discover: it seemed like a good idea at the time.
In plain words: it isn’t.
For if his resort fails to draw people the way his restaurant fails now, what then? What use permits will the City be likely
to issue then for the developed but failed space?
One one night last year, our bedroom was suddenly awash in light, emanating from the golf course because some
celebratory event was raging at SCCC. The event featured Hollywood spot lights and raucous rap music that filled our
home with piercing light and dreadful noise until long after midnight. My wife was ill at the time with breast cancer and I
remember thinking: did I not move here for the peace and quiet of the country life? What of these “special standards”
that allow unpaved roads and no streets lights to block out the stars in the night sky?
Please consider these and other serious impacts on our community before you allow one man’s grandiose dream to
negatively impact the modest but just dreams of so many, many others.
Sincerely,
J. Zink, Ph.D.
Psychotherapist (retired)
The Circle Z Ranch
28024 Oak Spring Canyon Road
Canyon Country, CA 91387
310-714-1945

Sent from my iPad
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

nassent <nassent@pacbell.net>
Thursday, April 04, 2019 4:05 PM
Hai Nguyen
schoa@socal.rr.com; jacob nasser; Office Manager; Laurene Weste
: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort project

Dear Hai.
In light of the proposed major expansion by the developer of the Sand Canyon Resort I like to suggest a community
meeting as soon as possible to avoid the destruction of our community.
I am also suggesting that Mayor Weste attend the meeting since this project will have a major negative impact on our
community and since we are a big part of supporting her as our mayor she should be there to hear her community
members herself.
Mayor Weste should be aware of our community demand that the city deny any and all permits for this development.
The Sand Canyon community is surrounded by what its referrrd to as the "Green Belt" which Mayor Weste is intiated
and holds as one of her great accomplishments, so I would imagine she will want to hear how this project will effect the
Green Belt and our community and neighbors property and happiness.
I also believe that representatives of both the Sheriff and Fire Department should also attend so we all can discuss the
inpact on crime and the fire hazard such as evacuation given Sand Canyon has only one road in and out.
And last may I ask how you had become the appointed to the project?
Sincerely and respectfully,
Jack Nasser
Resent-From: SCHOA <schoa@la.twcbc.com>
From: Hai Nguyen <HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com>
Date: April 2, 2019 at 7:51:38 AM PDT
Resent-To: "~~MASTER (L-Z) a/o 6/1/18" <schoa@la.twcbc.com>, "~~Schoa (Associates)"
<schoa@la.twcbc.com>
Subject: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project
Good morning:
You are receiving this email because you have indicated your preference in receiving notifications
regarding the Sand Canyon Resort Project.
The original Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Sand Canyon Resort EIR was circulated between
October 17, 2018 and November 16, 2018. The revised NOP is being circulated to provide an
opportunity for public comment and input regarding the EIR’s expanded scope which now includes
updates to the project description and new project area; approximately two-acre area south of
Robinson Ranch Road would be utilized as a water quality detention basin associated with the project. A
copy of the NOP is attached to this email. The comment period for the revised Notice of Preparation
begins on April 2, 2019 and ends on May 2, 2019.
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Please contact me if you have any questions. Have a wonderful day!
Hai Nguyen
__________________________

Hai Nguyen
Associate Planner
Planning Division
City of Santa Clarita
Phone: (661) 255-4365
Email: hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
Web: http://www.santa-clarita.com
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nasser Group, Inc <nassent@pacbell.net>
Tuesday, April 30, 2019 2:18 PM
Hai Nguyen
schoa@socal.rr.com; Laurene Weste
Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Proposal

Dear Mr. Nguyen,
I like to submit this letter to you and the board and/or those concerned with the above titled development for
consideration.
The below is the just a sample list of concerns;
Traffic:
Our residential neighborhood was never intend to have this type of commercial property in the heart of our
community. The increase Traffic and stress alone from the propose development is unfair to the neighborhood
and the community.
The development is not in the spirit of the community of ranch's, horse stables, estates, Family homes, churches
and open space which we all have work hard to maintain.
The developer has use the words resort in his title, in my opinion this is false perception in every way. Sand
Canyon is not a destination and the lost of the golf course's will only prove that true. I would like to also point
out that Sand Canyon and Placarita Canyon Roads is major concern especially for our wild life and Green belt
with Placarita Canyon running along our Green Belt not to mention the increase risk of fire.
Fire:
We all know from recent fires we have a major issue with fires and this should not to be taken lightly and this
development will certainly put further stress and risk for fire.
Also Like to point out the water ponds in the Sand Canyon Country Club were vital is fighting our fire's as well
being a source of water for wild life that count on the water ponds.
Schools:
There is a two elementary schools less than few hundred feet away, I do not think its wise to have a hotel within
few minutes walk to these two schools with one of them being Sulphur Springs Public school.
Crime:
Sand Canyon already has had increase in crime and theft and having a hotel with rooms to fil off of the 14
freeway is invitation to all types of criminals and transits moving though our RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOOD is simple unacceptable.
With increasing crime in our area and with four gas stations, fast food, liquor store's, Seven Eleven and tons of
commuters exiting on to Sand Canyon has and is already a problem for both our community and law
enforcement with the propose hotel to add to already hectic and alarming situation for Sand Canyon community
you are destroying the foundation of our neighborhood.
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My neighbors and I intend to hold our representatives accountable. Sand Canyon is one of oldest communities
in Santa Clarita Valley and our voting power is second to none.
Sincerely and respectfully,
Jack Nasser
Nasser Group Inc
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

nassent <nassent@pacbell.net>
Tuesday, April 09, 2019 5:35 PM
Patrick Leclair
Hai Nguyen; schoa@socal.rr.com; jacob@nasserentertainment.com;
ngimanager@gmail.com; Laurene Weste
RE: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort project

Hello Patrick.
I would first like to thank you for that detail explanation. It was very help and I will certainly attend the up
coming meetings once they are scheduled.
I like to piont out that this land was never intended for the type of development. The property sits in a
residential neighborhood which is made up of ranchs, horse property, estates and large sections of open land
especially in the Sand Canyon area were the entire community is intergrated into the Green Belt.

Thanks again,
Jack Nasser

-------- Original message -------From: Patrick Leclair <PLECLAIR@santa-clarita.com>
Date: 4/9/19 4:02 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: nassent@pacbell.net
Cc: Hai Nguyen <HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com>, schoa@socal.rr.com, jacob@nasserentertainment.com,
ngimanager@gmail.com, Laurene Weste <LWESTE@santa-clarita.com>
Subject: RE: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort project

Good afternoon Mr. Nasser:
Thank you for your email regarding the Sand Canyon Resort (SCR) project. My name is Patrick Leclair and I
work with Hai in the Planning Division.
I wanted to let you know that the project was submitted by a private party and is not something that the City is
proposing. The City is required to review any project that has been submitted and allow them to be heard by the
appropriate approval authority. This does not mean that any project submitted must be approved, but each
project must be evaluated based on the City’s codes and General Plan in place when they are submitted. Upon
submittal to the Planning Division, Hai was given the project to shepherd through the various disciplines that
will have a part in the development of the site (ie: grading, building and safety, sheriff and fire safety, transit,
traffic, etc.). Hai is the best point of contact at the City for this project, however is out of the office at this time
so I wanted to make sure to provide you a timely response.
As you are aware, the City has hired a consultant to assist in the preparation of the Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) for the SCR. The revised Notice of Preparation (NOP) is a part of that process to inform the public
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and potentially affected agencies of the proposed development. Proceeding with an EIR does not mean the
project is approved by the local jurisdiction. The EIR is the next step and evaluates any potential impacts to the
environment that the project may have in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). It
evaluates a series of subject matters including, but not limited to, soils and geology, land use, population and
housing, fire hazards, traffic and transportation, water, and biology.
Following the close of the NOP period, work will be completed on the EIR and the project will be presented at
fully noticed public hearings before the Planning Commission for consideration. The Planning Commission
recommendation and/or modifications will then be presented to the City Council for consideration at additional
public hearings. This is an extensive public hearing process that could include multiple meetings allowing the
public the opportunity to provide input on the project, the findings of the EIR, and measures proposed to
mitigate the impacts identified in the EIR. We anticipate that the Draft EIR will be completed, and the project
scheduled for the first public hearing by the Planning Commission in Summer. These public hearings are the
opportunity for the community to present their concerns either in writing, or by oral presentation at the hearings
themselves to be considered during the decision making process.
As you noted, the City has purchased a significant amount of open space in and around the City to provide the
green belt for residents to enjoy in perpetuity. It is a significant accomplishment and one that the City is always
looking to add to if the opportunity presents itself. We welcome your comments on the project and are happy to
include them in the EIR and public hearing process. If you would prefer, you may provide a letter to myself or
Hai so we can incorporate your concerns into the EIR.
Please let Hai or myself know if you have any questions about the SCR project, or the development process
itself.
Sincerely,

Patrick Leclair
Senior Planner
City of Santa Clarita
Phone: (661) 255-4349
Email: pleclair@santa-clarita.com
To help protect y ou r priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Official-S ignature

From: nassent [mailto:nassent@pacbell.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2019 4:05 PM
To: Hai Nguyen <HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com>
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Cc: schoa@socal.rr.com; jacob nasser <jacob@nasserentertainment.com>; Office Manager
<ngimanager@gmail.com>; Laurene Weste <LWESTE@santa-clarita.com>
Subject: : Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort project

Dear Hai.

In light of the proposed major expansion by the developer of the Sand Canyon Resort I like to suggest a
community meeting as soon as possible to avoid the destruction of our community.

I am also suggesting that Mayor Weste attend the meeting since this project will have a major negative impact
on our community and since we are a big part of supporting her as our mayor she should be there to hear her
community members herself.

Mayor Weste should be aware of our community demand that the city deny any and all permits for this
development.

The Sand Canyon community is surrounded by what its referrrd to as the "Green Belt" which Mayor Weste is
intiated and holds as one of her great accomplishments, so I would imagine she will want to hear how this
project will effect the Green Belt and our community and neighbors property and happiness.

I also believe that representatives of both the Sheriff and Fire Department should also attend so we all can
discuss the inpact on crime and the fire hazard such as evacuation given Sand Canyon has only one road in and
out.

And last may I ask how you had become the appointed to the project?

Sincerely and respectfully,
Jack Nasser
Resent-From: SCHOA <schoa@la.twcbc.com>
From: Hai Nguyen <HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com>
Date: April 2, 2019 at 7:51:38 AM PDT
Resent-To: "~~MASTER (L-Z) a/o 6/1/18" <schoa@la.twcbc.com>, "~~Schoa (Associates)"
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<schoa@la.twcbc.com>
Subject: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project
Good morning:

You are receiving this email because you have indicated your preference in receiving
notifications regarding the Sand Canyon Resort Project.

The original Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Sand Canyon Resort EIR was circulated
between October 17, 2018 and November 16, 2018. The revised NOP is being circulated to
provide an opportunity for public comment and input regarding the EIR’s expanded scope which
now includes updates to the project description and new project area; approximately two-acre
area south of Robinson Ranch Road would be utilized as a water quality detention basin
associated with the project. A copy of the NOP is attached to this email. The comment period for
the revised Notice of Preparation begins on April 2, 2019 and ends on May 2, 2019.

Please contact me if you have any questions. Have a wonderful day!

Hai Nguyen
__________________________
Hai Nguyen
Associate Planner
Planning Division
City of Santa Clarita
Phone: (661) 255-4365
Email: hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
Web: http://www.santa-clarita.com
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

JACK WEBB <jackwebb@socal.rr.com>
Tuesday, April 16, 2019 5:43 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand HOA
Sand Canyon Resort

To: Mr. Hai Nguyen
Re: Sand Canyon Country Club - Master Case #18-021
Revised NOP
I have been a resident of Sand Canyon for over 3 decades. I am a horse owner
and moved here because of the rural community atmosphere and welcome
environment for animals. My biggest concern about the proposed project is fire
and community safety. We have had numerous fires that threatened the residents
of Sand Canyon, and most recently, the Sand Fire. We will continue to have fires
in the future fueled by the vast brush in the canyons and mountains that surround
us. Our community is so concerned about these threats that a Fire Safe Council
goes into emergency mode as soon as any fire breaks out.
The biggest issue during a fire is evacuation of residents and animals. Our two
lane Sand Canyon Road immediately becomes clogged with traffic increased by
the large horse trailers that are brought in to evacuate animals. During the Sand
Fire, the evacuation line out of the canyon was extremely slow. It took me 2
hours to go the two miles to get to safety. I have heard it got worse and if you had
left anything behind, there was no possibility of retrieving it. People who were
outside the community when the evacuation order was given could not get in to
get medicine, family members or animals. Sand Canyon Road cannot be
widened. There are only two lanes. If the proposed hotel is approved, it is rather
certain that we would have significant fatalities. How could you evacuate guests
and staff along with the residents and large animals of Sand Canyon? I am
assuming guests would not have priority.
When the wind shifts during a fire, time is of the essence. Orderly evacuation of
excessive numbers of people is a safety issue. For the next fire, would fire
officials require the hotel to close down and evacuate guests before a danger
occurs? At first sign of smoke? That would seem to be the only way to head off
disaster. We live in a high-fire hazard severity zone. How has the developer
addressed this issue? Most hotels are on major highways, not two lane
roads. Ingress and egress is a problem when there is only one roadway in and out
of Sand Canyon. Placerita Canyon Road is often blocked off with fire so it is not
a reliable evacuation road. The same is true with Little Tujunga Canyon Road
into the San Fernando Valley.
Our family has been able to exit slowly in past fires. It is very scary when the
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wind driven flames move quickly and life and death decisions have to be
made. How do I save my horses? If I am going to be trapped trying to escape, do
I have the ability to ‘shelter in place’ and survive?
It would be unconscionable to approve this project without taking public safety
during fire season into account. It does not appear to me that there is any way to
add an additional 400 cars and 800 people to the evacuation lineup in a safe
manner. I want to see a complete evaluation of this significant and very real
problem. We have too many fires here to overlook the consequences of allowing
this project.
Thank you,
James C. Webb
26826 Sand Canyon Road
Santa Clarita, CA 91387

P. S. While fire safety is my greatest concern, I am concerned about the Special Standards of
Sand Canyon which seeks to maintain the rural and equestrian nature of the community. The
Resort Project would bring excessive traffic, noise, lighting, commercial vehicles to supply the
hotel, and a unwelcome use of scarce water supplies. I see no benefit to the Canyon. When the
developer bought the Golf Course, he bought land currently zoned and used as Open
Space. There was no promise it could be changed to a different, more intrusive use. The project
should be denied.
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jan & Skip Cunningham <janandskip@earthlink.net>
Thursday, April 25, 2019 9:28 AM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Country Club Resort project

Mr. Hai Nguyen
City of Santa Clarita - Planning Department
23920 Valencia Blvd. Suite 302
Santa Clarita, CA 915355
Dr. Mr. Nguyen
THIS PROPOSED PROJECT DOES NOT fit into the rural, rustic and equestrian atmosphere of Sand Canyon. Please
consider this letter my STRONG OPPOSITION to this project, and I respectfully ask that this project be denied.
I have been a resident of Sand Canyon for over 31 years, and I very much appreciate the secluded, rural environment
that it offers. This project threatens the very heart of our canyon.
There is no commercial or business entities in our canyon, with the exception of Robinson Ranch golf course. There are
no street lights and our road is a designated secondary highway bordered by heritage oaks.
Traffic on Sand Canyon is already at an unsafe level certain times of the day, particularly when there is an accident on
the 14, and drivers use Sand Canyon to by-pass the freeway. Adding this project to our Canyon will only serve to
increase this condition. Furthermore, automobiles share the road with bicyclists, particularly on weekends, and
horseback riders. This is presently not a safe situation at times. This road truly cannot handle A larger volume of traffic.
Consequences will prove to be dire.
Despite the heavy rainfall totals we were lucky enough to experience this winter, water is always a concern in southern
California. We have spent many years on rationing, and I believe that water for residential use should be Considered
much more important - for sanitary reasons, if nothing else.
Furthermore, what about the sewage from this proposed project.
I am also concerned about noise and lights. As mentioned before - this is an area without street lights. We can see the
stars at night in a quiet atmosphere. It is definitely dark at night -- also making it unsafe for additional traffic Particularly with people unfamiliar with the area. And we share the area with wildlife, such as deer and various 'cats'
that drivers must be on the look-out for - again - particularly at night.
I don't know what would be required as far as oak tree removal, but the oak trees are a special part of our canyon. We
have to get permission just to trim our trees. The thought of trees being removed for this project is unthinkable.
I'm sure there are other concerns in addition, that just are not occurring to me at the moment.
I just don't know how else to state it - but this project truly threatens everything that makes Sand Canyon such a special
area.
It belongs somewhere else --- in a more commercial area --- but definitely not here.
I don't mean to sound dramatic, but I beg you not to approve this project.
Thank you for considering my concerns.
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Sincerely
Jan Cunningham
26681 MacMillan Ranch Road
Canyon Country
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jan & Skip Cunningham <janandskip@earthlink.net>
Friday, April 26, 2019 5:10 PM
Hai Nguyen
FW: Sand Canyon Country Club Resort project

Mr. Hai Nguyen
City of Santa Clarita - Planning Department
23920 Valencia Blvd. Suite 302
Santa Clarita, CA 915355
Dr. Mr. Nguyen
This letter represents my strong opposition to the Sand Canyon Country Club Resort project and my request that this
project be denied.
THIS PROPOSED PROJECT DOES NOT fit into the rural, rustic and equestrian atmosphere of Sand Canyon.
I have been a resident of Sand Canyon for over 31 years, and moved to this area in large part because of the rural,
equestrian atmosphere. This project would destroy that way of life that is so important to the residents.
There is no commercial or business entities in our canyon, with the exception of Robinson Ranch golf course. There are
no street lights and our road is a designated secondary highway bordered by heritage oaks.
We enjoy country surroundings that are not often available.
Furthermore, additional traffic that this project would bring is a major concern. Traffic on Sand Canyon is already at an
unsafe level certain times of the day, particularly when there is an accident on the 14, and drivers use Sand Canyon to
by-pass the freeway. Adding this project to our Canyon will only serve to worsen this condition. Automobiles share the
road with bicyclists, particularly on weekends, and horseback riders. This is presently not a safe situation at times. Sand
Canyon cannot safely handle a larger volume of traffic.
Despite the heavy rainfall totals we were lucky enough to experience this winter, water is always a concern in southern
California. We have spent many years on rationing, and I believe that having an adequate water supply for residential
use should be considered more important - for sanitary reasons, if nothing else. In addition, what about the sewage
from this proposed project. How is that to be handled?
I am also concerned about noise and lights. As mentioned before - this is an area without street lights. We can see the
stars at night in a quiet atmosphere. It is definitely dark at night -- also making it unsafe for additional traffic Particularly with people unfamiliar with the area. And we share the area with wildlife, such as deer and various 'cats'
that drivers must be on the look-out for - again - particularly at night.
I don't know what would be required as far as oak tree removal, but the oak trees are a special part of our canyon. We
have to get permission just to trim our trees. The thought of trees being removed for this project is unthinkable.
I believe a zoning change would be required for this project. Low density is another quality that makes this canyon so
special. Changing zoning for this development could just set a precedent for other developers to try the same thing.
The residents of Sand Canyon are lucky to enjoy this quiet, peaceful rural atmosphere.
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Please don't threaten the beauty of our canyon by approving this project.
Thank you for considering my concerns.
Yours truly,
Francis J. Cunningham
26681 MacMillan Ranch Road
Canyon Country
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Foster, Jasmine <Jasmine.Foster@canyons.edu>
Thursday, April 25, 2019 11:12 AM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Country Club

Dear Mr. Nguyen,
I’m writing regarding this letter from my HOA about the Sand Canyon Club plans on record. I am a local
resident in favor of this project and wanted to share my thoughts: Please see my comments below in red. Thank
You…

SAND CANYON COMMUNITY MAJOR CONCERNS TO BE CONSIDERED:
PUBLIC SAFETY: Sand Canyon is a “wild fire” zone area. With 2000 residents trying to evacuate with the addition of
another 400-600 hotel residents & staff (wedding parties etc) will emergency vehicles be able to get into the area to do
their firefighting? What about ambulance ingress and egress. This is a most serious issue to consider. During the Sand Fire
a few years ago the canyon was in gridlock trying to evacuate. This is not a new issue and is not an issue being caused by
the Sand Canyon Club, but rather a challenge that should have been addressed at the city long ago. Maybe it will take a
project such as this one to open the discussion about safety that hasn’t been addressed… I wonder why the Sand Canyon
neighbors didn’t complain about that issue years ago. Had the Sand Canyon Club not been where it is, the
firefighters, and those who couldn’t evacuate would have had no resources or a place to create a command post.
We are ripe to be the next “Paradise, California”.
ACCESS: Isn’t it a necessity for a “secondary access” (a bridge across the Santa Clara River) to be required for this
“high density” project to accommodate the additional traffic, especially during emergency situations? With additional
resort personnel & guests, an additional evacuation route is without question a necessity.Agree here but again, this is an
ongoing issue with the canyon, not something the Sand Canyon Club project creates.
TRAFFIC: Besides taking “emergency-events traffic” into account, will the required traffic analysis also include current
studies on other nearby developments already in progress (Vista Canyon, Sand Canyon Plaza, Mancara, etc.) and will
there be provisions for the continuing increase of traffic on Sand Canyon Rd. already impacted by navigation
applications? Will such items as proper signalization at 14 Freeway off-ramps, stop signs on Placerita, round-a-bouts,
speed humps, etc. be incorporated and addressed in the traffic study? What if an emergency event occurs when the 14 & 5
Freeways are impacted with commuter traffic.I cannot understand why folks think the SCCC project is creating this
challenge…this is something being addressed with the Vista Canyon project, which by the way is taking FOREVER…
SPECIAL STANDARDS DISTRICT: As a Special Standards District and a rural, equestrian-oriented community, we
have definite “density” restrictions among others. This “commercial” project is extremely high density. I don’t see how
this effects the rural, equestrian community… the neighborhoods are modernizing and keeping the rural flavor… I don’t
see how the project would impact the local neighborhoods since the project is far removed from the homes and streets we
live on.
TRAILS:Our Special Standards District requires developers to provide muti-purpose/horse trails through and around
their development so our Sand Canyon Trails System can connect to the US Forest Service (Wilderness), City Open
Space, and to the Golden Valley City Open Space. These trails are the Sand Canyon community’s “paseos.” Are we
going to argue about a trial that sees a horse once a year? The trails on Sand Canyon are dangerous for animals which is
why so many are killed annually…. The trails in the hills will not be impacted and open spaces will remain intact.
OPEN SPACE: Our community worked diligently to ensure that “open space” within our canyon would be protected. To
disregard that by changing zoning is a “travesty”. So much for open space surrounding the city! Taking our internal “open
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space” away would be heart breaking after forty years of protecting it.
WILDLIFE INTERFACE AREA: this project shares the boundary of the US Angeles National Forest. All our wild life
critters will be negatively impacted by this “commercial enterprise" in their midst. OR they would be staying in the hills
surrounding us as they should do… the hills are their habitat and I don’t believe this project is trying to chase them
away. In fact, it would be protecting them in their natural habitats, rather than being chased in the streets where they are
in danger.
WATER: Is there adequate public water for a project this significant?Again, this is addressed by city standards, not
determined by the project… who would build a hotel without water?
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Will there be an Economic Analysis showing sustainability for this owner and potential
ownership changes in the future?
ZONING: Will there be studies and recommendations regarding the significant impact of a zoning Change of Use? The
original approval of the Robinson Ranch Golf Course as Open Space eliminated further residential development for this
site, and recognized and established density limits. Will this be re-addressed? I don’t know if there’s a change here, so
have no comment on the standard.
STAFFING: What type of Executive Management Staff will be established to run a resort of this magnitude? Will
studies and analysis of the Project’s significant scale, scope, and activities impacting our community be conducted? So,
are the neighbors suggesting a project of this size would be built to fail? I have no comment here… it’s comical…
AESTHETICS-SC IDENTITY: Will this proposed resort maintain the rural and equestrian flavor of our community—
the “who we are”? Thus far, our community has been ignored. In fact, we have been told that “golf” & horses” don’t mix.
The aesthetics of the club have experience change, given a less “western” appeal without taking the country flavor of the
club away. I believe Mr. Kim is interested in the neighbors needs and is open to committing himself to their interests.
SEWAGE/WASTE: Is there adequate public sewage infrastructure for a resort of this sizethis is a challenge for any new
project, including Vista Canyon..I assume the city is taking care of this.
LIGHTS/NOISE: What is planned for lights and noise mitigation for nearby homes who are used to a quiet, country
neighborhood. In our canyons...noise and lighting issues are far reaching.Earplugs!
OAK TREES: Our residents can’t trim oak trees without a permit, let alone remove any. It is my understanding that
many oak trees are to be removed.While some oaks are nice to look at, many are scruffy… I believe the project will be
held to the city standards but personally I wouldn’t be opposed to removing some. They are highly allergic trees…
PROPERTY MAINTENANCEof the current facility has been sadly lacking.I don’t agree… the community has not
supported the efforts of the club to create a place where they could go to dinner and has tried many times to invite the
community in and enjoy the facility. They had a marvelous Easter Brunch that was well attended but not as busy as it
should have been. Do homeowners keep their AC and lights going on when no ine is at home? Do they cook for people
who aren’t there?
ILLEGAL GRADING has been done, fines paid....and then “more illegal grading has been done. The city is well aware
of this situation. Code Enforcement has been dealing with it. Sometimes folks just don[‘t know or aren’t aware of the
strict codes the city has…. I think that once the information is communicated, this is not a concern… it’s like raising
children……..sometimes they do dumb things because they don’t know better…

Sincerely,
Ruthann (Levison) Communications Director
Sand Canyon Community Association
Jasmine Foster
2

Director, Community Relations
College of the Canyons
Public Information Office
661 362-3101
Mobile 661 713-3243
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jean Holliday <jeancsr@earthlink.net>
Tuesday, April 23, 2019 9:58 AM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon HOA
Sand Canyon Resort Project

Dear Mr. Nguyen,
I am writing in strong opposition to the proposed Sand Canyon Resort Project, especially the enormity of
it. This is just not the place for such a project!!! This is meant to be a rural area with open space, not a
commercial district. We moved into Sand Canyon to get away from the hustle and bustle of a busy city and to
be in the relative quiet and serenity of the country. We love it here and have lived here for over 30 years and
have watched as the growth in our area has really started to ruin what we hold so dear to us. Our little two-lane
Sand Canyon Road is so heavily traveled now that we have a hard time making a turn to get on it with all the
people diverting from the freeway and speeding down. It is dangerous! I can’t imagine how awful it will be if
this “Disneyland” is put in our back yard, not to mention the years of construction traffic, noise, disruption to
wildlife, etc., etc.
Also, unless there is a plan for another entrance/exit that does not involve Sand Canyon Road at all, this is a
huge public safety issue from a fire and emergency perspective as well. We have had many, many fires in our
canyon over the years, and they will continue to occur, and trying to evacuate thousands more people, not to
mention all of our animals, than we already have on our two-lane road is just frightening and irresponsible and
unsafe!
Please stop this madness before it gets any further!!
Thank you for your time,
Jean and Dean Holliday
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeanne Johnson <jeanne.johnson48@yahoo.com>
Friday, April 05, 2019 9:37 PM
Hai Nguyen
Re: Sand Canyon Resort Project

Dear Mr. Nguyen,
We are writing to you to object to the Sand Canyon Resort Project.
Sand Canyon is a quiet residential area. As we understand it the road would have to be widened to accommodate the
huge increase in traffic.
Enough water is another huge issue. Open Space should stay Open Space. The quality of life here would deteriorate and
taxes would increase.
Thank you for considering our opinion,
Wayne and Jeanne Johnson
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Coleman <copperjp@me.com>
Wednesday, April 24, 2019 8:36 PM
Hai Nguyen
SCCC Resort Project

Hi Mr. Nguyen,
My family and I are new residents of the Sand Canyon area and members of both the Sand Canyon HOA and the Sand
Canyon Oaks HOA. We’ve been asked to weigh in on the Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Project by sharing our
thoughts with you.
I’m honestly not 100% familiar with the project, particularly the specifics of the details, but I would like to reiterate a few
key points that are especially important to us:
- emergency evacuation routes, traffic
We basically have two ways out in an emergency, north to the 14 or south to Placerita (and then the 14). Maintaining
safe and steady traffic flow, particularly during an evacuation/emergency, is imperative. A secondary access bridge
across the Santa Clara River seems like a smart move.
- special standards district
We are moving here because of the rural feel. We wanted more space and fewer people. It is my hope that this project
will consider the lifestyle the residents here have chosen and cultivated. The original approval of the Robinson Ranch
Golf Course as Open Space apparently eliminated further residential development for this site and recognized and
established density limits. This is really important to us.
I appreciate whatever you can do to ensure this project considers the needs of the entire community and not just an
advantaged few.
Sincerely,
Jessica Coleman
Diver Street
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joann <jallebrand@aol.com>
Wednesday, May 01, 2019 6:46 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Country Club

Dear Mr. Nguyen,
I am writing you to please reconsider the enormous and complex plans for the Sand
Canyon Country Club . As a resident of Sand Canyon for 25 years, I have seen the
building of small communities, the Robinson Ranch Golf Club and the ridiculous traffic
flow from commuters outside of our neighborhood. My current concern is the
building of the Sand Canyon Country Club that has, with the latest plans grown
immensely! I am not against having the club expand to include a small hotel-I agree
we need something on this side of town. I would also like a restaurant that is
available to the public every day. However, a main hotel, wedding hotel, view villas
and oak villas! Ridiculous! This is a small little community out here-all of this is no
unnecessary and redundant! Think about the next large fire--how are we all going to
escape along one road with the addition of hotel residents and staff? who is going to
maintain Sand Canyon road (it is already hurting with the abundance of WAZE
drivers every morning and evening. Is there enough water? What about noise
control? How many Oak trees will be removed? After receiving a hefty fine years
ago for replacing my fence in my front yard, I was also schooled by the oak tree
arborist on how valuable our oaks were, and if anyone needs to even TRIM their oaks
a permit is needed. Will you actually be handing out permits willy nilly to remove
them?
Like I said, I am not against some building, but the most current plans that you sent
out to the community are crazy--we do not have enough space, resources, or
need. Please reconsider and cut back--a lot.
Thank you for your time.
Joann Allebrand
Sand Canyon Homeowner
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Maureen Lewis <storymaven522@yahoo.com>
Thursday, April 04, 2019 2:30 PM
Hai Nguyen
Re: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project

HATE THIS!
We retired here six years ago from Sherman Oaks to this rural, quiet, easier-traffic oasis community.
Now Mr Kim and politicians are turning it into a commercial enterprise.
Sand Canyon will be forever completely congested with traffic from this resort.
It won’t be quiet in the evenings because noisy weddings and other celebrations will reverberate throughout the
canyon.
The ambiance of our community will be destroyed.
Why can’t this be stopped?
John and Maureen Lewis
15731 Condor Ridge Rd.
iMissive from Maureen's Magic iPad 😻
Be Blissful and Kind 🌹

On Apr 2, 2019, at 7:51 AM, Hai Nguyen <HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com> wrote:
Good morning:
You are receiving this email because you have indicated your preference in receiving notifications
regarding the Sand Canyon Resort Project.
The original Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Sand Canyon Resort EIR was circulated between
October 17, 2018 and November 16, 2018. The revised NOP is being circulated to provide an
opportunity for public comment and input regarding the EIR’s expanded scope which now includes
updates to the project description and new project area; approximately two-acre area south of
Robinson Ranch Road would be utilized as a water quality detention basin associated with the project. A
copy of the NOP is attached to this email. The comment period for the revised Notice of Preparation
begins on April 2, 2019 and ends on May 2, 2019.
Please contact me if you have any questions. Have a wonderful day!
Hai Nguyen
__________________________

Hai Nguyen
Associate Planner
Planning Division
City of Santa Clarita
Phone: (661) 255-4365
Email: hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
Web: http://www.santa-clarita.com
<image001.jpg>
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<Revised Sand Canyon NOP+Attachment 4-2-2019.pdf>
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Olauson <firedog49@yahoo.com>
Saturday, April 27, 2019 11:50 AM
Hai Nguyen
WELCH George; ZINK J.; LEVISON Ruthann; Russell Myers; Alex Guerrero; Roger SAGER;
Dave Hauser; Dana Martin; Bill/Kathie SCHWARTZ; Sand Canyon HOA
Fw: SCCC Master Case No. 18-021
SCCC EIR-2-2019 response.docx

MR. Nguyen,
Here is a scoping letter for the subject project.
Thank you,
John Higby
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George Welch 28090 Oak Spring Cyn Rd (contiguous to the proposed development)
818-590-943
John Higby 27900 Graceton (Contiguous to the proposed development)
661-212-3773
Our Current EIR concerns and comments are as follows;
1. Will this project conform to all established criteria included in the Sand Canyon Special
District Standards? If not, it is a negative impact upon our environment.
2. Can this project be modified and built within the current zoning in order to maintain the
exclusive canyon atmosphere that exists. If not, it is a negative impact upon our
environment.
3. The current zoning helps protect our property values by keeping incompatible or
unsuitable uses away from our properties. Therefore this proposed change, flat out
diminishes property value from the current residents of Sand Canyon. That is a negative
impact upon our community.
4. When measuring and analyzing noise and light impacts, will the baseline be established
from the existing impact. Please note, at present and for the past 20 years that I’ve lived
here, noise and light is next to zero. IWewould welcome analytics on site at my home.
Noise and light intrusion would change and destroy the environment from its current
peace and serenity.
5. Another environmental impact issue is air quality. With its traffic, (guests, servicing
vendors, employees), mechanical equipment? With restaurants smell, vehicle emissions,
trash!?
6. How does the EIR address the energy and water consumption, waste issues, food scraps,
oil and chemical disposal requirements?
7. Traffic study should note there is only one way in and out. One lane in each direction.
During the Sand Fire, people trying to evacuate sat in gridlock in their cars. That
impeded fire fighters access. As is, Sand Canyon cannot handle this type of proposed
density!
8. Will there be an addition of access both for construction and commercial/business
access? Perhaps through Mancara and with a new bridge over the wash to protect Sand
Canyon traffic. Not only time, Safety Will Be Jeopardized!! Sand Canyon road requires
traffic to stop for passage to our many bicyclists, pedestrians, critters and such! Years of
Construction Traffic alone would devastate canyon traffic and should be considered as a
negative impact upon our community.

9. What will be allowed in the way of hours of operation, this is a rural, equestrian
residential, dark sky, extremely quiet neighborhood? The norm should not change to
appease one individual!
10. The existing “Robinson Ranch” building fits nicely and discreetly into the landscape. The
proposed is a number of Giant buildings three stories high and sitting on ridgeline at the
highest point! This will visually affect most canyon residents. This is a horrible impact on
environment.
11. What can the city promise regarding the future of this mass of condensed high density
construction, given the probable failure of its current proposed use?
12. If the zoning change and the project are approved, precedent will have been set for
future endeavors for business’s and multifamily high density zoning in Sand Canyon. This
results in an irresponsible and irreversible negative impact upon Sand Canyon and
surrounding areas.
13. Will there be required full time police on site? Will there be armed security on site full
time? Is the impact of Crime increase for this commercial venue considered and
weighed in the EIR?
14. How many Bars will be open within the overall scope of SCCC Resort? Is there licensing
available in such close proximity?
15. Will there be an analysis done to justify a market for such a venue and will it be
managed and operated by a professional hotelier company approved by the city?
16. Will there be a city approved construction manager that answers to the city’s
requirements in a timely manner and with a project scope and schedule to be approved
prior to any project start?
17. Will there be required fencing built to encompass/delineate the enterprise and to
protect neighboring properties?
18. Will the existing natural vegetation surrounding the site remain unmolested and clean?
19. What steps will be taken to protect and support our wildlife? Birds, coyotes, bobcats,
mountain lions, snakes, even squirrels, gophers, rabbits and rats? The presence of
buildings and tourists may destroy the local environment and habitat of native animals.
20. Please note, since the past grading operations have been done by Mr. Kim, drainage
onto my property is causing damage. Not to be overlooked this is another example of
negative environmental impact.

21. Our concerns regarding Mr. Kim’s use of our private road for his heavy equipment and
dirt haulers despite our frequent requests and personal meetings for him to stop due to
the damage to our fragile private road and drainage pipes. Even though his property
adjoins the area in which he was dumping dirt and could have made use of his own
property from the SCCC to his Mancara project. Mr. Kim ignored our many requests to
stop his dirt hauling construction trucks. The dust that was created from these vehicles
was a definite health hazard to all Oak Spring Canyon neighbors. The City was unwilling
to render us assistance as Oak Spring Cyn Rd is a private road and suggested that we
stop the vehicles ourselves which, could have left us with a neighborhood vigilant type
of action. Not our way of living. We felt the City government did not take our request
seriously and left us to fend for ourselves. Mr. Kim was insensitive to the surrounding
neighbors to his project which leaves us to believe Mr. Kim disregards the affect of his
project on his surrounding neighbors and community. Further, the extremely heavy
truck haulers has damaged the asphalt surface of our easement from Comet Way to Oak
Spring Cyn dirt road.
Thanks again for reviewing some of our concerns regarding this obtrusive change to our canyon
and our homes. It’s a very unrealistic reality that we’ve been living with for a couple years. Just
in putting this together it seems and we hope that the city, acting as fiduciary, and in good
faith, can no way authorize and force upon us this nonconforming project.

Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

JS Brocato <jsbrocato@aol.com>
Tuesday, April 30, 2019 2:09 PM
Hai Nguyen
schoa@la.twcbc.com
Resident of Sand Canyon - Response to the Sand Canyon Resort Revised NOP

Dear Mr. Nguyen:
I'm a homeowner at 15702 Beaver Run Rd, Santa Clarita, CA 91387, and I'm writing to express my concern about the proposed Sand
Canyon Resort. In the most recent Revised Notice of Preparation that is far more expansive than the NOP provided last October, I was
unable to find any mention about the EIR evaluating the overall (e.g., economic and environmental analysis) impact from the proposed
SCR development combined with the already-approved developments in the area: Vista Canyon and Sand Canyon Plaza. As a
concerned resident, I sincerely hope that the cumulative impact from all of these developments will be evaluated when considering the
viability of the proposed SCR development.
Additionally, I was surprised and sincerely discouraged to see that the latest NOP includes proposed zoning changes to existing open
space. Based on this proposition, I will assume that the City of Santa Clarita holds the position that open space is vital to the
community and its residents (i.e., humans and wildlife) until commercial interests, such as this developer's, trump the greater good and
wellbeing of the community? As I am sure you are aware, the city's greenbelt in its entirety is at risk when a concession such as this is
conceded to a developer armed with his personal for-profit interests. I pulled the following statement
from http://hikesantaclarita.com/faqs/what-is-open-space/:

Open Space is the natural areas both in and around a community that provide important community space,
recreational opportunities,
places of natural beauty, habitat for threatened and endangered species, and a buffer zone from growth
and development, thereby
improving our quality of life and our community.
When I moved my family to our current home in 2017, after owning a home for 15 years in Glendale, CA, we did so with the belief
that we were providing our children with an enriched environment where they would be surrounded by nature, much of which is
'protected' within SCV's open spaces. We did this with the belief that the City of Santa Clarita was invested in maintaining the
integrity of its open space that was fought and paid for in part by residents of the community. While I don't fault commercial
enterprises for attempting to further their business interests, I do believe that it is the duty of the citizens and leadership in our
community to resist short-term thinking and compromises that adversely impact our community over the long term. If the SCR
development is approved, it is my strong opinion that it should be approved without conceding zoning changes that turn open space
into community commercial land.
Warmly,
Joseph Brocato
15702 Beaver Run Rd.
Santa Clarita, CA 91387
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judi Michelle Clare <judimichelleclare@gmail.com>
Monday, April 29, 2019 8:21 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Project - FIRE FIRE FIRE concerns!!!

The biggest risk we face is FIRE. We live on Live Oak Springs, a few blocks from the Country Club
Project. The last big fire (aka Sand Fire), we were TRAPPED - only emergency vehicles could go in and out
and houses only 2 blocks away were ON FIRE. Irrespective of the project, the City should WIDEN SAND
CANYON and/or provide secondary/tertiary access in and out of this deathtrap. Ancillary to this project
approval should be some type of fire escape planning for the residents here.
It took us many years to get the flooding situation in the Canyon under control - which finally happened. The
FIRE danger is imminent - only a matter of time before this area is burned out completely, including loss of
life. There is NO ESCAPE - one road is not enough and is used for emergency traffic. Please consider
this. PLEASE act on behalf of all the families who live here.
Thank you,
Judi Michelle Clare
Cell: 661-510-0571
Land Line: 661-299-5723
E-mail: judimichelleclare@gmail.com
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Keith Michael <KMichael@mcstern.com>
Thursday, April 04, 2019 7:34 AM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Golf Course

Mr. Nguyen,
I am writing to express my concern over the proposal by the golf course to add multiple buildings to their site. As a
home owner of over 20 years in Sand Canyon this is very disturbing. At a local meeting we were told the golf course was
adding a small hotel with spa facilities. Now they want to add a complex. We live in this area for the country lifestyle not
a corporate environment.
Please stop this madness and force the Sand Canyon Ownership to comply to their original plans.
Thank you,
Keith Michael
Mcmurray Stern
818.388.2406
Send from IPad
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Linda Harrel <jamnolives@gmail.com>
Monday, April 29, 2019 8:59 AM
Hai Nguyen
Re: Sand Canyon Country Club Proposed Commercial Development
IMG_3985.jpg; IMG_3991.jpg; IMG_3990.jpg; IMG_3989.jpg; IMG_3988.jpg; IMG_
3988.jpg; IMG_3986.jpg; IMG_3985.jpg; IMG_3983.jpg

>> John and Linda Harrel
>> 27512-1/2 Oak Springs Canyon Road
>> Canyon Country, California 91387
>>
April 28, 2019
>>
>> Mr. Hai Nguyen,
>> Associate Planner
>> City of Santa Clarita- Planning Department
>> 23920 Valencia Blvd.
>> Suite 302
>> Santa Clarita, California 91355
>>
>> RE: Proposed Plan to Enlarge/Develop Sand Canyon Country Club
>>
>> Dear Mr. Nguyen, we are writing in reply to the City’s request for input regarding the extensive commercial
development proposed by the Sand Canyon Country Club on Sand Canyon. We have lived in Canyon Country for the last
40 years on a two- mile dirt road immediately adjacent to the Sand Canyon Country Club golf course. We have seen
much development within the City of Santa Clarita as well as within the surrounding unincorporated area of Los Angeles
County. Some of the development is well planned and enhances our neighborhood; but some is not.
>>
>> When the Country Club/golf course was first established there was much concern about its use of ground water.
Many of us still obtain our drinking water from the aquifer. Our main concern then as now, is how the proposed project
will impact our water rights. Will the project be entitled to draw water from the aquifer for commercial use? Will this
use impact or reduce the water we use for drinking? We assume that the project will require a greater use of chemicals
to maintain the increased developed area. Will their use of chemicals impact the quality of our drinking water? Has the
City ever tested the aquifer to determine if current use of chemicals on the existing golf course has impacted the water
quality? This needs to be studied in detail as our health depends upon the safety of our drinking water.
>>
>> The second issue we bring to your attention is the current state of maintenance. They say a picture is worth a
thousand words; so we have enclosed photos of the Country Club’s perimeter fence. We have also enclosed photos of
the dirt road that is on the Country Club’s property and over which Oak Springs Canyon Road homeowners all have
access/egress easements. As you can see both the fence and the road are in dire need of repair and have been for
years.
>>
>> Since the City was founded protecting the natural environment has been a stated goal. The stated purpose of the
City’s Oak Tree Ordinance and Oak Tree Preservation Act is to care for our mature oaks (which have become the City’s
symbol) ensuring these majestic trees are preserved and propagate. The tentative development plan indicates that
many mature oak trees will be removed. When the golf course was first developed the City required it to replant/replace the number of mature oak trees displaced by the development. What is the plan regarding replacement
of the mature oak trees in this new development?
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>>
>> An increase in vehicle traffic is also a concern to our neighborhood. A review of accident data indicates a significant
accident history on Sand and Placerita Canyons, especially in wet weather. The two schools on Lost Canyon contribute
to this traffic which results in a significant back up of vehicles at that intersection. Additionally the GPS application
‘WAZE’ now advises southbound commuters to exit the 14 Freeway during the morning commute at Sand Canyon and
re-enter at Placerita Canyon, (reversing the route during the evening commute). This has resulted in much more traffic
throughout our neighborhood. The proposed commercial development will presumably result in even greater traffic
volumes. Sand Canyon is a simple two-lane country road. It was not designed to service a commercial development.
The expected character and volume of traffic clearly exceeds operational warrants and design expectations. How has
the proposed development sought to mitigate this issue?
>>
>> Additionally we are concerned about the loss of water shed should this commercial development proceed. As you
know Sand Canyon floods almost every winter during heavy rains. The open areas serve as valuable watershed. It soaks
up and absorbs much water that would otherwise end up flowing down Sand Canyon. What flood mitigation measures
has the project provided? How would this impact the survival of the natural fauna in the surrounding areas? The longer
we can keep our surrounding hillsides green the shorter fire season we will have. Depriving the hillsides of water by
diverting rainfall over cement parking lots and down drains is not helpful.
>>
>> As you know our neighborhood was established as a Special Standards District to preserve and enhance the rural
nature of the surrounding National Forest lands. As the City and County approve more and more housing tracks in the
surrounding area Sand Canyon and Placerita Canyon have become an oasis in the midst of urban development where
many come to enjoy the sights, sounds, peace, quiet and serenity of being out in nature. Folks still own horses here; and
many ride the trails throughout the canyon. We still see deer roaming free as well as bobcats and cougars. We have a
healthy population of hawks, falcons and at least two different breeds of owls. This commercial project will obviously
decrease our treasured open space and will undoubtedly increase traffic; noise; night sky pollution, and most likely
impact our ground water upon which we rely. Together with our neighbors we urge the City to carefully review the
plans for this proposed commercial development within our midst. Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.
>>
>> Respectfully submitted;
>>
>>
>>
>> John and Linda Harrel
>>
>>
>>> Photos of existing Sand Canyon Country Club golf course fencing along Oak Springs Canyon Road- taken April
28,2019
>>
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda Maureen Lewis <storymaven522@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, April 24, 2019 9:00 PM
Hai Nguyen
SCCC Resort Project

PLEASE NOTE OUR CONCERNS AND STOP THIS TRAVESTY!

Mr. Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita – Planning Dept
23920 Valencia Blvd. Suite 302
Santa Clarita CA 91355
Telephone: 661) 255-4365
Email:hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
Subject:Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Project

SAND CANYON COMMUNITY MAJOR CONCERNS TO BE CONSIDERED:
PUBLIC SAFETY: Sand Canyon is a “wild fire” zone area. With 2000 residents trying
to evacuate with the addition of another 400-600 hotel residents & staff (wedding parties
etc) will emergency vehicles be able to get into the area to do their firefighting? What
about ambulance ingress and egress. This is a most serious issue to consider.
We are ripe to be the next “Paradise, California”.
ACCESS: Isn’t it a necessity for a “secondary access” (a bridge across the Santa Clara
River) to be required for this “high density” project to accommodate the additional
traffic, especially during emergency situations? With additional resort personnel &
guests, an additional evacuation route is without question a necessity.
TRAFFIC: Besides taking “emergency-events traffic” into account, will the required
traffic analysis also include current studies on other nearby developments already in
progress (Vista Canyon, Sand Canyon Plaza, Mancara, etc.) and will there be provisions
for the continuing increase of traffic on Sand Canyon Rd. already impacted by navigation
applications? Will such items as proper signalization at 14 Freeway off-ramps, stop signs
on Placerita, round-a-bouts, speed humps, etc. be incorporated and addressed in the
traffic study? What if an emergency event occurs when the 14 & 5 Freeways are
impacted with commuter traffic.
SPECIAL STANDARDS DISTRICT: As a Special Standards District and a rural,
equestrian-oriented community, we have definite “density” restrictions among others.
This “commercial” project is extremely high density.
TRAILS:Our Special Standards District requires developers to provide mutipurpose/horse trails through and around their development so our Sand Canyon Trails
System can connect to the US Forest Service (Wilderness), City Open Space, and to the
Golden Valley City Open Space. These trails are the Sand Canyon community’s
“paseos.”
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OPEN SPACE: Our community worked diligently to ensure that “open space” within
our canyon would be protected. To disregard that by changing zoning is a “travesty”. So
much for open space surrounding the city! Taking our internal “open space” away would
be heart breaking after forty years of protecting it.
WILDLIFE INTERFACE AREA: this project shares the boundary of the US Angeles
National Forest. All our wild life critters will be negatively impacted by this “commercial
enterprise" in their midst.
WATER: Is there adequate public water for a project this significant?
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Will there be an Economic Analysis showing sustainability
for this owner and potential ownership changes in the future?
ZONING: Will there be studies and recommendations regarding the significant impact
of a zoning Change of Use? The original approval of the Robinson Ranch Golf Course as
Open Space eliminated further residential development for this site, and recognized and
established density limits. Will this be re-addressed?
STAFFING: What type of Executive Management Staff will be established to run a
resort of this magnitude? Will studies and analysis of the Project’s significant scale,
scope, and activities impacting our community be conducted?
AESTHETICS-SC IDENTITY: Will this proposed resort maintain the rural and
equestrian flavor of our community—the “who we are”? Thus far, our community has
been ignored. In fact, we have been told that “golf” & horses” don’t mix.
SEWAGE/WASTE: Is there adequate public sewage infrastructure for a resort of this
size
LIGHTS/NOISE: What is planned for lights and noise mitigation for nearby homes who
are used to a quiet, country neighborhood. In our canyons...noise and lighting issues are
far reaching.
OAK TREES: Our residents can’t trim oak trees without a permit, let alone remove any.
It is my understanding that many oak trees are to be removed.
PROPERTY MAINTENANCEof the current facility has been sadly lacking.
ILLEGAL GRADING has been done, fines paid....and then “more illegal grading has
been done. The city is well aware of this situation. Code Enforcement has been dealing
with it.

THANK YOU
John and Maureen Lewis
15731 Condor Ridge Rd
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Margie Rovarino <margiejorovarino@icloud.com>
Thursday, April 25, 2019 6:28 AM
Hai Nguyen
SCHOA eAlerts
Sand Canyon Project

My husband Gary and I strongly urge you to NOT APPROVE this ridiculous project for Sand Canyon. It will be an UNSAFE
traffic nightmare and the project is ill suited for our rural community.
My husband is a former deputy and we were APPALLED at the lack of help in trying to evacuate for the Sand Fire and
that was just with regular residents. I was stuck for two hours on our street, not moving at all, before I had to return
home.
This project is insanely unsafe and so out of touch with the Canyon Country Community, not just Sand Canyon. How
many homeless and trailer parks are the people going to have to step over to get to a luxury hotel? No one will want to
stay in a lux hotel in this area. Where do they sight see? Von’s Center>. It’s an absurd idea.
The sign at the golf course now says it is a HOTEL….how are you letting them get away with that? It’s not a hotel at
all….and never will be. You will NEVER be able to justify the UNSAFW traffic nightmare that approval of this monstrosity
will bring to the canyon.
Margie and Gary Rovarino
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

marianhowie@aol.com
Wednesday, April 03, 2019 11:38 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Resort and Spa

I have some concerns about the above project.
1) At present I do not know of any buildings in Sand Canyon or Canyon Country that are more than 2 story's high, so
question why this project has two 3 story buildings, especially when this is an area of single family homes.
2) Parking for the resort doesn't seem enough and parking on Robinson Ranch road is unacceptable. On the occasions
filming has been at the resort with trucks and cars on Robinson road making dangerous blind spots on the corners and
narrows the road too much. Not to mention how the extra traffic will affect Robinson Ranch Rd and Sand Canyon.
3) The current restaurant is now only open to the public Thursday's and Friday's. The food has been hit and miss for years
but I have to acknowledge twice recently it was good. Having said that we dined there last Thursday and I know that there
was a rehearsal dinner going on in the next room but the staff couldn't cope with that and the few people in the regular
restaurant, so staffing is a major concern.
4) Maintenance of the existing landscaping is poor to say the least. I feel they just flit from one area to another therefore
nothing ever gets completed.
I feel for the project to be a success there needs to be project managers to run the show to specific time lines so that the
community is not dealing with the upheaval of the building of this project for numerous years to come.
Thank you for considering
Marian Howie
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

michaelfam@aol.com
Thursday, April 25, 2019 8:33 AM
Hai Nguyen
the EIR for Sand Canyon Country Club

Hello Mr. Nguyen,
Thank you for informing us about the expanded plan for the Sand Canyon Country Club project.
I oppose the expansion, because Mr. Kim is moving the goalposts. Please take note of my rejection.
If you need reasons, there are many, including: traffic, changing the nature/style of Sand Canyon, other projects taking
water and other resources (Vista Canyon and Sand Canyon Plaza and Disney possibly), it requires removal of trees and
further changes to plant and animal life. We are an equestrian and wildlife zone.
Where I live I hear EVERYTHING that happens on the hill at Sand Canyon Country Club and it's going to be a noise
problem. Please do not allow this to proceed.
Thank you,
Martha Michael
22-year Sand Canyon resident
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marty Fox <marty.fox8@gmail.com>
Wednesday, May 01, 2019 6:43 AM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Project

Mr. Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita – Planning Dept
23920 Valencia Blvd. Suite 302
Santa Clarita CA 91355
Dear Mr. Nguyen:
:
Our family are residents of Sand Canyon. We first moved here in 1997. We chose this community for several
reasons to raise our (then) young boys. The items that drew us to this community were the rural nature, the
spacing of the homes and the ranch-like and quiet community. We did not move here to be next to a hotel. Yes,
I understand change happens however, the proposed development area is designated open space and we rely
upon the City to enforce the standards that we relied upon when we moved here. There are plenty of places to
build a hotel that do not impact families that have lived here for dozens of years. This is a Special Standards
District and a rural, equestrian-oriented community. There are definite density restrictions and this high
density commercial development violates same. What comes next if this is allowed to go forward - an industrial
complex? The approval of the Robinson Ranch Golf Course as Open Space was supposed to eliminate further
residential type development for the subject site and it recognized and established density limits. I do not
understand how this can simply be ignored and thrown out?
Over the years we have seen many changes for the worse. Perhaps the most important change for the worse has
been the traffic. We live directly on Sand Canyon and have a first hand view of the morning and evening traffic
consisting of cars speeding through the canyon to shortcut the traffic jams on the 14. There is no policing of this
traffic whatsoever. As the City well knows, this traffic has grown exponentially in the recent years due to Waze
and Google Maps. Sand Canyon was never designed to handle this traffic volume and it cannot be denied that
the number of ambulance sirens continue to grow in number.with each passing month.
Perhaps the scariest thing is to watch the evacuation exodus during a wildfire. Since we live on the corner of
Sand Canyon and Comet Way, again, virtually no one else in the Canyon has a better view of same. As you
know, Sand Canyon is a “wild fire” zone area. One talk with a homeowner's insurance company will of course
confirm this fact. Watching 2000 residents trying to evacuate with their children and their animals while
emergency crews are trying to get in is like watching a circus that stands still. The line from the stop sign at
Lost Canyon will stretch for 2 miles into the canyon - this is not an exaggeration. I cannot imagine anyone
would consider adding another 400-600 hotel residents & staff (wedding parties etc) to the traffic jam and the
danger. There is no way to mitigate this increased number of human life that would be put in danger if this
project goes forward. Fire officials admit that this area is very similar to Paradise, California and we all know
what just happened there. Allowing this project to go forward and allowing these lives to be put at risk is a
public safety issue that cannot be mitigated.
Another concern is access: How can a project of this size be allowed without mandating secondary access in
the form of a bridge across the Santa Clara River to service this high density project (in a rural area) to
accommodate the additional traffic? As stated above, traffic is already at unmanageable levels and this would
only exacerbate same. . With hundreds and hundreds of additional resort personnel & guests, an additional
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evacuation route is without question a necessity. Given the past broken promises of the proposed developer to
date, it would seem that the bridge would have to be built first and not after the development if allowed to go
forward.
As a family that would be directly impacted by this development and the additional traffic it would create, we
think it is mandatory that the required traffic analysis also include current and up-to-date studies on other
nearby developments already in progress (Vista Canyon, Sand Canyon Plaza, Mancara, etc.) not to mention the
increased traffic due to the private elementary school on Lost Canyon. We presume the City will protect us and
require provisions for the continuing increase of traffic on Sand Canyon that is already impacted by Waze and
Maps. What will the City be requiring with regard to such items as proper signalization at 14 Freeway offramps, stop signs on Placerita, round-a-bouts, speed humps, etc. Will these be incorporated and addressed in the
traffic study?
What infrastructure improvements will the City be requiring to offset the enormous amount of adverse/negative
impacts that this project will cause. How will water supply and waste be addressed and impacted? Please
remember that we residents will have to live with these impacts as long as we are here. It is my understanding
that the Special Standards District requires developers to provide multi-purpose/horse trails through and around
their development to connect the Sand Canyon Trails System to the US Forest Service (Wilderness), City Open
Space, and to the Golden Valley City Open Space. As you know, these trails are the Sand Canyon community’s
“paseos.”
We moved our family here specifically for the open space nature of the area. This has become our home and our
community. Our community works very hard to preserve that open space space within our canyon. To disregard
that by changing zoning and going back on what each and every resident was promised through he zoning laws
is not well taken and would destroy something beautiful and preservable. It was my impression that the City
always wanted open space around the perimeters. What happened to that goal?
Part of the rural life is the wildlife that will continue to disappear among the bright wedding lights and
music.Along those lines, if we are going to destroy the nature of the area, it would seem that an economic
analyses would absolutely be required. The developer is obviously very successful in various business but
successful hotelier is not among his credentials. I can easily see a situation where no one will come to Sand
Canyon to spend a week-long vacation seeing the sights of the In N Out burger and a day trip to Placerita
Canyon. It is not beyond the realm of belief that the developer knows same and this is a merely step to multifamily high density housing when/if the hotel fails. Turning a hotel into a condominium complex or apartments
is not difficult to do. What is the City going to do to protect against which might be a very likely outcome?
Obviously, "zoning" no longer carries such a guarantee. It would seem necessary that studies and
recommendations regarding the significant impact of the zoning change will be done - I certainly hope so and to
not require same would seem to be extremely negligent.
If golf and horses do not mix, how can a hotel/wedding venue (or a condominium or apartment complex) and
horses mix? How is the City ensuring that this proposed resort will maintain the rural and equestrian nature of
our community. It cannot be disputed that to date, our community has been ignored. Is this more of the same?
What is planned for lights and noise mitigation/reduction for nearby homes who are used to a quiet, country
neighborhood. As I am sure the City is aware, noise and lights travel far in a canyon.
Given that we have many oak trees on our property and we have to either pull a permit or hire an approved
trimmer to do anything but look at our trees, how can the City allow a developer with vast amounts of money to
remove dozens? Why is the developer getting preferential treatment?
Lastly, of course many promises will be made by the developer to get this project done. However, to date, their
other promises have been made and then ignored and disregarded. As the City is well aware, a poor prior track
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record and pattern of defiance already exists. If a golf course is too difficult to maintain, how can the current
responsible parties maintain a hotel? What is the City going to do to ensure same? given that repeated illegal
activities have now been going on for years (illegal grading which the City is well aware of), how can the City
trust the hotel to comply with the upcoming promises?
The current golf course ownership knew what it was buying when it did so. It knew the zoning restrictions and
it knew the nature of the community. To now change that because they can't make a golf course work should
not be allowed - especially at the expense of us who moved here for the specific rural nature of the area that the
development would change.
On behalf of my family, we thank you for your time and efforts and we trust that you will work to protect our
interests as citizens of this community.
Very truly yours,
Martin Fox
16189 Comet Way
Canyon Country, CA 91387
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Michael P. Hogan
April 28, 2019
Hai Nguen, Project Manager
Community Development
City of Santa Clarita
23920 Valencia Blvd., Ste 302
Santa Clarita, CA 91355
Via email: hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
RE: NOP Comment Letter on Sand Canyon Resort Project MC 18-021
Dear Mr. Nguyen:
I am submitting the comments below regarding the scope of the EIR that will be prepared for the
Sand Canyon Resort Project. In order to ensure that the decision makers are fully informed on
potential issues, I believe that the following areas and questions must be addressed.
ZONING
The EIR needs to address the impact on residential property values and the probability of other
commercial development in Sand Canyon by allowing the requested zoning change to allow this
commercial development. The Sand Canyon area is supposed to be protected by its Special
Standards District as a rural, equestrian, residential area. The EIR should address the impact of
the City allowing the proposed zoning change from Open Space to Community Commercial for
this resort, on the future of the other Open Space areas within City limits, and on residents’
expectations with respect to other Open Spaces established in the City. And specifically with
respect to the original approval of the building of Robinson Ranch Golf Course and residential
area: the approval of that development included the requirement that the golf courses would be
zoned as Open Space, in part to offset the lot sizes of the residential area which were much
smaller than the 2-acre minimum lot size required by zoning in surrounding residential areas.
Is approving the use of the golf course Open Space area, for this high density commercial
development, consistent with the City’s General Plan that Sand Canyon, and the Robinson Ranch
golf courses be part of the City’s ‘green belt’?
If the resort is not successful, or the current developer sells the property with the entitlements
(assuming the City grants the entitlements he is requesting), will the City allow the developer or
subsequent owner to convert the hotel and villas (or entitlements therefore) to apartments/condos
and houses to sell as residences, in order to prevent waste of the buildings/entitlements? If so,
what would be the impact on the City’s original plan for Sand Canyon development which was
to maintain the current 2-acre per house zoning and Special Standards district to maintain the
unique character and quality of life in Sand Canyon?
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TRAFFIC
The traffic analysis needs to take into account the expected traffic increases in and around the
Sand Canyon area (surface streets and freeways) generated by this project and include the traffic
studies at full build out of the following projects in the Sand Canyon area:
Vista Canyon - (Traffic Study completed October 2010)
Mancara - (Traffic Study completed June 2011)
Sand Canyon Plaza - (Final EIR August 2017)
The study should also include the new private elementary school on Lost Canyon (Gorman
Learning Center Santa Clarita). This school was not in operation when any of the above noted
traffic studies were done. The school that was there at the time bussed most of their students to
the site, this new school does not provide busses, so children are delivered and picked up by car.
The study should include peak school traffic (beginning and end of school day as well as
increased commute traffic through Sand Canyon due to daily traffic congestion on the 14
freeway. What will be the impact on nearby residents and wildlife on or near the Resort site, if
large trucks and tour busses are driving into and out of the resort at all hours?
NOISE
Sand Canyon is a quiet, rural neighborhood. How will the community and the natural areas be
affected by the excessive noise levels from any source during construction and operation,
Including noise from newly generated traffic, venue events, loud music, deliveries etc.
PARKING
This development has a potential of having up to 3000 people at the resort at one time, but the
application only has 375 parking spots. Adequate parking must be ensured so that parking does
not overflow into other areas or on Sand Canyon Road. How will this be guaranteed?
Where will the up to 50+ employees park? During a full field golf tournament, persons already
park cars along Robinson Ranch Road due to the existing parking lot being full.
FIRE
This project is proposed in an extreme high fire hazard area. Severe Santa Ana winds often
blow in this area at velocities of 40 to 80 miles an hour. As we have seen in the recent fast
moving and devastating Camp and Woolsey fires where over 66 people were burned to death
because of their inability to escape on small two-lane roads, this project could become a death
trap for hotel guests.
Please address these questions.
1. What fire measures will be used to avert such a disaster on the building and grounds of
this project?
2. What water supply will be used for fire suppression? Is water production from this
source assured in all circumstances?
EMERGENY EVACUATIONS
How would evacuations be conducted on the two lane Sand Canyon Rd. and the entrance road
while not impeding the evacuation of current residents?
HOGAN
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LIGHTS
Sand Canyon is within a Special Standards District that requres minimal lighting.
1. How will dark skies be protected from lights during construction and project operation?
2. How will light be reduced to ensure that nocturnal wildlife will not be adversely affected?
WATER
What is the expected water usage for the project, and will the water be supplied by the local
water agency, or from the well on the Sand Canyon Resort property? If the latter, how will
usage be monitored, and will use be subject to restrictions in the event of another drought period
when residential water customers are subject to water use restrictions, as was the case in Sand
Canyon for several years during the recent drought? If Sand Canyon Resort would be subject to
the same restrictions as nearby residents, how would the resort functions, and economic viability
of the resort be impacted?
AESTHETICS
Analysis of the aesthetics of the architectural design of the hotel and villas has to include
comparison with the designs used by other large successful resorts in Southern California, and
with the architectural styles of houses in Sand Canyon. Also, this section of the EIR should
analyze the visual appeal of the site being devoid of any trees and a flat, barren plateau due to the
grading and removal of all native oak trees in the vicinity.
MARKET DEMAND STUDY
Where is the demand for 3 more restaurants on the property, the current facility has one
restaurant and is only open 2 days per week due to low patronage.
Where is the demand for 2 hotels, meeting rooms, ball rooms etc.
Sincerely,

Michael P. Hogan
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

nking3@socal.rr.com
Thursday, April 25, 2019 11:24 AM
Hai Nguyen
Re: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project

Hello As a sand canyon home owner, roads ? Roads? Where are all of the cars going to drive. At present time we have
far to many vehicles using (ways app) and driving the canyons now at dangerous speeds. Morning traffic and afternoon
to by pass 14 fwy. Fire route ? We are a fire trap up here we know it .again traffic?
We will be trapped and like the death on iron canyon last fire there will be many more . Roads? Hope you are looking
out for people and not just counting the money this project might bring in. Very worried home owner. Thank you Nancy
King
---- Hai Nguyen <HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com> wrote:
> Good morning:
>
> You are receiving this email because you have indicated your preference in receiving notifications regarding the Sand
Canyon Resort Project.
>
> The original Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Sand Canyon Resort EIR was circulated between October 17, 2018 and
November 16, 2018. The revised NOP is being circulated to provide an opportunity for public comment and input
regarding the EIR's expanded scope which now includes updates to the project description and new project area;
approximately two-acre area south of Robinson Ranch Road would be utilized as a water quality detention basin
associated with the project. A copy of the NOP is attached to this email. The comment period for the revised Notice of
Preparation begins on April 2, 2019 and ends on May 2, 2019.
>
> Please contact me if you have any questions. Have a wonderful day!
>
> Hai Nguyen
> __________________________
>
> Hai Nguyen
> Associate Planner
> Planning Division
> City of Santa Clarita
>
> Phone: (661) 255-4365
> Email: hnguyen@santa-clarita.com<mailto:hnguyen@santa-clarita.com>
> Web: http://www.santa-clarita.com<http://www.santa-clarita.com/>
> [http://filecenter.santa-clarita.com/images/email_sig2a.jpg]
>
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paula Hoffman <phoffman1946@gmail.com>
Thursday, April 25, 2019 11:09 AM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Project

We are residents of Robinson Ranch and believe the investment Mr. Kim is planning to make is very important
to the ongoing success of the area. We also believe this type of facility will attract the right kind of business to
compliment what is planned in Vista Canyon and Sand Canyon Plaza.
We lived in Rancho Palos Verdes in close proximity to Terranea. Many residents were against the resort being
built. However, in the end, it has had an extremely positive impact on the area and residents.
Many events are currently held at the Clubhouse. Mr. Kim has been respectful of the neighborhood making sure
bands/DJ's end at 10PM. He has done an outstanding job rehabilitating the golf course, albeit he made many
mistakes during the process.
Our only concern with Sand Canyon Country Club is having a professional, experienced management team in
place. Not only during the building, but also once the resort is open.
Thank you,
John and Paula Hoffman
14916 Live Oak Springs Canyon Road
Canyon Country, CA
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Dear Hai Nguyen
The following are my most paramount concerns regarding the Sand Canyon Resort Project.

ROADS
The evacuation during the 2016 Sand Fire showed that previous building should not have been approved
without additional roads to exit Sand Canyon residents in an emergency. During the Sand Fire it took
residents an hour and a half to drive the length of Sand Canyon to safety. This traffic clog also
hampered emergency responders. If the firefighters had not successfully kept the fire from Sand Canyon
Road it could have been a horrible tragedy. Before adding cars from guests at a resort and people
attending [possibly] large weddings and resort employees the impact on the current residents must be
not just “considered” but resolved to minimize the threat to lives - not increase the risk.
Although the expense to build a road sufficient for 300 plus additional cars to drive out of the canyon
and reach a main road like Soledad Canyon would be great, it is not… as is shown in the Vista Canyon
development requirements, unreasonable. I think building an additional road must be included in the
requirements for approval.
WATER
Since the second golf course on this property was closed in 2014 due to lack of water then the recent
“Extreme” drought needs to be the primary concern.
Unlike most projects in Santa Clarita that receive an automatic approval from the water company’s
stating there is adequate supply for this development, this project needs to be downsized. Access to
community water should not be lessened for residents homes in order to supply a resort.

CHANGING FROM OPEN SPACE
Our City prides itself on preserving Open Space. If the General Plan is changed for the Sand Canyon
Resort from Open Space zoning to Community Commercial Zone, then what prevents other
developments from building in our Open Space in the future?
The residents of Sand Canyon know that property owners have the right to develop their property but
not at the detriment of the community. The enormity of this project would forever change what
residents hold dear to accommodate “visitors”.

Sincerely,
Penny Upton
42 year Sand Canyon Resident
28154 La Veda Ave.
91387

Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

quattle@socal.rr.com
Tuesday, April 09, 2019 8:12 AM
Patrick Leclair
Hai Nguyen
Re: Sand canyon resort project

Thank you so much for all of this info! You have been extremely informative.
> On Apr 9, 2019, at 7:48 AM, Patrick Leclair <PLECLAIR@santa-clarita.com> wrote:
>
> Not a problem, I am happy to help out. You are correct, this project has not been approved. The NOP marks the
initiation of the preparation of the EIR for the project. In this case, the revised NOP notes the additional detention basin
and minor revisions to the project so that everyone is aware of these changes. Work on the EIR will continue to proceed
with the initial public hearings before the Planning Commission slated for Summer and early Fall. If approved, the
applicant would then proceed with the documents for the construction of the project. Given the project has not
received any approvals, it is difficult to predict the construction schedule, but I would guess that construction could
begin in Spring 2020 if the project is approved by the Planning Commission and the City Council later this year.
>
> Patrick Leclair
> Senior Planner
> City of Santa Clarita
> Phone: (661) 255-4349
> Email: pleclair@santa-clarita.com
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: quattle@socal.rr.com [mailto:quattle@socal.rr.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, April 9, 2019 5:28 AM
> To: Patrick Leclair
> Cc: Hai Nguyen
> Subject: Re: Sand canyon resort project
>
> Thank you so much, Patrick! This has not been approved yet, correct? What is the timeline for approval, breaking
ground, and completion?
>
> Thanks!
>
>> On Apr 8, 2019, at 1:59 PM, Patrick Leclair <PLECLAIR@santa-clarita.com> wrote:
>>
>> No problem. Attached is the revised NOP. The area that has been added as a part of the NOP is a part of the existing
golf course to the south where a water hazard was located. This hazard will be slightly deepened and enlarged to
facilitate a detention basin. Please let me know if you have any questions.
>>
>> Patrick Leclair
>> Senior Planner
>> City of Santa Clarita
>> Phone: (661) 255-4349
>> Email: pleclair@santa-clarita.com
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>>
>>
>> -----Original Message---->> From: quattle@socal.rr.com [mailto:quattle@socal.rr.com]
>> Sent: Monday, April 8, 2019 1:01 PM
>> To: Patrick Leclair
>> Subject: Re: Sand canyon resort project
>>
>> Yes, it’s the revised NOP for sand canyon. Evidently Mr. Kim is planning a larger area so I would love to see what the
plans are.
>>
>>> On Apr 8, 2019, at 11:10 AM, Patrick Leclair <PLECLAIR@santa-clarita.com> wrote:
>>>
>>> Good morning, I am happy to provide you the latest information on the Sand Canyon Resort project. Do you recall
what attachment Hai was attempting to send you so that I can do my best to provide you with the information? Would
he have been sending you a copy of the revised Notice of Preparation for the Environmental Impact Report?
>>>
>>> Patrick Leclair
>>> Senior Planner
>>> City of Santa Clarita
>>> Phone: (661) 255-4349
>>> Email: pleclair@santa-clarita.com
>>>
>>>
>>> -----Original Message---->>> From: quattle@socal.rr.com [mailto:quattle@socal.rr.com]
>>> Sent: Sunday, April 7, 2019 12:27 PM
>>> To: Patrick Leclair
>>> Subject: Sand canyon resort project
>>>
>>> Hi,
>>>
>>> I live in sand canyon and am requesting the latest info on the sand canyon resort project. I was unable to open the
attachment for Hai.
>>>
>>> Thanks!
>>> Raashi
>>
>> <Revised Sand Canyon NOP+Attachment 4-2-2019.pdf>
>
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Robert Fleck <rfleck@socal.rr.com>
Tuesday, April 30, 2019 11:37 AM
Hai Nguyen
Master Case No. 18-021
Exhibit A.png; Exhibit B.png; Exhibit C 1999 Daily News RR Well and Water
Disputes[3].docx; Exhibit D cancelhearing2003july30.pdf; Exhibit E
newhallcounty_withdrawal.pdf; Exhibit F 2017 SCV Water Use Table.png

RE: Sand Canyon Resort Project, Master Case No. 18-021 - EIR Scoping
Comments
Dear Mr. Nguyen:
The following initial comments are in regard to the scope of the EIR being prepared for
the Sand Canyon Resort project referenced above. I want to request that my remarks
be sent to any agencies or firms that are preparing the EIR or any other appropriate
parties.
Water: the existing property known as “Robinson Ranch” has had a complex, fraught
history of water right disputes and usage, as outlined in an attached file from the
original planning documents about the golf course.
Among the six attached documents, many references are made to a complicated series
of events that involved claims, lawsuits, hearings, re-determination of water source
geology, water source classifications and much more in regard to Robinson Ranch’s
water supply.
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit

A = Area map w/RR wells located
B = SCV Water email notice of no state information
C = 1999 Daily News article about RR Water Claim Dispute
D = SWRCB Hearing Cancellation, RR Water Well Claim Hearing
E = NCWD Lawyer notice of Water Right Application Withdrawal
F = 2017 SCV Water Use Table

According to California State Water Resources Control Board staff, starting in 2002,
reporting requirements for water classified as “percolating ground water” have been
assigned to the agency now known as “SCV Water.”
Per an attached email, Ass’t General Manager Steve Cole notes that there are only
“place holder” figures used to calculate the water that has been used by the existing
Robinson Ranch Golf Course. Also, since 2014, the pending, statewide Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act has required that all groundwater extraction reports have
had to be filed annually. Again, only a general figure has been available since that 2014
state decree.
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So, moving forward, how, exactly does the proposed, vastly larger resort destination
project intend to be compliant with the soon to be implemented State Groundwater
Management Act (SGMA) reporting requirements?
What accurate, verifiable baseline use figures will be the basis for citing water extraction
or diversion (if surface waters are intended to be diverted)?
SGMA is planned for implementation in 2022, with a draft version available for public
comment starting 01/2021. All development, statewide, will have to be compliant with
the requirements of SGMA. In addition, according to State Water Resource Control Board
staff, the draft of SGMA now being created has language that will require county general
land use plans be consistent with SGMA mandates.
What calculation factors will be used to determine the water needs of the proposed
development? How many gallons of water per day will each guest use? How about
physical plant operation? What measures for wastewater treatment are being detailed?
What kinds of drought tolerant landscaping elements are being stipulated? On what
comparable basis are these calculations being made, in other words, what other similar
resort operations are being cited for use calculations?
What sort of hard surface water runoff figures are available for review, in regard to the
proposed development? How will the existing water hazard ponds be maintained and
utilized as part of a unified, comprehensive water use and management plan? How will
use be verified and reported?
Absent a reliable, verifiable, consistent, documented history of water use for the past 21
years, the proposed resort expansion of operations on the subject property will need to
have a SGMA-compliant, detailed, data-driven plan that is consistent with the pre
existing water needs of the area, both local and regional.
Fire Danger: As a 20 odd year veteran of large animal evacuation groups, both private
local ones and county certified operations, my experiences during fire incidents leave me
deeply troubled about the impact of a development of the proposed scope and
magnitude in terms of traffic gridlock in the event of a wildland fire.
Sand Canyon has experienced an increasing number of wildland fire events over the last
decade and if federal, state and county projections are to be trusted, then the frequency
and intensity of fires is only going to increase.
The areas in and around Sand Canyon enjoy a designation of equestrian friendly zoning
laws. In the unhappy event of a fire, evacuators’ ability to reach horses and other large
animals in mortal danger will be severely if not totally compromised if roads are not
open for trailer transit. Since only one in ten horses in Los Angeles county has a trailer
for it, this is a very serious consideration.
The existing community has just scraped by so far in managing evacuations during fire
events. If a large, commercially viable resort also has to be evacuated and there have
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been no high capacity, high volume routes purpose-built to serve them, a tragic
catastrophe is virtually certain to be the outcome.
Open Space: When the existing golf course received approval, it was on the basis of
the golfing areas being set aside as open space, in the same way that Crystal Springs’
subdivision also cited the former Cox property (Robinson Ranch golf course) as a
compensatory open area for their increased housing density. Are both layers of these
warrants and assurances to be simply discarded because an applicant asks? The
community members who took part in the golf course approval process have not
forgotten the promises made by developers, planners and other civic officials.
Aesthetics and wildlife habitat: The Sand Canyon Special Standards district and
historic character of the rural, or mainly residential community known as Sand Canyon
combine to offer a setting that has never been conducive to siting large resort facilities
like the subject property being proposed. The climate here is one of increasingly hot
summers, cold winters and relative isolation. Removal of more than twenty heritage oak
trees, flattening hillsides and installation of urban-themed recreation facilities are at
odds with the preservation of existing wildlife species and their habitat requirements.
In terms of sound and light, what mitigation measures are planned to have the proposed
development meet district standards?
Economic Outlook: What guarantees of financial viability can the applicant provide?
Sand Canyon is not Ojai, or Santa Barbara or any other more temperate locale where an
established resort presence has developed and matured over more than a century.
The proposed design is by any standards huge. Where, exactly, is demand for a resort
like the subject project expected to originate? What factual, verifiable statistics can be
parsed to arrive at an investment-grade analysis of submitted projections? In other
words, how can the taxpayers of Santa Clarita and Los Angeles receive valid guarantees
that they will not be stuck footing the bill for a failed “white elephant” of an unworkable
resort complex built on inadequate market research feasibility findings?
The above remarks are preliminary only, awaiting review of more detailed information
from the project developer and their suppliers.
Sincerely,
Robert Fleck
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https://www.thefreelibrary.com/PROJECT%27S+WATER+CLAIM+DENIED%3
B+STATE+OFFICIALS+CITE+IMPACTS+ON+RIVER%2C+...-a083632450
PROJECT'S WATER CLAIM DENIED; STATE OFFICIALS CITE IMPACTS
ON RIVER, NEIGHBORS.
Byline: Jason Takenouchi Staff Writer
State regulators have rejected a prominent developer's water claim and say
the company's massive Santa Clara River well may hurt other water users in
the area.
In a letter mailed Monday, officials with the State Water Resources Control
Board said Robinson Ranch, a 403-acre golf course and housing
development by Robinson Development Services Inc., does not have the
right to draw water from the Santa Clara River.
Laguna Niguel-based Robinson Development claimed it had that right known as a riparian right - when it began using a controversial well to
provide water for Robinson Ranch earlier this year.
The well, on a separate parcel just north of the project, has drawn the ire of
environmentalists, Canyon Country residents and Santa Clarita City Council
members.
Two area water providers have also discussed suing Robinson Development
to close the well, which has already pumped millions of gallons of water to
Robinson Ranch.
The letter from state regulators reflected those concerns.
“There is a significant potential for diversions from the Robinson Ranch's
Santa Clara River well to adversely impact other well owners in the area,''
the letter said.
“There is justification to ask Robinson Ranch to forgo diversions from the
Santa Clara River'' until it receives a permit or proves its rights, the letter
said.
The water resources board gave Robinson Development until Jan. 7 to either
shut down the well or agree to implement a board-approved water
monitoring program.
Ted Robinson Jr., the managing general partner for the project, said he was

disappointed in board's rejection of the project's riparian rights. But he
called the board's monitoring request ``inherently fair'' and said his
company will submit to the program rather than close the well.
“Our intent is to not upset the apple cart,'' he said.
Oak Canyon resident Allen Penrose, who filed a complaint with the water
resources board earlier this year, said he was pleased with the monitoring
requirement.
“I think it's a good first step,'' he said. “But I think if there is significant
impact on the groundwater that's discovered by monitoring, then action
needs to be taken.''
The state water board is only the latest entity to square off with Robinson
Development.
When the developer began using the well, city planners said it violated the
spirit of the Robinson Ranch development agreement. That agreement,
approved by the City Council in 1996, stated that Robinson Development
could not use an on-site well to serve the project.
The well does not violate the exact language of the agreement, however,
because it is actually located on a separate parcel of land just north of the
golf course project. A pipe connects the well to Robinson Ranch.
The well has also come under fire by valley water providers who say it may
harm their existing Santa Clara River wells. The Castaic Lake Water Agency which owns the Santa Clarita Water Co. - and another water provider, the
Newhall County Water District, may sue to close the well, according to
sources in each agency.
The CLWA also has a dispute with Robinson Ranch over the nonpayment of
roughly $6 million to $9 million in connection fees, which pay for the cost of
providing water to valley developments. The agency's board discussed its
legal options in closed session last week.
Robinson Development's failure to pay those fees sets a bad precedent for
the agency, said CLWA board President Bill Cooper.
“It's important that as a developer they pay the fees that are associated with
the impact that they are placing on the community,'' Cooper said.

Robinson said the project does not have to pay the connection fees because
the CLWA does not provide imported water to the surrounding area.
The controversy has not slowed the Robinson Ranch project.
According to city planner Jason Smisko, the company has applied for a
temporary certificate of occupancy that would allow it to open one of its two
public golf courses ahead of schedule.
The project does not have to complete all of its original conditions for
approval to receive the temporary certificate. Smisko said. Planners usually
decide whether to grant such requests, but because of the debate over the
well, the City Council will review the request at its Jan. 11 meeting.
“At this point the well is not an issue for staff in terms of the conditions for
approval,'' Smisko said. “But there's a council and a community to respond
to that.''
COPYRIGHT 1999 Daily News
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___________________________________________________________________________

NOTICE OF CANCELLATION
OF
PUBLIC HEARING
The State Water Resources Control Board has canceled the Public Water Right
Hearing on Applications 30942 and 31023 of Newhall County Water District and
Robinson Ranch Golf, LLC, to appropriate water from wells in the Santa Clara River
Valley East Subbasin in Los Angeles County

The Hearing was scheduled to commence on Tuesday, July 29, 2003 at 9:00 a.m.
and continue, if necessary, on Wednesday, July 30, 2003 at 9:00 a.m.
both at
Joe Serna Jr./Cal EPA Building
Sierra Room – Second Floor
1001 I Street, Sacramento
___________________________________________________________________________
SUBJECT OF THE CANCELED HEARING
Newhall County Water District and Robinson Ranch Golf, LLC, filed water right
applications 30942 and 31023, respectively, to appropriate groundwater from wells in the
Santa Clara River Valley East Subbasin in Los Angeles County. The purpose of this hearing
was to receive evidence to be considered by the State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB) in determining the legal classification of groundwater pumped by the applicants’
wells. By letters dated June 3, 2003 and July 14, 2003 the applicants have informed the
SWRCB that they have withdrawn their water right applications. Accordingly, the hearing is
canceled.
Questions concerning this notice should be directed to Erin Mahaney, Staff Counsel, at
(916) 341-5187 or Paul Murphey, Engineering Geologist, at (916) 341-5435.

July 30, 2003

Gray Davis
Governor

Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bob Stevenson <stevenra1000@gmail.com>
Tuesday, April 30, 2019 10:49 AM
Hai Nguyen
'Wendy Fike'; 'Bob Kellar'
RE: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project

Re: Response to Mr. Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner, NOP Sand Canyon Resort
Dear Mr. Nguyen:
This is in response to your email re. the proposed Sand Canyon Country Club Resort project (NOP). First of all, a little
background about me. I've lived in Sand Canyon (on Iron Canyon Road) since 1977. I formed the Iron Canyon
Homeowners Association and currently am the President of the Oak Creek Ranch Homeowners Association located in
Iron Canyon.
I have given the notice (NOP) you sent out and the proposed Country Club project a lot of thought. To this end, I have
talked to neighbors all up and down Iron Canyon and its side streets, including Josel Drive. In total, I have interviewed
about 20 people and I found that 16 of these heavily favor the project with only 2 really opposed (two undecided).
My wife Wendy and I heavily favor this project. A project like this is really necessary to revitalize what we view is a Sand
Canyon community that has been slowly dying on the vine. Going back over 20 to 25 years ago, Sand Canyon was a
heavily equestrian community. I would say now that the number of people owning and using horses is less than 10% of
what it once was (particularly on the East side of Sand Canyon Rd.). Many of these remaining horses have become “yard
ornaments” and are seldom ridden. This is not to say that I don't favor Sand Canyon remaining an equestrian
community, just that, the bulk of the people who have been moving in and building homes in the last 20 years, seem to
have a different interest (estate homes on large pieces of property). This new (non-equestrian) interest is complete
harmony with the proposed Sand Canyon Country Club Resort.
Your email laid out a comprehensive list of items for the project developer, Mr. Kim to address. Some of these I consider
to be unreasonable. When I did the Oak Creek Ranch subdivision in Sand Canyon, for example, I was not required to look
at Indian artifacts, tribal culture, burial grounds or things like that. In the past, I have had the opportunity to talk to the
pioneers of the Sand Canyon area (the Walkers, the Bellos, the Olsons, the Browns, and the Starbucks, etc.). None of
these people ever mentioned Indian encampments or settlements in Sand Canyon. Does the City know of such Indian
history in Sand Canyon or is this theoretical?
I am aware that in the later 1800s elements of the U.S. Army used to camp in here (I have done several parcel maps and
a subdivision in Sand Canyon which all required substantial grading). All I have ever found are a few old bottles and
army belt buckles. I'm also aware that in Sand Canyon around the turn of the century (around 1900), there were some
hunting cabins here and grizzly bears were hunted. However, none of this involved tribal burial lands or such things that
would be of concern to a development.
My wife and I would much rather see the Sand Canyon Country Club Resort, along with its golf courses and other
expanded amenities (like a hotel, spa and good restaurants which Canyon Country sorely needs) as opposed to several
hundred homes in the community. I would be glad to attend a meeting and/or address the City Council and speak in
favor of this project. I think the changed and still changing nature of the Sand Canyon community, is in general, now
very much in harmony with this proposed project. As to increased traffic on Sand Canyon Rd. the NOP makes it clear
that Sand Canyon Country Club is proposed as a destination resort. People staying there will do exactly that - stay
there. This will create minimal traffic impact.
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My assistant, who is an avid equestrian (who moved along with her horses to Agua Dulce), also remarked on how the
Sand Canyon area is no longer a safe environment for horses to be ridden out of one's personal property onto the roads
or small stretches of trails in Sand Canyon. There are just way too many cars passing through the Sand Canyon vicinity in
too close proximity to where a horse and rider might be for it to be considered safe for anyone. With the highway 14
freeway rush hour commuter congestion, many commuters are using Placerita Canyon Rd to Sand Canyon Rd as a
bypass (the am and pm commute traffic on Sand Canyon Rd. is now extremely very heavy). In other words, for the few
people that still do own horses, they must trailer these horses to areas well outside Sand Canyon to find significant trail
riding opportunities. Also, the above described huge commuter bypass traffic is the real issue and any added traffic due
to Sand Canyon Resort would pale in comparison to it.
In summary, the planned expansion of Sand Canyon Country Club as outlined in your email attachment into a
destination resort has our full and enthusiastic support.
Very truly yours,
Robert A Stevenson and Wendy L Stevenson

From: Hai Nguyen <HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 7:52 AM
Subject: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project
Good morning:
You are receiving this email because you have indicated your preference in receiving notifications regarding the Sand
Canyon Resort Project.
The original Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Sand Canyon Resort EIR was circulated between October 17, 2018 and
November 16, 2018. The revised NOP is being circulated to provide an opportunity for public comment and input
regarding the EIR’s expanded scope which now includes updates to the project description and new project area;
approximately two-acre area south of Robinson Ranch Road would be utilized as a water quality detention basin
associated with the project. A copy of the NOP is attached to this email. The comment period for the revised Notice of
Preparation begins on April 2, 2019 and ends on May 2, 2019.
Please contact me if you have any questions. Have a wonderful day!
Hai Nguyen
__________________________
Hai Nguyen
Associate Planner
Planning Division
City of Santa Clarita
Phone: (661) 255-4365
Email: hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
Web: http://www.santa-clarita.com
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rod Rosato <Rod@tcmbp.com>
Thursday, April 25, 2019 10:19 AM
Hai Nguyen
RE: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project

Hello Hai,
Thank you for including me in these emails. As the project at Sand Canyon Resort progresses there is much concern over
numerous issues a development of this size presents. I am sure you have seen the list of concerns the SCHOA has
presented. I have embedded the list in this email because, as a resident and homeowner of Sand Canyon, I live on Live
Oak Springs Cyn Rd, these are my exact concerns as well. The issues regarding emergency situations and public safety
are at the top of my list. There is no way this project should move forward without plans to construct additional routes
in and out of the canyon. As well, the other items listed are real and should not be ignored.
I understand the benefits of such a project and welcome it to a point, but I believe there are better options, downsizing
the project for one. I expect, as our City, you will make decisions for the good of it’s longtime residents and
homeowners.
Thank you for your time and your thoughtful consideration of where this project is allowed to go.
Rod Rosato
SAND CANYON COMMUNITY MAJOR CONCERNS TO BE CONSIDERED:
PUBLIC SAFETY: Sand Canyon is a “wild fire” zone area. With 2000 residents trying to evacuate with the addition of
another 400-600 hotel residents & staff (wedding parties etc) will emergency vehicles be able to get into the area to do
their firefighting? What about ambulance ingress and egress. This is a most serious issue to consider.
We are ripe to be the next “Paradise, California”.
ACCESS: Isn’t it a necessity for a “secondary access” (a bridge across the Santa Clara River) to be required for this “high
density” project to accommodate the additional traffic, especially during emergency situations? With additional resort
personnel & guests, an additional evacuation route is without question a necessity.
TRAFFIC: Besides taking “emergency-events traffic” into account, will the required traffic analysis also include current
studies on other nearby developments already in progress (Vista Canyon, Sand Canyon Plaza, Mancara, etc.) and will
there be provisions for the continuing increase of traffic on Sand Canyon Rd. already impacted by navigation
applications? Will such items as proper signalization at 14 Freeway off-ramps, stop signs on Placerita, round-a-bouts,
speed humps, etc. be incorporated and addressed in the traffic study? What if an emergency event occurs when the 14
& 5 Freeways are impacted with commuter traffic.
SPECIAL STANDARDS DISTRICT: As a Special Standards District and a rural, equestrian-oriented community, we have
definite “density” restrictions among others. This “commercial” project is extremely high density.
TRAILS:Our Special Standards District requires developers to provide muti-purpose/horse trails through and around
their development so our Sand Canyon Trails System can connect to the US Forest Service (Wilderness), City Open
Space, and to the Golden Valley City Open Space. These trails are the Sand Canyon community’s “paseos.”
OPEN SPACE: Our community worked diligently to ensure that “open space” within our canyon would be protected. To
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disregard that by changing zoning is a “travesty”. So much for open space surrounding the city! Taking our internal
“open space” away would be heart breaking after forty years of protecting it.
WILDLIFE INTERFACE AREA: this project shares the boundary of the US Angeles National Forest. All our wild life critters
will be negatively impacted by this “commercial enterprise" in their midst.
WATER: Is there adequate public water for a project this significant?
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Will there be an Economic Analysis showing sustainability for this owner and potential
ownership changes in the future?
ZONING: Will there be studies and recommendations regarding the significant impact of a zoning Change of Use? The
original approval of the Robinson Ranch Golf Course as Open Space eliminated further residential development for this
site, and recognized and established density limits. Will this be re-addressed?
STAFFING: What type of Executive Management Staff will be established to run a resort of this magnitude? Will studies
and analysis of the Project’s significant scale, scope, and activities impacting our community be conducted?
AESTHETICS-SC IDENTITY: Will this proposed resort maintain the rural and equestrian flavor of our community—the
“who we are”? Thus far, our community has been ignored. In fact, we have been told that “golf” & horses” don’t mix.
SEWAGE/WASTE: Is there adequate public sewage infrastructure for a resort of this size
LIGHTS/NOISE: What is planned for lights and noise mitigation for nearby homes who are used to a quiet, country
neighborhood. In our canyons...noise and lighting issues are far reaching.
OAK TREES: Our residents can’t trim oak trees without a permit, let alone remove any. It is my understanding that many
oak trees are to be removed.
PROPERTY MAINTENANCEof the current facility has been sadly lacking.
ILLEGAL GRADING has been done, fines paid....and then “more illegal grading has been done. The city is well aware of
this situation. Code Enforcement has been dealing with it.
From: Hai Nguyen [mailto:HNGUYEN@santa-clarita.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2019 7:52 AM
Subject: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project
Good morning:
You are receiving this email because you have indicated your preference in receiving notifications regarding the Sand
Canyon Resort Project.
The original Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Sand Canyon Resort EIR was circulated between October 17, 2018 and
November 16, 2018. The revised NOP is being circulated to provide an opportunity for public comment and input
regarding the EIR’s expanded scope which now includes updates to the project description and new project area;
approximately two-acre area south of Robinson Ranch Road would be utilized as a water quality detention basin
associated with the project. A copy of the NOP is attached to this email. The comment period for the revised Notice of
Preparation begins on April 2, 2019 and ends on May 2, 2019.
Please contact me if you have any questions. Have a wonderful day!
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Hai Nguyen
__________________________
Hai Nguyen
Associate Planner
Planning Division
City of Santa Clarita
Phone: (661) 255-4365
Email: hnguyen@santa-clarita.com
Web: http://www.santa-clarita.com
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Russell & Adella Myers
AR3J Ranch
27920 Graceton Drive
Canyon Country, CA 91387
April 25, 2019
Mr. Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita – Planning Dept
23920 Valencia Bl vd. Suite 302
Santa Clarita CA 91355
Via email: hnguyen@santa -clarita.com
Subj ect: NOP Comment Letter on Sand Canyon Resor t: Proj ect MC 18 -021
Hai:
We do not consider this a viable or appropriate Proj ect from any perspective by its scale, scope
and Use. We are extremel y conce rned with a Zone change from Open Space to Commerci al
Center, as well as the impact to our Special Standards District. This will have i mmediate ,
profound and future consequences to our , pr edominantl y, rural residential and equestrian
Communit y. This project, at the heart of our Sand Canyon Community, is inconsistent with and
under mines the Sand Canyons Special Standards Districts, specifically yet not li mited to, the
purpose: “MAINTAIN , PROMOTE AND ENHANCE OUR RURAL AND EQUE STRIAN
COMMUNIT Y”. This establishes an alar ming precedence and is pr oblematic since it will
probabl y lead to the ul timate/total eli mination of our Special Standard District. The Special
District Standard is an i mportant principle and condition to our Sand Canyon Communit y, we do
not expect it to be compromised or sacrificed. It is the City’s responsibility to be our advocates
in its adherence and protection.
I would appreciate response to the following questions:
1. Will the EIR address i ssues of Public Safet y, especially regarding Emer gency and
Contingency planning/ preparedness? Can they be required to provide “on -site” for
Staging, Shelter -In-Pl ace and desi gnat ion pr oviding a Safe Haven for both non -event and
Emer gency Events ( Fire, Floods, Earthquake, etc.) situations?
2. Can conditions regarding further /future Commercial Development and Use li mits on
adding Density and Use be i mposed shou ld t he proj ect be approved? How will that be
facilitated, monitored and restrained from further additions or revi sions to the C.U.P. ?
3. Can there be Conditions to require Trail s (Multi-Purpose/Equestrian) connecting throu gh
to the ANF? Crossing to the West side of Sand Canyon connecting to the exis ting Trail?
4. Where is the water cur rently coming from, wells (on -site, off -site, S.C Ri ver)? Can you
and/or who and how can the identification & location of these sour ces be established?
Are they required to monitor water usage and are constrained to specific limits/quantities ,
who reviews and anal yzes? Will the EIR address these issues?
5. Can specific Conditions be placed on the pr oj ect to coordinate, work with and obtain
SCHOA’s (or j ust City’s) approval for provi ding Multi -Purpose Trails (Equestrian)?
6. What is the basis and criteria for the Traffic Study and anal ysis in the EIR? Is it
predicated on Industr y Standards or has Cit y gi ven specifics?
7. Can provisions/ Condit ions be made to upgrade/improve and /or provide needed ser vices
directly adj acent to the development (Oak Spring Rd), specifically N.G. water,
waste/sewer?
8. Will the Economic Viability Study, requested at Cit y council meeti ng, be reviewed by an
independent, third par ty expert?
9. Will SCHOA have abil ity, wor king with Cit y , on Desi gn and Landscape (Aesthetic)
Review?
10. Can Conditions be est ablished, should proj ect be approved, afford ing SCHOA/Community
direct input and approval for any i mpact dur ing Construction?
AR3JRanch 2019-04-25 NOP Repsonse ltr.docx
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Subj ect: NOP Comment Letter on Sand Canyon Resor t: Proj ect MC 18 -021

The following represe nts maj or and additional concerns to the proposed development . We
request your ensuring the ir being addressed i n the Environmental Impact Report , within t he Cit y
of Santa Clarita’s Planning Depart ments Reports and basis of any Recommendations to City
Council.

1. Public Safet y;
2. Special Standards District;
3. Qualit y of Life (existing & proposed) & Identit y (“Brand”);
4. Open Space;
5. Water, Waste, Drainage, Energy;
6. Pollution: Noise, Light, air and carbon emissions ;
7. Trails (Equestrian);
8. Traffic: Congestion/volume, parking;
9. Infrastructure;
10.Economic viabilit y;
11.Aesthetics;
12.Flora & Fauna;
13.Operations (hours and events);
14.Emergency Preparedness;
15.Accessibilit y;
16.Construction;
17.Contiguous and future developments (Vista Canyon, Sand C yn. Plaza, Mancara,
etc.);
Respectfull y submitted,
Russell & Adell a Myers
AR3J Ranch

AR3JRanch 2019-04-25 NOP Repsonse ltr.docx
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ruthann Levison <raglev@socal.rr.com>
Wednesday, April 24, 2019 8:33 PM
Hai Nguyen
Schoa Board comments on revised NOP (Sand Canyon Country Club Resort Project)

Dear Hai,
The Sand Canyon Country Club Resort project has increased dramatically from it’s initial design according to
the “Revised NOP”.
At the City’s Scoping meeting (10/30/2018) I (representing our SCHOA Board) presented a list of concerns on
the project.
These concerns are now magnified tenfold with the increased size and scope of the current “resort” plan.
Since the deadline May 2, 2019 is fast approaching to comment on the “NOP”, I am resending our list to you
which has been updated somewhat so that it is in the EIR Records. There are a few new issues listed and some
of the descriptions have been clarified.
SAND CANYON COMMUNITY MAJOR CONCERNS TO BE CONSIDERED:
PUBLIC SAFETY: Sand Canyon is a “wild fire” zone area. With 2000 residents trying to evacuate with
the addition of another 400-600 hotel residents & staff (wedding parties etc) will emergency vehicles be
able to get into the area to do their firefighting? What about ambulance ingress and egress. This is a most
serious issue to consider.
We are ripe to be the next “Paradise, California”.
ACCESS: Isn’t it a necessity for a “secondary access” (a bridge across the Santa Clara River) to be
required for this “high density” project to accommodate the additional traffic, especially during
emergency situations? With additional resort personnel & guests, an additional evacuation route is
without question a necessity.
TRAFFIC: Besides taking “emergency-events traffic” into account, will the required traffic
analysis also include current studies on other nearby developments already in progress (Vista Canyon,
Sand Canyon Plaza, Mancara, etc.) and will there be provisions for the continuing increase of traffic on
Sand Canyon Rd. already impacted by navigation applications? Will such items as proper signalization at
14 Freeway off-ramps, stop signs on Placerita, round-a-bouts, speed humps, etc. be incorporated and
addressed in the traffic study? What if an emergency event occurs when the 14 & 5 Freeways are
impacted with commuter traffic.
SPECIAL STANDARDS DISTRICT: As a Special Standards District and a rural, equestrian-oriented
community, we have definite “density” restrictions among others. This “commercial” project is extremely
high density.
TRAILS:Our Special Standards District requires developers to provide muti-purpose/horse trails through
and around their development so our Sand Canyon Trails System can connect to the US Forest Service
(Wilderness), City Open Space, and to the Golden Valley City Open Space. These trails are the Sand
Canyon community’s “paseos.”
OPEN SPACE: Our community worked diligently to ensure that “open space” within our canyon would
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be protected. To disregard that by changing zoning is a “travesty”. So much for open space surrounding
the city! Taking our internal “open space” away would be heart breaking after forty years of protecting it.
WILDLIFE INTERFACE AREA: this project shares the boundary of the US Angeles National Forest.
All our wild life critters will be negatively impacted by this “commercial enterprise" in their midst.
WATER: Is there adequate public water for a project this significant?
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: Will there be an Economic Analysis showing sustainability for this owner
and potential ownership changes in the future?
ZONING: Will there be studies and recommendations regarding the significant impact of a zoning
Change of Use? The original approval of the Robinson Ranch Golf Course as Open Space eliminated
further residential development for this site, and recognized and established density limits. Will this be
re-addressed?
STAFFING: What type of Executive Management Staff will be established to run a resort of this
magnitude? Will studies and analysis of the Project’s significant scale, scope, and activities impacting our
community be conducted?
AESTHETICS-SC IDENTITY: Will this proposed resort maintain the rural and equestrian flavor of
our community—the “who we are”? Thus far, our community has been ignored. In fact, we have been
told that “golf” & horses” don’t mix.
SEWAGE/WASTE: Is there adequate public sewage infrastructure for a resort of this size
LIGHTS/NOISE: What is planned for lights and noise mitigation for nearby homes who are used to a
quiet, country neighborhood. In our canyons...noise and lighting issues are far reaching.
OAK TREES: Our residents can’t trim oak trees without a permit, let alone remove any. It is my
understanding that many oak trees are to be removed.
PROPERTY MAINTENANCEof the current facility has been sadly lacking.
ILLEGAL GRADING has been done, fines paid....and then “more illegal grading has been done. The
city is well aware of this situation. Code Enforcement has been dealing with it.

Sincerely,
Ruthann (Levison) President
Sand Canyon Community Association
661-252-1360
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carey, Susan (NBCUniversal) <susan.carey@nbcuni.com>
Wednesday, May 01, 2019 3:27 PM
Hai Nguyen
RE: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project - Comment Letter for Revise NOP

May 1, 2019
Mr. Hai Nguyen, Associate Planner
City of Santa Clarita Planning Dept.
23920 Valencia Blvd., Suite 302
Santa Clarita, CA 91355
Re: Sand Canyon Resort Project – EIR Comments for Revised NOP
Dear Mr. Nguyen:
With respect to the revised NOP for the Sand Canyon Resort Project, I submit the comments below
regarding the scope of the EIR for the revised project description, to be added to the comments I
submitted on Nov. 16, 2018 on the original NOP. Please distribute these to the Dudek firm, and as
otherwise required. Thank you.
1. Fire and Other Emergencies Requiring Evacuation. The revised project would accommodate a
greater number of guests on the resort property at any time, including overnight hotel guests,
wedding guests, meeting guests, and day users of the resort’s sports, restaurants, retail, spa,
water park, miniature golf, children’s center and other facilities.
A. What is the plan for evacuating the resort of all guests, users, workers, contractors, etc. in
the event of a brush fire or other emergency so that none of those people are injured or
killed, and so that none of the residents of Sand Canyon, all of whom will also be trying to
evacuate at the same time, will be injured or killed?
B. What arrangements will there be to evacuate any number of persons with disabilities who
may be at the resort at the time of an emergency – taking into account that there could be a
meeting or event at the resort attended by a large number of persons with any type of
special needs at the time of an emergency, so there could be a substantial number of
people needing personal assistance to be moved and provided with in specialized transport
for evacuation. How could such an evacuation be accomplished quickly enough to ensure
the safety of such persons and all the workers and drivers who would have to be involved
in such an evacuation effort?
C. In the revised resort plan, there are not enough parking spaces on the property for all the
vehicles of hotel and villa guests, plus meeting and wedding guests, plus day users of the
facilities, which indicates that the developer plans that many guests will arrive by tour bus
or shared ride service (Uber, Lyft, taxi), and if that’s the case, how will those people be
evacuated when they do not have vehicles at the resort? How would enough transportation
be arranged to evacuate those people in the very short time available for evacuation, and
how would the evacuation vehicles get into the resort given that Sand Canyon Road will
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likely be blocked with evacuation traffic and emergency vehicles needed to deal with the
emergency?
D. Most of the guests of the resort will not be familiar with the surrounding area, so in the
event of an emergency evacuation, especially if one occurs at night, what would be done to
deal with guests who may panic or think they can evacuate more quickly by driving south
from the resort (out via Live Oak Springs Canyon Road) and creating traffic problems and
potentially obstructing emergency vehicle access in other areas of Sand Canyon?
E. What is the plan to deal with the added risk that resort guests will likely be unfamiliar with
the area, and unfamiliar with evacuation for wild fire, and therefor may panic and try to drive
the wrong direction, or abandon their vehicles if stuck in traffic, which will cause even more
problems for the Sand Canyon residents trying to evacuate via the single exit lane of Sand
Canyon Road?
F. Given that Southern California Edison has announced that it plans to preemptively turn off
electric power to any service area at high risk of fire danger, which includes Sand Canyon,
there may be no electric power at the resort at the time of an emergency evacuation due to
fire, or just due to SCE judging that high fire weather exists in the area at the time. What is
the Resorts’ plan to provide electric power by generator for the entire expanded resort plan
area in the event of an SCE shut off, and where and how will the resort store the fuel for the
generator sufficient to provide enough light and other power needed to evacuate everyone
from the resort safely? If the resort is planning to use a natural gas generator in case of an
SCE shut-off, what is the back-up plan for that if the natural gas supply is shut off by the
supplier in the event of a fire in the area?
G. How will fire fighters and other emergency personnel prioritize trying to save people and
structures at the resort vs. Sand Canyon residents, animals and houses in the event of a
major fire? Water sources for water dropping aircraft and trucks are limited within and near
Sand Canyon, and airspace over the canyon is limited for aircraft trying to fight
fires. Would the resort be given priority for protection over Sand Canyon residents and
residences, since there may be more people at the resort delayed from evacuating due to
traffic, whereas any residential area will necessarily have fewer people present? How will
limited water and other firefighting resources be allocated between the resort, Sand
Canyon residences and residents, to prevent the situation that occurred in the recent
Malibu wildfire, where Pepperdine University was protected by firefighters because
students were allowed to shelter in place there, while Malibu homes were allowed to burn
down because of limited firefighting resources?
H. What is the plan to prevent Sand Canyon evacuees and their animals being burned to death
in their vehicles as a result of being trapped in traffic on Sand Canyon Road (as happened
in the recent Paradise, Calif. fire) due to the massive number of people who will have to
evacuate the resort in the event of a wild fire? How will any timely evacuation of Sand
Canyon residents be possible with the addition of evacuating traffic of resort guests and
workers to the already substantial evacuation traffic of Sand Canyon residents, given that
Sand Canyon Road is only 2 lanes and is the only access route through the canyon?
2. Traffic and Parking. With the increases in the size of the villas, and the meeting spaces, and
the addition of even more attractions for day users, the traffic analysis needs to accurately
evaluate a realistic number of vehicle trips to and from the resort, and the impact on surface
streets and freeways, generated by the expanded project. As noted previously, the analysis
must take into account all the new traffic that will be added to the Sand Canyon area by the
Vista Canyon project, Sand Canyon Plaza, increased commute traffic through Sand Canyon
due to navigation apps directing drivers to use Sand Canyon Road to avoid traffic on the 14
freeway, and increasingly frequent and lengthy traffic jams on the 14 Freeway. Will the City
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provide and pay for additional sheriff patrols and paramedics to handle calls for police/medical
assistance at the resort, and for sheriff patrols to deal with traffic problems in Sand Canyon
created by resort guests and workers, such as traffic accidents, speeding and driving under the
influence?
3. Pollution and Waste.
A. What increase in air pollution will be caused by the expanded resort and its increased
capacity for larger meetings and weddings, taking into account
(a) the increasing traffic already present on surface streets and freeways serving the Sand
Canyon area, and the fact to that substantial additional traffic will be added when Vista
Canyon and Sand Canyon Plaza are built,
(b) the fact that the vast majority of resort guests will be travelling many miles by car on
already-crowded freeways and surface streets to get to the resort due to its location
being remote from the likely sources of resort guests: airports; the Los Angeles basin;
and the Valencia population area,
(c) day trips by hotel guest to local attractions and diversions, such as Magic Mountain,
shopping centers, and restaurants, and
(d) additional air pollution from the additional grading needed for the expanded resort plan
with added attractions and the expanded water storage pond.
B. What will be the amount of additional waste water and solid waste created by the expanded
size of the resort facilities, and attractions that have been added to the revised plan, such
as the water park?
4. Parking.
A. What is the real number of parking spaces and land area needed to park all of the vehicles
that will be at the expanded resort on a day with full occupancy of the hotels and villas, full
meeting facilities, full wedding venue, full use by day visitors of the golf course, spa, pools,
water park, Children’s Center, miniature golf, retail, restaurants, sports courts, gardens and
trails, taking into account the resort overnight guests, meeting guests, wedding guests, day
visitors, workers, suppliers and service providers.
B. Given the very low number of parking spaces included in the expanded plan, where will the
overflow traffic park?
C. If overflow parking will be accommodated along the entrance road, or on Live Oak Springs
Canyon Road, won’t that further obstruct the already limited access to the property for
evacuation and/or emergency vehicle access to the resort and the residential area to the
south of the resort?
5. Noise and Lights. What will be the impact during daytime and night time on surrounding
residents and wildlife of noise and lights created by the water park, larger outdoor wedding
facilities, meditation garden, nature garden that have been added as outdoor impacts in the
revised plan, and the substantial increase in grading in the revised plan?
6. Zoning and Special Standards District. The EIR needs to address the impact on residents’
property values and lifestyles of this incredibly high density expanded resort development
being built in the rural, low density residential Sand Canyon Special Standards District which is
supposed to protect and encourage the unique rural, equestrian character of Sand
Canyon. The attractions that have been added to the resort’s revised plan will all generate
more traffic, more crowding, more noise, more light pollution, more air pollution, more waste
and more water use, and greater negative impacts in every way on residents of Sand Canyon,
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property values, and wildlife in the area. The expanded resort will create noise, traffic and
disruption of the surrounding rural, residential area 24 hours a day when you take into account
the expected long operating hours for the resort’s outdoor activities that will generate
substantial noise, which will transmit long distances from the resort due to the topography and
wind in the canyon system, plus late night and early morning traffic, noise and lights generated
by resort workers, suppliers and maintenance workers accessing and performing services at
the resort during those hours. How is the 24-hour carnival-like atmosphere that will be created
by the resort, along with the sheer size and density of the use, compatible with the zoning and
standards for development in Sand Canyon as stated in the Sand Canyon Special Standards
District regulations?
Sincerely,
Susan M. Carey
27143 Crystal Springs Road
Canyon Country, CA 91387
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

teresazullo@gmail.com
Wednesday, May 01, 2019 12:13 PM
Hai Nguyen
schoa@la.twcbc.com
Sand Canyon Country Club expansion

Importance:

High

Mr. Nguyen
The project is already too large for the area. What is currently there is not utilized to its maximum. The current
restaurant is open only two (2) days per week to the general public--and sometimes not even that. People are expected
to call ahead to make sure they are open.
The project is not to to better, nor enhance, nor accomadate the community. Its design is to bring in large groups for
social events.
The open space was a requirement to allow what is currently there. It should not be infringed upon nor granted back to
the owner.
If allowed, the construction process would create a lot of dust/dirt pollution as has been the case with the current
project in the river bed--to say nothing of noise pollution and traffic.
There are times when it is almost impossible to get out of our driveway because of the current traffic congestation.
If allowed, this project could be the BIG WHITE ELEPHANT IN OUR LIVINGROOM.
Teresa Zullo
661 299-1141
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:

Tom Jones <tsonej@att.net>
Sunday, April 14, 2019 6:42 AM
Hai Nguyen

Dear Mr. Nguyen:
I have great concern over this development, and it seems to me that the planning should
consider these things:
1. Traffic. The traffic just continues to get worse and worse on Sand Canyon Road as
well as the local Freeways. The growth of our city, without commensurate
infrastructure just flat reduces the quality of life. This just adds to the problems.
2. If the performance of the current country club is any indication, one has to question
the economic viability of the project. Perhaps that is not a planning commission issue,
but it seems to me I would require a performance bond to insure completion once the
project is started. In my business career, I have gone to many resorts for business
meetings. Considering the time and convenience to the airport and our area (while
we have lived here many years and love it), I just can’t see this as a top of the line
resort. A failure is in no one’s interest.
Thomas A. Jones
26847 Chuckwagon Place
Canyon Country, CA 91387
661-298-9553
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tracy Hauser <tracy@tracyteam.com>
Thursday, April 04, 2019 7:05 AM
SCHOA
Hai Nguyen
Re: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project

Hi Hai,
I just reviewed the revised proposal Mr Kim wants to do at the Sand Canyon Country Club. This is
dramatically different than what was originally planned. I am not against responsible growth, but this seems
like way to much for a country setting.
We already have a massive project coming in which is being done correctly ( Vista Canyon). That project will
already have a hotel and a business center and other amenities that will serve this side of town along with
bring in more traffic that the community is not so happy about.
Sand Canyon rd is a two lane High Way that is, way over used with the shift in traffic form people jumping off
the 14 to cut through the Canyon. This project would radically congest an overburdened two lane road that
can't be widen with out taking out huge Oak Trees and changing property lines.
Mr Kim's project needs to be scaled back to something more reasonable, so the Sand Canyon country setting
can be protected some what.
Thank you for your attention on this matter,
Tracy Hauser

Tracy Hauser
Broker Associate - Cobalt Realty Group
CalBRE License# 00906411
23929 Valencia Blvd. Suite 311
Santa Clarita, CA 91355
Direct 661-755-1960
www.TracyTeam.com
About My Team-- https://youtu.be/FnSpTAmOpqs
What My Clients have to say-- https://youtu.be/6yhIpSPbbXw
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From: SCHOA <schoa@la.twcbc.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 8:45 PM
To: SCHOA
Subject: FW: Revised NOP for Sand Canyon Resort Project

Dear Neighbors,
SCHOA has just received an update from the City of Santa Clarita on the Sand Canyon Country Club “Resort
Project”.
Apparently, the project has expanded considerably since the “presentation meetings that Mr. Kim provided to
the community.
In fact, it has expanded even further since the City’s Scoping Meeting.
Attached is the “Revised Notice of Preparation” from City Planner Hai Nguyen.
This document notes the current updated description of the project going through the EIR process.
As you can read in his email the comment period to the city is from April 2nd until May 2nd.
This enormity of this project has the potential to totally change the character of our community.
We encourage you to read this document and make your comments directly to Mr. Nguyen with a copy to
SCHOA for our records.
All of his contact info is in the attachment. It is safe to open it.
Sincerely,
Sand Canyon Community Association
Ruthann Levison, President
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Vivian Zinn <Rebel-Zinn@socal.rr.com>
Friday, April 05, 2019 2:40 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon HOA
Sand Canyon Resort Project

Dear Mr. Nguyen,
After review of the revised Sand Canyon Country Club “Resort Project”, I feel I must voice my opinion. I find the
updated plan to be totally inappropriate for our Sand Canyon Community not to mention the impact on traffic, safety,
pollution, water usage and esthetics to the surrounding areas and the City at large.
You are well familiar with our community and have heard our concerns regarding the impact of the original scope of
the project. This enlarged project magnifies those concerns hundreds of times over. Having lived in the canyon
since 1984, my reasons for staying here are the canyon is the rural atmosphere and peaceful surroundings. The
canyon has always been a safe place to live without much outside traffic with the exception of the growing traffic in
the canyon at peak rush hours on the freeway.
The enormity and expanse of this proposed project does not reflect the spirit of this community nor does it reflect
the atmosphere, lifestyle and scale that exist in the canyon. It will adversely affect the canyon community with
increased traffic, increased persons from outside the area “exploring the canyon" resulting in a loss of privacy,
increased water usage from the existing water supply, increased noise and pollution and increased activities both
day and night resulting in many safety concerns including the welfare of those leaving the property after consuming
alcoholic or other mind altering substances and those they may encounter on the roadway. Increased traffic raises
safety concerns for our children as they enter and exit the local schools. We are all aware of the inability to quickly
and safely evacuate the canyon that occurred during the Sand fire. The increased traffic added by this project
will compound ingress and egress issues when the next disaster occurs.
The density of this project does not align with the residential nature of the canyon and will result in the removal of
existing oak trees that are protected and can never be replaced with the same aged majestic trees that currently
exist on the property. Instead, it brings commercialism that will negatively impact the entire community in order for
an individual to profit from the destruction of the site and natural elements.
In closing, The Santa Clarita Municipal Code, Division 1. General Procedures, Chapter 17.01, TITLE, PURPOSE,
COMPONENTS, AND AUTHORITY, 17.39.030 Sand Canyon Special Standards District States: "A. Purpose. The
purpose of the special standards district is to maintain, preserve and enhance the rural and equestrian character
of Sand Canyon.” It is my opinion that this proposed project not is not in alignment with that vision and will have an
extremely detrimental impact on the Sand Canyon community. I urge the city to deny the application and put a stop
to this proposed project.

Respectfully,
Vivian Zinn
26961 Tannahill Ave
Santa Clarita, CA 91387
661-373-7045
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George Welch 28090 Oak Spring Cyn Rd (contiguous to the proposed development)
818-590-943
John Higby 27900 Graceton (Contiguous to the proposed development)
661-212-3773
Our Current EIR concerns and comments are as follows;
1. Will this project conform to all established criteria included in the Sand Canyon Special
District Standards? If not, it is a negative impact upon our environment.
2. Can this project be modified and built within the current zoning in order to maintain the
exclusive canyon atmosphere that exists. If not, it is a negative impact upon our
environment.
3. The current zoning helps protect our property values by keeping incompatible or
unsuitable uses away from our properties. Therefore this proposed change, flat out
diminishes property value from the current residents of Sand Canyon. That is a negative
impact upon our community.
4. When measuring and analyzing noise and light impacts, will the baseline be established
from the existing impact. Please note, at present and for the past 20 years that I’ve lived
here, noise and light is next to zero. IWewould welcome analytics on site at my home.
Noise and light intrusion would change and destroy the environment from its current
peace and serenity.
5. Another environmental impact issue is air quality. With its traffic, (guests, servicing
vendors, employees), mechanical equipment? With restaurants smell, vehicle emissions,
trash!?
6. How does the EIR address the energy and water consumption, waste issues, food scraps,
oil and chemical disposal requirements?
7. Traffic study should note there is only one way in and out. One lane in each direction.
During the Sand Fire, people trying to evacuate sat in gridlock in their cars. That
impeded fire fighters access. As is, Sand Canyon cannot handle this type of proposed
density!
8. Will there be an addition of access both for construction and commercial/business
access? Perhaps through Mancara and with a new bridge over the wash to protect Sand
Canyon traffic. Not only time, Safety Will Be Jeopardized!! Sand Canyon road requires
traffic to stop for passage to our many bicyclists, pedestrians, critters and such! Years of
Construction Traffic alone would devastate canyon traffic and should be considered as a
negative impact upon our community.

9. What will be allowed in the way of hours of operation, this is a rural, equestrian
residential, dark sky, extremely quiet neighborhood? The norm should not change to
appease one individual!
10. The existing “Robinson Ranch” building fits nicely and discreetly into the landscape. The
proposed is a number of Giant buildings three stories high and sitting on ridgeline at the
highest point! This will visually affect most canyon residents. This is a horrible impact on
environment.
11. What can the city promise regarding the future of this mass of condensed high density
construction, given the probable failure of its current proposed use?
12. If the zoning change and the project are approved, precedent will have been set for
future endeavors for business’s and multifamily high density zoning in Sand Canyon. This
results in an irresponsible and irreversible negative impact upon Sand Canyon and
surrounding areas.
13. Will there be required full time police on site? Will there be armed security on site full
time? Is the impact of Crime increase for this commercial venue considered and
weighed in the EIR?
14. How many Bars will be open within the overall scope of SCCC Resort? Is there licensing
available in such close proximity?
15. Will there be an analysis done to justify a market for such a venue and will it be
managed and operated by a professional hotelier company approved by the city?
16. Will there be a city approved construction manager that answers to the city’s
requirements in a timely manner and with a project scope and schedule to be approved
prior to any project start?
17. Will there be required fencing built to encompass/delineate the enterprise and to
protect neighboring properties?
18. Will the existing natural vegetation surrounding the site remain unmolested and clean?
19. What steps will be taken to protect and support our wildlife? Birds, coyotes, bobcats,
mountain lions, snakes, even squirrels, gophers, rabbits and rats? The presence of
buildings and tourists may destroy the local environment and habitat of native animals.
20. Please note, since the past grading operations have been done by Mr. Kim, drainage
onto my property is causing damage. Not to be overlooked this is another example of
negative environmental impact.

21. Our concerns regarding Mr. Kim’s use of our private road for his heavy equipment and
dirt haulers despite our frequent requests and personal meetings for him to stop due to
the damage to our fragile private road and drainage pipes. Even though his property
adjoins the area in which he was dumping dirt and could have made use of his own
property from the SCCC to his Mancara project. Mr. Kim ignored our many requests to
stop his dirt hauling construction trucks. The dust that was created from these vehicles
was a definite health hazard to all Oak Spring Canyon neighbors. The City was unwilling
to render us assistance as Oak Spring Cyn Rd is a private road and suggested that we
stop the vehicles ourselves which, could have left us with a neighborhood vigilant type
of action. Not our way of living. We felt the City government did not take our request
seriously and left us to fend for ourselves. Mr. Kim was insensitive to the surrounding
neighbors to his project which leaves us to believe Mr. Kim disregards the affect of his
project on his surrounding neighbors and community. Further, the extremely heavy
truck haulers has damaged the asphalt surface of our easement from Comet Way to Oak
Spring Cyn dirt road.
Thanks again for reviewing some of our concerns regarding this obtrusive change to our canyon
and our homes. It’s a very unrealistic reality that we’ve been living with for a couple years. Just
in putting this together it seems and we hope that the city, acting as fiduciary, and in good
faith, can no way authorize and force upon us this nonconforming project.

Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

jzink@jzink.com
Thursday, April 04, 2019 10:18 AM
Hai Nguyen
schoa@la.twcbc.com; firefamily@earthlink.net
Fwd: SCCC

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Dr. J Zink" <jzink@jzink.com>
Date: April 4, 2019 at 8:50:01 AM PDT
To: "Dr. J. Zink" <jzink@jzink.com>
Subject: SCCC
Mr. Nguyen:
It needs to be in the record for the proposed massive building project at The Sand Canyon
Country Club that in the last two years the owner directed hundreds of large dirt filled trucks
down Oak Spring Canyon Road (a dirt road wash) to deposit hundreds of thousands of cubic
yards of dirt across the road.
This ruined our self maintained road, crushed water drainage piping, and deposited great
volumes of dust on our homes, driveways, and vehicles. One day, alone, we counted more than
500 trucks. No one from the city assessed this environmental impact. No one asked if we minded
that our private road be used for a commercial project. When we complained, the owners sent
water trucks to wet down our dirt road. The clear solution to our truck problem was to send more
trucks.
In addition to the visual blight of the proposed hotel and complex buildings, we are concerned
our road will again be ruined with construction detritus. Not to mention noise and diesel
pollution.
The real environmental impact of this proposal has been unpleasantly dramatic already. We
residents maintain our own dirt road with our own money (which I help raise). Do you really
think we will not go to court to protect our living environment?
How an organization which cannot run one little restaurant full time will suddenly be magically
transformed into a “world class resort” managing three or four hotels with 24 hour food service
should create disturbing doubts in the minds of city planners that the project will be successful.
The golf course seems to be losing money now. The restaurant is open sporadically. When it is
open some evenings the attendance is marginal. If one cannot demonstrate a profitable enterprise
on a small scale, what logic dictates that really big will be really better?
We purchased our property at 28024 Oak Spring Canyon Road for the peaceful tranquility of
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country life. Since the proposed project has started already with what seems to be no clear city
permissions, much of our tranquility has been compromised already.
Much human pain often results from the ill-conceived. Must we all have to learn that less is more again?

Sincerely,
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Zink
28024 Oak Spring Canyon Road
Canyon Country, CA 91387

310-714-1945

Sent from my iPhone
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Hai Nguyen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jzink@jzink.com
Wednesday, April 03, 2019 9:14 PM
Hai Nguyen
Sand Canyon Country Club

Dear Mr. Nguyen!
Please forward the latest proposal from Mr. Kim regarding the Sand Canyon Country Club. Our property appears to be
directly affected by his latest suggestions for expansion.
We are not happy with how this development will affect our interests.
Sincerely,
Dr. And Mrs. J. Zink
28024 Oak Spring Canyon Road
Canyon Country, CA 91387
310-714-1945
Sent from my iPad
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